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Abstract
Enzootic abortion of ewes (EAE) is an economically important

disease of sheep caused by a specific type of Chlamydia psittaci.
Despite the considerable losses caused by the disease, the
pathogenesis, immunology and epidemiology of EAE are poorly
understood, as are the immune mechanisms evoked by the current
vaccine used to control the disease. Moreover, the efficacy of the
vaccine has been found to vary. In contrast to Chlamydia
trachomatis, for which 15 serovars have been defined, and the
other recently defined species Chlamydia pneumoniae, a suitable
comprehensive systematic classification of C.psittaci has not been
developed. This has presented a central problem to the study of EAE
since more than one type of C.psittaci infect sheep. In addition to
this, the unsuitability of cell culture based tests for the
detection of the organism in biological specimens has limited both
pathological and epidemiological studies.

The aim of this project was to use nucleic acid based techniques
for the detection and typing of C.psittaci strains. A
representative genomic library of C.psittaci, S26/3 was constructed
and used to isolate the 16S rRNA and major outer membrane protein
(MOMP) genes.

The 16S rRNA gene was subcloned into a transcription vector to
allow the generation of single stranded RNA probes complementary to
native C.psittaci ovine abortion (OA), 16S rRNA. This anti-sense
probe was used in an RNase protection test (Hybrid Duplex RNA
Analysis-HYDRA). HYDRA was shown to be a sensitive and highly
specific detection test for C.psittaci, OA strain infection in
biological samples including ovine faeces, ovine and human
placenta, ovine ileal and tonsilar tissues and ovine vaginal swabs.
The same anti-sense probe was also used to detect C.psittaci, OA
strains by in situ hybridisation. Chlamydia-specific oligonucleotide
primers were designed and polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
amplification of both the 16S rRNA and MOMP genes was developed, at
a preliminary level, as a detection test for infection by
C.psittaci.

The application of both Southern blot analysis and restriction
endonuclease (RE) profiling of PCR amplified fragments (PCR-RE
profiling), using the MOMP and 16S rRNA genes, allowed the
identification of C.psittaci subspecies types and the easy
discrimination of the three chlamydial species. A combination of
Southern blot analysis, PCR-RE profiling and direct DNA sequence
determination of the MOMP genes from a large group of C.psittaci, OA
isolates was used to investigate possible strain variation within
this C.psittaci type. The comparison demonstrated a high degree of
identity within the OA group and a contrasting high level of
variation within the other group of ovine C.psittaci, non-abortion
ruminant strains.

This study has established simple and convenient techniques for
both detection and identification of the 2 different types of
C.psittaci which infect sheep, independent of culture and extensive
purification of the causative organism.
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CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND AIMS

THE ORGANISM

Taxonomy
The Chlamydiae are classified into the distinct order,

Chlamydiales, within which there is one family Chlamydiaceae
consisting of a single genus, Chlamydia (Moulder et al, 1984;
Moulder, 1988). Until recently only two species were recognised,

Chlamydia trachomatis and Chlamydia psittaci. However, the Taiwan
acute respiratory strain, a pathogen of the human respiratory tract,
has been proposed as a third species to be known as Chlamydia

pneumoniae (Grayston et al, 1989).

Chlamydia are true Eubacteria (Weisburg et al, 1986) and share

many properties with Gram-negative bacteria. They are, however,
characterised by a unique bi-phasic life cycle which alternates
between infectious dormant elementary bodies (EB) and the
non-infectious, metabolically active form, the reticulate body (RB).

C.trachomatis and C.psittaci can be distinguished on the

biological bases of glycogen accumulation, susceptibility to certain
antibiotics and the difference displayed in host ranges.

C.trachomatis displays a limited host range with 15 human serovars

and one murine strain (Wang and Grayston, 1970). C.psittaci

comprises an extensive and diverse grouping widely distributed in
the animal kingdom, displaying a broad host range and pathogenic
potential (Storz, 1971; Shewan, 1980; Aitken, 1986a). C.psittaci
is associated with a variety of disease syndromes. Inapparent
intestinal infection, diarrhoea, polyarthritis, urogenital
infection, abortion, mastitis, pneumonia, encephalomyelitis,

conjunctivitis and hepatitis are all typical infections seen in
small ruminants (Storz, 1971; Shewan, 1980). The disease syndrome
caused and the symptoms which are displayed are dependent on the
strain and virulence of the infecting organism, the route and weight
of infection, the age, sex, physiological status and environment
of the host.
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Classification and strain differentiation of C.psittaci has been
based on a number of biological, immunological and genetic
criteria. These have included a plaque reduction assay (Banks et

al, 1970; Schachter et al, 1974 and 1975), inclusion morphology

(Spears and Storz, 1979a and 1979b; Anderson and Baxter, 1986),

response to cell culture treatment with IDU, cytochalasin B,

cycloheximide and cortisone (Anderson, 1986a; Tessler, 1986),
amino acid growth requirements (Allan and Pearce, 1983), indirect
immunofluorescence (Anderson, 1987), mIF (Eb and Orfila, 1982),
indirect mIF (Perez-Martinez and Storz, 1985a), mAb analysis

(Toyofuku et al, 1986; DeLong and Magee, 1986; Fukushi et al,
1987; Andersen and van Deusen, 1988; Andersen and Tappe, 1989),

immunoblotting (Fukushi and Hirai, 1988, Winsor and Grimes, 1988;
Mondesire et al, 1989), RE profiling, Southern blot-DNA probe and
DNA re-association homology analyses (McClenaghan et al, 1984; Cox
et al, 1988; Timms et al, 1988a; Andersen and Tappe, 1989; Girjes
et al, 1988, Fukushi and Hirai, 1989).

The difficulty in classifying this highly diverse species is
clear. Perez-Martinez and Storz, 1985a proposed 9 immunotypes of
mammalian strains and Toyofuku et al, 1986 indicated the presence of
7 avian strains. Revision of the current sub-species groupings and
the designation of separate species status has been suggested for
the different genetic groups of C.psittaci (Fukushi and Hirai,

1989). C.psittaci isolated from ruminants have been grouped into

immunotype 1 (abortion and some intestinal types), immunotype 2

(polyarthritis, conjunctivitis, encephalitis and enteritis types),
and immunotypes 3 and 9 (types isolated from bovine and ovine
faeces) according to the system of Perez-Martinez and Storz, 1985a.

Life cycle
The EB is the extracellular, infectious form of the organism. It

is metabolically inert and resistant to osmotic lysis. In contrast
to most other Gram-negative outer envelopes chlamydia do not possess

peptidoglycan. The structural rigidity of the EB is thought to be
generated by extensive cross-linking of cysteine rich outer membrane
proteins by disulphide bonds (Newhall and Jones, 1983; Bavoil et al,
1984). Outer membrane proteins are also thought to contribute to

the attachment and entry of the EB into the host cell (Wenman and
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Meuser, 1986; Hackstadt, 1986). Entry of the attached EB into
mammalian cells is by endocytosis (Lawn et al, 1973). However, the
mechanism by which this occurs is not clear. Parasite directed

phagocytosis, microfilament-dependent and -independent phagocytosis
and pinocytosis via clathrin-coated and non-coated smooth pits have
all been postulated as entry mechanisms (reviewed by Wyrick et al,
1989). Different modes of entry have been shown to operate

depending on techniques of infection (Prain and Pearce, 1989). The
modes of entry which operate may be dependent on host cell type and

status, virulence of the strain, multiplicity of infection and the
techniques utilised to enhance infection and to visualise
ultrastructure.

Internalised organisms continue the developmental cycle in the

topologically, morphologically and biochemically distinct vesicle or

endosome within the host cell cytoplasm. The organism survives
within the endosome by inhibiting the fusion of the endosome with
host cell lysosomes (Friis, 1972) by an unknown mechanism.

Chlamydial outer membrane preparations have been shown to inhibit

phagolysosomal fusion (Eissenberg et al, 1983) and thus, outer
membrane components are thought to play a role in this phenomenon

during the infection cycle.

The EB transforms into the metabolically active, non-infectious
RB which proliferates by binary fission within the confines of the
endosome. This expands and can fuse with other chlamydia laden
endosomes within the cell, to form a prominent inclusion. Virtually

nothing is known of the temporal and genetic control of the growth

cycle. Disruption of the disulphide bridges of MOMP, decreased

infectivity and decreased osmotic stability are thought to represent
some early structural changes associated with RB differentiation
(Hackstadt et al, 1985).

Chlamydia have very limited metabolic capabilities (Hatch, 1988),
cannot generate net ATP (Moulder, 1962) but possess an ATP-uptake
system (Hatch et al, 1982). It has been shown recently by
high-resolution nuclear magnetic resonance, that EBs have an

intrinsic ATPase activity, the regulation of which has been linked
with cysteine rich outer membrane proteins in EBs (Peeling et al,
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1989). However, the replicating organism relies on the host cell
pool of basic metabolites and other factors for protein, DNA and
RNA synthesis. This dependence on the host cells metabolic resources

lead to the "energy parasite" hypothesis of Moulder.

The RBs mature and condense into EBs within the expanding
inclusions. The cytoplasmic inclusions rupture causing cell lysis
and mature EBs are released into the surrounding environment thereby

completing the growth cycle (Ward, 1988).

Morphology and ultrastructure
EBs of C.trachomatis and C.psittaci are coccoid, whereas EBs of

C.pneumoniae TWAR strains have been reported to have a distinctive

pear shape (Chi et al, 1987). Their size approach the limit of
resolution of light microscopy. EBs are typically 200-400nm in
diameter and contain a single eccentric electron dense nucleoid core

surrounded by the cytoplasm. Electron microscopic studies have
revealed the ultrastructure of the chlamydial surface. Hexagonally
arranged surface projections with centre to centre spacing of
35-50nm cover the surface of the EB (Matsumoto and Higashi, 1975;

Gregory et al, 1979; Chang et al, 1982). Projections appear as

6nm in diameter and 45nm long hollow structures tapering to a point,
as visualised by negative staining (Matsumoto, 1988). Each
projection protrudes from a 30nm wide rosette composed of nine

regularly arranged subunits (Matsumoto, 1982a). Measurements
estimated, using negatively stained preparations, indicate that
rosettes are 20nm in diameter, each subunit being 3-5nm wide,

surrounding the 10-12nm hole from which the projections emerge

(Matsumoto, 1973). Electron microscopic inspection of outer membrane

preparations of C.psittaci, OA have revealed similar structures.
Rosettes of 14.5nm diameter appeared to consist of 7-9 regularly

arranged subunits of 3-4nm in diameter surrounding a central cavity
of 7-9nm in diameter (Tan, 1989).

RBs are larger, pleomorphic and more flexible structures ranging
in size from 300 to 800nm in diameter. RBs possess identical

projections to those of EBs. RB projections originate from the
cytoplasm, extend through the cell envelope by the rosette in the
cell wall and appear to extend through the inclusion membrane. This
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has prompted the suggestion for a role in inter-cellular molecular
transfer (Matsumoto, 1981; Matsumoto, 1982b)

The ultra-structural analysis of disrupted outer membrane

preparations has revealed an internal hexagonally ordered
macro-molecular structure composed of particles lOnm in diameter

(Manire, 1966; Matsumoto and Manire, 1970), with a periodicity of
16.7nm (Matsumoto, 1979). Particles 5-6nm wide with centre to

centre spacing of 7-8nm have been shown to protrude from the surface
of the outer membrane. They are thought to contribute to the
structural integrity of the outer-surface of the EB cell wall
(Matsumoto, 1979; 1982c; 1988).

Genetics

Genomic DNA

Chlamydial genomic DNA consists of a closed, circular double
stranded chromosome, demonstrated by electron microscopy (Sarov and

Becker, 1969; Stephens, 1988). Mean estimates of molar

percentages of guanine and cytosine are 41%, 40% and 44% for
C.psittaci, C.pneumoniae, TWAR strains and C.trachomatis

respectively (Moulder, 1966; Kingsbury and Weiss, 1968; Gerloff
et al, 1970; Weiss et al, 1970; Cox et al, 1988). The chlamydial

genome is one of the smallest in comparison to most bacterial

genomes. Estimates of 600 to 1440Kb have been reported (Tamura,
1964; Kingsbury, 1969; Sarov and Becker, 1969; Stephens. 1988),
second only to the mycoplasmas at 750Kb. A more recent analysis of
the genome size of C.psittaci and C.trachomatis, by pulsed field gel

electrophoresis, has revealed a homogeneous genome size of 1450Kb
(Frutos et al, 1990).

Genetic relatedness among the chlamydial species has been
evaluated by DNA re-association studies. C. trachomatis, C.psittaci
and C.pneumoniae, TWAR strains share less than 10% DNA homology by
this criteria (Kingsbury and Weiss, 1968; Cox et al, 1988; Fukushi
and Hirai 1989). Within species, LGV and trachoma serovars share
around 95% homology (Kingsbury and Weiss, 1968), whereas the mouse

pneumonitis strain shares less than 30% DNA homology with the human
serovars (Weiss et al, 1970). Genetic groups of C.psittaci have been
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shown to share less than 10% to 60% DNA homology (Fukushi and Hirai,
1989). TWAR strains display sub-species DNA homology of 94-96% (Cox
et al, 1988).

Chromosome structure

The chlamydial chromosome, in common with other bacteria, is

supercoiled, highly folded and interacts with membrane associated

proteins to form the nucleoid. The nucleoid of the reticulate body
is a dispersed fibrillar structure in common with other vegetative
bacteria. The nucleoid of the EB is an electron dense, compacted
structure lacking any discernable fibrillar character, situated

eccentrically within the cytoplasm (Costerton et al, 1976). The
unique character of the EB nucleoid, among other bacteria, shows a

structural organisation significantly different from that of other

prokaryotes.

The possible existence of histone like chlamydial DNA binding
proteins have been described. EB specific protein species of 15,000,
17,000 m.w. and a protein of 25,000 m.w. have been shown to bind

chlamydial DNA (Wagar and Stephens, 1988). However, as yet, no

precise biological function has been assigned to these proteins

(Stephens, 1988).

Plasmid DNA

The observation and isolation of plasmids from C.trachomatis and

C.psittaci was first reported by Lovett et al, 1980. All human
serovars of C.trachomatis possess a cryptic 7.5Kb plasmid (Palmer
and Falkow, 1986a), which have been shown to be highly conserved

by both RE profiling (Palmer and Falkow, 1986a) and DNA sequence

analysis (Sriprakash and MacAvoy, 1987; Comanducci et al, 1988;
Hatt et al, 1988) .

Plasmid DNA is not ubiquitous in C.psittaci being absent from OA,

polyarthritis and the UK isolate of CallO(HcClenaghan et al, 1986;
McClenaghan et al, 1988). A 6.2Kb plasmid has been isolated and

analysed from a USA isolate of CallO strain (Joseph et al, 1986) and
an avian psittacosis strain (Timms et al, 1988b). Plasmid DNA of
7.4Kb has been described in ovine polyarthritis, sporadic bovine
encephalomyelitis isolates (Timms et al, 1988b) and a Koala isolate
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(Hugall et al, 1989) whereas McClenaghan et al, 1988 cloned and
characterised a slightly larger larger plasmid of 7.9Kb from a

psittacine isolate. Lusher et al, 1989 characterised four 7.5Kb

plasmids associated with avian, feline, equine and guinea-pig
C.psittaci strains by restriction mapping. Plasmids appear to be
absent from TWAR strains (Campbell et al, 1987).

DNA sequences conserved between C.trachomatis and C.psittaci

plasmids have been mapped to two separate regions (Lusher et al,
1989). A limited region of highly conserved DNA sequence, identified
as 4 tandemly repeated 22 bp regions, has been shown to differ by 2
bp in the 22 bp motif between C.trachomatis and C.psittaci plasmid

(Hugall et al, 1989). A possible role of this conserved sequence is

thought be the control of plasmid replication, based on sequence

comparisons with origins of replication.

RNA content

rRNA

The rRNA content of both C.psittaci and C.trachomatis has been

analysed and found to consist of 23S , 16S and 5S RNA fractions in
common with other bacteria (Taraura, 1964; Tamura and Iwanaga, 1965;
Sarov and Becker, 1968; Becker, 1978). The latter study also
described ribonucleoproteins, 23S rRNA being associated with a 52S

particle and 16S rRNA being associated with a 30S particle. Studies

using PAGE, demonstrated that the mature 23S and 16S rRNA species
are derived from 32S and 17.5S precursors respectively (Gutter and
Becker, 1972; Gutter et al, 1973).

C.trachomatis and C.psittaci 16S rRNA genes have recently been
cloned and DNA sequence analysis performed (Palmer and Falkow,
1986b; Palmer et al, 1986; Weisburg et al, 1986; Engel and Ganem,
1987). These studies have shown that C.trachomatis and C.psittaci
16S rRNA sequences share more than 95% nucleotide homology (Weisburg
et al, 1986). The existence of two 16S rRNA gene copies per

chromosome was first suggested by Southern blot analysis of
C.trachomatis DNA with 16S rRNA probe (Palmer and Falkow, 1986b and
1986c). The existence of two rRNA operons, coordinately expressed
via tandem promoters was demonstrated by SI nuclease and primer
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extension analyses (Engel and Ganem, 1987). Sequence analysis
showed that the areas surrounding the chlamydial transcription
initiation sites were unique among the prokaryotes, suggesting
chlamydial transcription signals may differ from other bacteria

(Engel and Ganem, 1987).

Transcription and mRNA
The understanding of transcriptional events and their control

mechanisms during the chlamydial life cycle is improving. Analysis
of RNA synthesis in chlaraydiae has been achieved by cytochemical
studies, nucleotide incorporation, rifampicin inhibition and
northern hybridisation, the findings of which have been reviewed by
Stephens, 1988.

Preliminary analysis of chlamydial mRNA sequences has been
reported following the availability of specific gene probes. 0MP1
specific mRNA species were detected and shown to be expressed

constitutively from tandem promoters, by northern blot analysis of
RNA isolated sequentially during the C.trachomatis growth cycle,
using a MOMP gene probe (Stephens et al, 1988a). Comparison of the
C.trachomatis 0MP1 promoter regions with the promoter regions of
C.trachomatis, mouse biovar rRNA genes (Engel and Ganem, 1987) show
no significant sequence homology.

Northern blot analysis has shown that transcription of the
C.trachomatis, LI 60kDa cysteine rich protein (CRP) gene produces a

temporally controlled polycistronic mRNA (Lambden et al, 1990).
Primer extension analysis indicated the presence of tandem

promoters, separated by 66 nucleotides, with transcriptional start

points located 577 and 643 nucleotides upstream of the start codon.
A short open reading frame was identified by DNA sequence analysis,
which also revealed a number of upstream inverted repeat structures

which the authors speculate may act as binding domains for

transcriptional regulatory factors.

Transcription products of 480 to 5000 nucleotides have been
detected from C.trachomatis plasmid by northern blotting (Palmer and
Falkow, 1986a). The maximum sizes of translation products from the
smaller transcripts were calculated to be 17,000, 24,000 and 47,000
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m.w. Using in vivo and in vitro systems, plasmid encoded
polypeptides ranging in molecular weight from 11,000 to 48,000 have
been described for C.trachomatis plasmid (Joseph et al, 1986; Hatt
et al, 1988; Palmer and Falkow, 1986a; Kahane and Sarov, 1987)
and 22,000 to 58,000 m.w. for C.psittaci plasmid (Joseph et al,
1986). The large transcripts probably represent polycistronic mRNAs
which encode more than one protein.

The emerging evidence indicates that chlamydial DNA-dependent RNA

polymerases interact with promoter recognition sequences which are

distinct from those of other eubacteria (Palmer and Falkow, 1986a;

Engel and Ganem, 1987; Stephens et al, 1988a; Tan, 1989; Lambden
et al, 1990). Sequence comparisons suggest that the promoter

region of the C.trachomatis 0MP1 gene does not share homology with
E.coli promoter consensus sequences (Stephens et al, 1988a). It

appears that chlamydial and E.coli RNA polymerases differ in their

promoter recognition, which may be important in sequential and

temporal transcription of chlamydial genes during the developmental

cycle.

More recently, the study of the C.trachomatis 60kDa CRP

transcription has revealed the existence of 3 almost identical 20
nucleotide palindromic sequences located upstream of tandem

promoters and transcription start points (Lambden et al, 1990). The
authors indicate that the palindromic structures are characteristic
of regulatory protein binding sites, such as seen in E.coli cyclic
AMP (cAMP) recptor protein (Busby and Buc, 1987). They postulate the
possible role of such structures as modulators of chlamydial

transcription switching, similar to that seen in the E.coli gal
operon (Aiba et al, 1981), where cAMP levels allow the cAMP

receptor protein to switch transcription between promoters. The
effect of cAMP on the chlamydial developmental cycle (Kaul and
Wenman, 1986), may be a result of such transcriptional switching.

Antigenic structure

The genome size of the Chlamydiae approximates to a coding

capacity for 400 to 600 proteins (Stephens, 1988). More than 100
protein bands can be visualised by SDS-PAGE (Salari and Ward, 1981;
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Caldwell et al, 1981; Hatch et al, 1981), however, only a limited
number of these have been shown to be immunogenic.

At least 14 different protein bands were detected in
C.trachomatis using anti-sera from infected patients (Newhall et al,
1982). Campbell et al, 1990, demonstrated 8 immuno-reactive

proteins of C.pneumoniae using rabbit immune-sera against TWAR
strains. More than 15 antigens of C.psittaci, CallO were described

by Caldwell et al, 1975, using two-dimensional
Immunoelectrophoresis. Around the same number of protein bands were

identified by immunoblotting with anti-sera against C.psittaci,
GPIC (Batteiger and Rank, 1987). Studies on C.psittaci, EAE
isolates has revealed more than three prominent antigens by

immunoblotting (McClenaghan et al, 1986), including some high
molecular mass antigens. More recent immunoblotting studies have
demonstrated 12-14 immuno-reactive protein antigens in a C.psittaci
OA isolate using convalescent ovine anti-sera and lymphatic fluid
(Huang et al, 1990b) and 9 immuno-reactive proteins using

post-vaccine challenge, ovine immune sera (Anderson et al, 1990 In

press).

Several antigenic components appear to be common to both
C.trachomatis and C.psittaci and cross-reactivity studies have shown
most of the shared antigenic components extend to C.pneumoniae

(Campbell et al, 1990). Newhall, 1988 has recently reviewed

chlamydial antigens, the more important of which are detailed
below.

Major outer membrane protein
The major outer membrane protein (MOMP) is a protein of around 40

kDa, which comprises 60% of the protein mass in the outer membrane

(Caldwell et al 1981; Salari and Ward, 1981; Hatch et al, 1981)
and is by far the best characterised chlamydial antigen. MOMP is an

acidic protein (Batteiger et al, 1985) containing up to nine

cysteine residues per polypeptide chain (Hatch et al, 1984;
Stephens et al, 1986; 1987), which form disulphide-linked oligomers
in the outer membrane (Newhall and Jones, 1983; Bavoil et al, 1984;
Hatch et al, 1984). The extensive disulphide cross-linking is

thought to contribute a structural role in the outer membrane, the
porin-like characteristics of MOMP (Bavoil et al, 1984) and to be
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involved in the developmental cycle (Hatch et al, 1984; Hackstadt
et al, 1985; Hatch et al, 1986; Newhall, 1987).

MOMP exhibits slight variation in molecular weight among

different chlamydial strains (Salari and Ward, 1981; Hatch et al,

1981; Caldwell et al, 1981; Caldwell and Schachter, 1982; Newhall
et al, 1982; Fukushi and Hirai, 1988; Campbell et al, 1990;

McClenaghan et al, 1990 in press). These variations are localised
to four variable sequence domains which map to variable domains in
the deduced amino acid sequence of the protein (Stephens et al, 1986
and 1987; Yuan et al, 1989; Zhang et al, 1989a).

MOMP is antigenically complex, displaying a hierarchy of epitopes
which bear genus-, species-, subspecies- and serotype-specificity
(Caldwell et al, 1981; Caldwell and Schachter, 1982; Stephens et al,
1982; Newhall et al, 1986; Batteiger et al, 1986). Results of

peptide mapping has indicated that MOMP possesses a network of

antigenic determinants located on both the conserved and variable
domains of the molecule (Caldwell and Judd, 1982; Ma et al, 1987).

Analyses of the MOMP gene sequence has confirmed these findings by

locating such epitopes to the variable sequence domains of the gene

(Baehr et al, 1988; Stephens et al, 1988b; Conlan et al, 1988).

MOMP has been shown to be important in the infection process of
C.trachomatis. IgG cross-linking of MOMP interfered with the
infection process at a stage following internalisation (Caldwell and

Perry, 1982). Similar findings were obtained using a

species-specific mAb which was capable of neutralising more than one

C.trachomatis serovar (Peeling et al, 1984) and in separate studies

using mAbs (Zhang et al, 1987a and 1989b). More recently, trypsin

cleavage of surface exposed specific variable domains of
C.trachomatis, serovar B MOMP has been shown to inhibit infectivity
(Su et al, 1988). Despite the involvement of MOMP in the

infectivity process of chlamydial infection, the efficacy of MOMP
based vaccines has only been partially demonstrated in C.trachomatis
infections (Taylor et al, 1988).
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Cysteine-rich outer membrane proteins
In addition to MOMP, other cysteine-rich outer membrane proteins

with molecular weights around 12kDa and 60kDa are found in both
C.trachomatis and C.psittaci (Newhall and Jones, 1983; Hatch et al,

1984). The 60kDa cysteine rich protein (CRP) is found as a single
polypeptide in trachoma biovars of C.trachomatis and as a doublet in

C.trachomatis, lymphogranuloma venereum biovar (Batteiger et al,
1985) and C.psittaci (Hatch et al, 1984). Labelling studies have
identified three low molecular mass CRPs of 10, 12.5 and 15kDa for

the C. trachomatis, L2 serovar (Newhall, 1987). The extensive

disulphide cross-linking of these proteins extends to form a network
over the surface of the outer membrane which confers structural

rigidity and osmotic stability to the EB (Newhall and Jones, 1983;
Bavoil et al, 1984; Hatch et al, 1984 and 1986; Hackstadt et al,

1985; Newhall, 1987).

The 60kDa CRP is highly antigenic and possesses both genus- and
species-specific epitopes (Newhall et al, 1982; Newhall and

Basinski, 1986). DNA sequence analyses of the C.trachomatis 60kDa
CRP has shown the existence of 24 cysteine residues (Clarke and
Lambden, 1988; Clarke et al, 1988; Allen and Stephens, 1989). DNA

probe analysis of C.psittaci DNA using a C.trachomatis 60kDa CRP

gene probe indicated the presence of genus-conserved regions within
the gene (Clarke et al, 1988). Further DNA sequence analysis has
shown a high level of homology between trachoma and LGV 60kDa CRP

genes (Watson et al, 1989). The 12kDa CRP possesses antigenic
determinants which are both biovar- and species - specific epitopes

(Zhang et al, 1987b).

Dot blot studies with viable EBs using biovar- and

species-specific mAbs have indicated that these epitopes were not

immuno-accessible and most probably not surface exposed (Zhang et

al, 1987b). The possible role of these CRPs in infectivity has not

as yet been evaluated by neutralisation tests with the available
antibodies directed against these antigens.

Adhesins

Studies of the uptake of chlamydia, at the onset of an infection
cycle, have suggested EB binding to host cell receptor molecules
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(Byrne, 1976; Ward and Murray, 1984). It has been reported that
the chlamydial ligand or adhesin may be an outer membrane surface

exposed protein (Levy and Moulder, 1982; Byrne, 1976). Chlamydial
adhesins have been detected in C. trachomatis by ligand blotting and
identified as a 30-31kDa doublet and 18kDa protein (Wenman et al,

1986; Wenman and Meuser, 1986). Polyclonal rabbit antiserum raised

against these proteins was capable of inhibiting chlamydia-host cell
association. Further studies identified a homologous 30kDa molecule
and a smaller 16kDa adhesin molecule in C.psittaci, CallO strain
(Wenman et al, 1986). Hackstadt, 1986a, identified similar adhesin
molecules in C.trachomatis and C.psittaci. Two putative adhesins of
32kDa and 18kDa were identified for OA C.psittaci usng ligand
binding techniques (Tan, 1989).

Although antigens of 18kDa and 30kDa have been detected, by
immunoblot analysis, for C.psittaci, GPIC strain (Batteiger and
Rank, 1987), whether these antigens, recognised during infection,
are the "adhesins" remains to be demonstrated.

Lipopolysaccharide
All the members of the genus Chlamydia share an LPS antigen,

present in both EBs and RBs, which is the basis of the CF test for

chlamydial infection (Schachter and Caldwell, 1980). The LPS is a

glycolipid which contains a 2-keto-deoxy-sugar as the immunodominant

group (Dhir et al, 1971 and 1972). Monoclonal antibodies raised

against LPS are genus-specific and have no neutralising activity.

Chlamydial LPS has a molecular weight of 3-4kDa, contains

D-glucosamine, long chain fatty acids, 2-keto-3-deoxyoctonoic acid
(KDO), and phosphate groups. C.psittaci LPS in addition contains

D-galactosamine, not found in C. trachomatis. Whether this is a

species-specific characteristic of C.psittaci is not yet known. Some
of the fatty acids are novel to bacterial LPS, namely 3-hydroxy

fatty acids with 18 to 22 carbon atoms (Nurminen et al, 1985; Brade
et al, 1986). Structurally, chlamydial LPS consists of the amino
sugar and fatty acid component known as the Lipid A moeity, and the
oligosaccharide core consisting of KDO. Chlamydial LPS lacks any

other sugar residues in the oligosaccharide core and the "0" antigen
structure of "smooth" LPS, appearing to be similar to the deeply
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truncated forms of "rough" LPS, seen in Salmonella Re mutants

(Nurminen et al, 1983).

Chlamydial LPS has both chlamydia specific antigenic epitopes and

epitopes cross-reactive with enterobacterial Re LPS (Caldwell and

Hitchcock, 1984). A chlamydial specific epitope has been associated
with a unique alpha-2,8-linked KDO disaccharide found in the

oilgosaccharide core of the LPS molecule (Brade et al, 1988). Two
cross-reactive epitopes have also been associated with the

oligosaccharide and identified as a terminal alpha-pyranoside KDO
residue and an alpha-2,4-linked KDO disaccharide (Brade et al,

1988). An additional cross-reactive epitope is thought to be
associated with the lipid A component because it cross reacts with
enterobacterial lipid A, revealed only following acid hydrolysis
(Brade et al, 1985).

Enzootic abortion of ewes

The most dramatic of the chlamydial induced diseases in ruminants
is enzootic abortion of ewes (EAE) which causes termination in late

pregnancy and is a major cause of infectious lamb loss (Aitken,
1983). The disease is characterised by a necrotic placentitis which
results in abortion of the infected fetus or delivery of dead or

weak lambs late in gestation, although cases as early as 70-100

days gestation have been reported. The disease syndrome was first
described by Greig et al, 1936 and the causative agent was

identified as Chlamydia psittaci by Stamp et al, 1950 at the Moredun
Research Institute. An inactivated, whole-cell vaccine, formulated

as an emulsion in oil, was developed (McEwen et al, 1951b; Foggie,

1973) and became commercially available. The vaccine was used

widely and although not eliminating the disease, controlled the
incidence of EAE until the mid 1970s (Foggie, 1973). The vaccine

against EAE represents the only extensive application of

immunoprophylaxis for any chlamydial disease.

Resurgence of EAE

Despite the extensive use of the inactivated vaccine, EAE has

re-emerged to become established as the most common cause of
infectious abortion in sheep in Great Britain (Aitken, 1986a and
1986b) being especially prevalent in intensively managed systems. An
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epidemiological study performed between 1975 and 1978 described an

increase in outbreaks of EAE in South East Scotland. Affected flocks

included those previously unaffected and those regularly vaccinated
(Linklater and Dyson, 1979).

Sheep husbandry had not significantly changed during that time
and the increased prevalence of the disease was thought to be due to

either loss of vaccine efficacy or to novel virulent strains of the

organism emerging, against which the vaccine gave little protection.
The efficacy of the vaccine preparations had been difficult to

monitor due to the lack of knowledge of the protective components or

of suitable small animal potency tests. The only evidence for
antigenically heterologous strains of ovine abortion isolates

circulating within the natural pool, has come from limited

biological studies (Aitken et al, 1981; Johnson and Clarkson,

1986). However, a second highly virulent ovine abortion isolate
S26/3 was incorporated into the vaccine which had previously
contained only the single original isolate A22.

EAE, a recurring problem

Despite the introduction of the bivalent vaccine, the number of
incidents of ovine abortion attributable to C.psittaci has increased

steadily in recent years (Wilsmore and Dawson, 1986). No nationwide

survey of EAE has been undertaken, however, State Veterinary

Investigation Services annual reports (VIDA II, 1988) indicate that

currently around 41% of all reported cases of ovine abortion were

attributable to C.psittaci closely followed by T.gondii at 40%. An
estimated 20% of all fetopathies are attributable to C.psittaci

(Aitken, 1988). The numbers recorded most probably underestimate
the true prevalence as many cases are not reported for laboratory
examination. The losses in sheep production attributable to EAE are

of major economic significance with estimated figures ranging from
£6 to £10 million per annum.

Chlamydial abortion in sheep and goats, is well documented in
countries of the European community, including Greece, Italy,
France, Spain and Portugal, with the exception of Eire (Aitken,
1986a). Chlamydial abortion of ruminants is also a problem in North
America (Storz, 1971; Shewan, 1980). The disease has been reported
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in Australia but EAE does not represent a serious problem within the

large sheep population, presumably because of differences in sheep

husbandry or environmental factors (Seaman, 1985).

The disease

EAE occurs predominantly in intensively managed lowland flocks at

lambing (Aitken, 1983). A high level of environmental
contamination by infected ewes actively aborting or following
abortion, is thought to play a key role in the spread of the
infection (Johnson, F.W.A., 1984; Aitken, 1988). The uncertain
role of intestinal infection and faecal shedding contributes to the
uncertain epidemiology of EAE (McMartin et al, 1980; Johnson, F.W.A,

1984). Susceptible ewes or lambs are thought to initially acquire
latent infections by ingesting or inhaling C.psittaci during the
previous lambing season (McEwen et al, 1951a; Blewett et al, 1982;
Wilsmore et al, 1984b). The tonsilar tissues have been implicated
as a primary site of infection (Jones and Anderson, 1988) following
inhalation or ingestion. This may account for the observation that
outbreaks occur in intensively managed lowland flocks and are

uncommon in more extensive upland hill farms.

From the initial site(s) of entry, the organism disseminates,

presumably by the circulatory or lymphatic system, to other organs

where it may exist in a latent form (McEwen et al, 1951a; Munro and

Hunter, 1981; Wilsmore et al, 1984b; Huang et al, 1990a), with

subsequent low grade or intermittent chlamydaemia prior to placental
infection. Early infection within a flock can result in ewes

becoming infected and aborting in the same lambing season (Blewett
et al, 1982). Post-abortion ewes normally experience a complete

recovery and are protected against abortion in subsequent

pregnancies.

Clinical symptoms and diagnosis
Under normal farming conditions any minor symptoms of impending

abortion which may manifest themselves are seldom recorded.
Dramatic, spontaneous abortion normally occurs in the last 2 to 3
weeks of pregnancy, however, earlier cases have been observed.
Initial diagnosis is made by the gross pathology of the fetal
membranes, which can be confirmed either by direct isolation of the
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organism by culture in embryonated hens eggs, or more commonly, by
demonstration of chlamydial inclusions in smears from infected
tissues using a modified Ziehl-Neelsen stain (Stamp et al, 1950) or

darkground methylene blue staining (Dagnall and Wilsmore, 1990).

Treatment and prevention

Retrospective therapy using effective antibiotics such as

tylosine, erythromycin, tetracycline and oxytetracycline can only
serve to moderate the severity and incidence by reducing the number
of organisms shed. However, application of antibiotic treatment is

dependent on rapid diagnosis in order to serve any use. Good

husbandry, disposal of infected material, isolation of aborting ewes

and hygiene can limit the spread of the infection to susceptible
animals, once EAE has been diagnosed.

The complement fixation (CF) test can be used to detect previous

exposure to Chlamydia psittaci (Stamp et al, 1952) but the test
cannot distinguish infected animals from those which have been
vaccinated or have acquired a convalescent immunity. The problems
associated with defining the immunological status of ewes, whether

susceptible, vaccinated, latently infected, actively infected or

convalescent has justified the long-term extensive vaccination
programme employed for the control of EAE. Recent vaccine breakdown
has prompted the re-evaluation of vaccine production and the

development of novel subcelluar vaccines based on immunodominant

antigens (Tan, 1989).

Pathology and pathogenesis
The anatomy of the ovine placenta with particular reference to

ovine abortion, and the pathogenesis of the disease syndrome have
been described in detail by Studdert, 1968 and Buxton et al, 1990

respectively. Following chlamydial infection of the chorionic
epithelium at some time during gestation, chlamydia can be detected
within the placental trophoblastic cells from 60 to 70 days

gestation. From around 60 days gestation onwards, normal
physiological invasion of the caruncular stroma by chorionic villi
coincides with maternal vessel haemorrhage to form haematomas. It
has been suggested EBs would be able to contact and establish
infection in the chorionic epithelium at these haematomas, via the
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maternal circulation following a release from the site(s) of latency
(Studdert, 1968; Novilla and Jensen, 1970).

Pathological changes begin to occur at around 90 days gestation,

possibly following a significant rise in maternal chlamydaemia or

increase in the susceptibility of the placenta to infection from low
level or sporadic chlamydaemia. Endocrinological and immunological
associated physiological changes at this time in gestation may play
a significant role. Following successive replicative cycles, the
chorionic epithelium appears necrotic, with intracytoplasmic
chlamydia inclusions in cells. Damage occurs to the basement
membrane. The sub-chorionic mesoderm becomes odematous and

infiltrated by neutrophils, macrophages, plasma cells and

lymphoblastoid-like cells. As the infection spreads laterally into
the inter-cotyledonary chorion, lacunae fill with cell debris, mixed
cell inflammatory infiltrate and red blood cells. Infectious EBs
are present as are chlamydial inclusions within the cytoplasm of

phagocytic cells. The thickened placental mesenchyme becomes
eosinophilic due to the deposition of fibrin. The associated blood
vessels display semi-purulent arteritis.

The gross pathology includes characteristic necrosis of the
cotyledons and inter-cotyledonary areas, oedematous and haemorrhagic
fetal membranes. The infected placental surface, on the chorionic
surface, has a covering of blood stained and mucous containing
exudate. Fetuses aborted before 121 days gestation are often
retained for a number of days resulting in autolysis. Well formed
fetuses from later abortions may show splenic and lymph node

enlargement, with lesions of the liver, lungs, heart and kidney

resulting from EB penetration of the placental barrier into the
fetal circulation. Fetal lesions are however, relatively uncommon

and minor in comparison to the placental lesions.

Zoonosis

It had been suspected for many years that mammalian strains of
C.psittaci may occasionally infect humans and a number of case

reports of spontaneous human abortions were linked with ovine
strains of C.psittaci, mainly by circumstantial evidence (Roberts
et al, 1967; Beer et al, 1982). Subsequent studies of case reports
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by clinical, serological, histopathological, ultra-structural and
molecular techniques revealed the causative agent to be C.psittaci
ovine abortion strains ( Johnson et al, 1985; McKinlay et al, 1985;

Wong et al, 1985; Buxton, 1986; Herring et al, 1987; Helm et al,
1989) .

Initial symptoms of zoonotic infection are fever, headache,
malaise and general influenza like symptoms. Initial symptoms are

soon followed by spontaneous contractions and abortion. Following
abortion, patients become severely thrombocytopenic with
disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), renal and hepatic
failure commonly associated with myocardial involvement.

Pathological lesions are similar to those seen in the sheep. A

degenerative loss of trophoblastic cells in the chorionic villi and
inflammation of the mesoderm with chlamydial inclusions and free EBs
demonstrable. Presumably tissue damage and chlamydia-associated
toxins result in the degeneration of maternal/fetal transfer which
is soon followed by fetal death and subsequent abortion.

In contrast to the ovine placenta, the chorionic epithelium is
in direct contact with maternal circulation. This facilitates the

transfer of Ebs, endotoxin, cellular debris and thromboblastic
factors into the maternal circulation which is thought to account

for the severe nature of the human infection.

A serological survey of members of the farming population in
North-West England concluded that infection by C.psittaci was not a

problem (Hobson and Morgan-Capner, 1988). However, the lack of
specificity in the serological tests available and the limited
sample population tested suggests that a more comprehensive specific

investigation is required before the true extent of human C.psittaci
infection can be evaluated.

Future research requirements
There are two broad areas which would benefit significantly from

sustained research input, particularly employing the powerful
techniques of molecular biology in a concerted and systematic
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manner. Firstly, the requirement for a comprehensive, standardised

typing system for C.psittaci strains is essential for

epidemiological studies into the incidence of EAE, to clarify the
inter-relationship between enteric infections, faecal shedding and
the placental infection and for improved vaccine development.

Secondly, the enigmas which still remain concerning the
pathogenesis of EAE, such as portal of entry and initial site(s) of
infection, site(s) of latency, relevance of enteric infection,
stimuli of recrudescence, route to and tropism of placental
infection still require extensive research. Molecular detection

techniques, which can specifically identify EAE strains, will be
invaluable for both pathogenesis studies and as an epidemiological
tool to monitor the excretion of ovine strains of C.psittaci.

AIMS OF THIS PROJECT

This project was part of a larger inter-disciplinary research
project based at the Moredun Research Institute (MRI), the aims of
which are to understand the underlying pathogenic, immunological
and epidemiological mechanisms which govern the disease syndrome of
EAE and to develop improved vaccines. The general aims of this

project were to develop molecular based techniques for the detection
of C.psittaci, ovine abortion isolate infection in biological

samples, with special emphasis on faeces and for the typing of

C.psittaci isolates. In order to develop such techniques a number
of preparatory aims listed below had to be initially fulfilled.

1. To construct a genomic library of C.psittaci OA isolate

S26/3 using the using the lambda vector EMBL3 (CHAPTER 3).
2. To identify and characterise the clone(s) containing 16S rRNA and
MOMP genes (CHAPTER 3).
3. To construct and characterise plasmid sub-clones of the above
cloned genes (CHAPTER 3).
4. To apply hybridisation probes, based on the above cloned

chlamydial genes, for the characterisation of C.psittaci strains
(CHAPTER 4) .

5. To develop a sensitive and specific hybridisation technique
based on the cloned C.psittaci 16S rRNA gene and to apply the

technology for the detection of chlamydial infection by C.psittaci
OA isolates in biological samples CHAPTER 5
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During the latter stages of the project the equipment for the
polymerase chain reaction technology became available within the
institute. The PCR was then applied to the following research aims:

7. To determine and compare the DNA sequence of MOMP genes from a

panel of OA isolates and to develop a typing system based on RE

profiling of MOMP and 16S rRNA gene fragments from the three

chlamydial species (CHAPTER 4).
8. To develop and utilise the PCR, at a preliminary level,
for the detection of C.psittaci infection in biological samples
(CHAPTER 5).
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CHAPTER 2 GENERAL METHODS

Chlamydia psittaci ISOLATES

Isolate Type

S26/3 ovine abortion

A22 ovine abortion

A22/M putative ovine abortion

S57/3 ovine abortion

Flock History

Isolated from a severe

outbreak (1979) in a

vaccinated flock - virulent

Original reference strain
used in commercial vaccine

(Stamp et al, 1950)

Gift from Dr. I. N. Clarke,

Department of Microbiology,

University of Southampton
Medical School.

(Pickett et al, 1988).

Later isolated from the same

flock as S26/3.

The following isolates were supplied by F.W.A. Johnson,
Veterinary Field Station, University of Liverpool, Wirral.

Previously analysed by restriction endonuclease fingerprinting
(McClenaghan et al, 1984).

ZC26 ovine abortion Isolated from an unvaccinated

English flock in a serious
outbreak in the same year as

vaccination.

ZC25 ovine abortion Isolated from an unvaccinated

english flock in the same year

as a serious outbreak.
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ZC31 ovine abortion Isolated from an unvaccinated

Welsh flock in the same year as

a serious outbreak.

The following isolates were collected from vaccinated flocks

throughout S.E. Scotland and were originally used in a bi-valent
vaccine challenge study (Aitken et al, 1986).

S507 ovine abortion

S3/3 ovine abortion

S152/3 ovine abortion

S82/3 ovine abortion

S124/3A ovine abortion

S95/3 ovine abortion

The following isolates which were collected from farms around the
Liverpool area, were supplied by Professor M. Clarkson, Department
of Veterinary Clinical Science, Veterinary Field Station, South
Wirral. Note: typed as a coded panel of strains shown in figures
4.10 to 4.13.

2C126 ovine abortion Isolated from placenta.

T39 ovine abortion Isolated from normal placenta

T19 ovine abortion Isolated from a vaccinated

flock.
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T12 ovine abortion Isolated from an aborting
flock.

T3 ovine abortion Isolated from an aborting
flock.

The following isolates which were collected from farms in
Northern Ireland, were supplied by Dr. B. Markey, Department of
Agriculture, Veterinary Research Laboratories, Stormont, Belfast.

VS88-576 ovine abortion Isolated from an aborting
flock.

VS89-905 ovine abortion Isolated from an aborting
flock.

The following isolates were supplied by Professor H. Krauss,
Institut fur Hygiene und Infektionskantsheiten der Tiere, der

Justus-Liebig-Universitat Giessen.

53 ovine abortion

Z339 bovine abortion

A58 caprine abortion

A15 caprine abortion

Isolated from a flock in

Germany.

Isolated from bovine placenta
from a herd in Germany.

Isolated from a flock in

Namibia.

Isolated from a flock in

Tunisia.

8583 putative ovine abortion Confirmed as an avian strain

by Alul PCR-RE profiling
(shown in figure 4.23).
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The following isolates were supplied by Dr. I. Smith, Department
of Bacteriology, University of Edinburgh.

V26/873 human abortion Isolated from a case of zoonotic

abortion (Herring et al, 1987).
V3520/87 human abortion Isolated from a case of zoonotic

abortion.

84/521F ovine faecal

84/604 ovine faecal

Isolated 24 hours following
abortion; biotype-1 inclusion
morphology.
(Anderson and Baxter, 1986)

Isolated from a lamb 3 months

following lambing; biotype-2
inclusion morphology.
(Anderson and Baxter, 1986)

The following isolates which were collected from farms in
Northern Ireland were supplied by Dr. B. Markey, Department of
Agriculture, Veterinary Research Laboratories, Stormont, Belfast.

W73 ovine faecal Isolated from a normal flock.

R69 ovine faecal Isolated from a normal flock.

The following isolates which were collected from farms around the

Liverpool area, were supplied by Professor M. Clarkson, Department
of Veterinary Clinical Science, Leahurst, South Wirral. Note:

typed as a coded panel of strains shown in figures 4.10 to 4.13.

T7 ovine faecal Isolated from a normal flock.

T22 ovine faecal Isolated from a normal flock.

T23 ovine faecal Isolated from a normal flock.
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P787 ovine polyarthritis Isolated from synovial
fluid of a lamb suffering
from polyarthritis
(Anderson, 1986a and 1986b)

CallO laboratory strain

(avian origin)

Isolated from a case of

presumptive ornithosis

(Francis and Magill, 1938)

The following isolates were supplied by Dr. B. Bevan, Central

Veterinary laboratory, MAFF, Weybridge, Surrey. (McClenaghan et al,
1988)

725 avian isolate Isolated from a Cockatiel.

741 avian isolate Isolated from a Wood pigeon.

ISN-1021 avian isolate Isolated from a Collard dove.

ISN-1316 avian isolate Isolated from a Budgerigar.

ISN-1536 avian isolate Isolated from a Budgerigar.

ISN-1670 avian isolate Isolated from a Budgerigar.

ISN-1528 avian isolate Isolated from a Parrot.

ISN-1529 avian isolate Isolated from a Parrot.

ISN-1263 avian isolate Isolated from a Parakeet.

ISN-1813 avian isolate Isolated from a Java sparrow

imported from Java/Borneo.

ISN-1814- avian isolate Isolated from a Munia finch

imported from Java/Borneo.
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The following serovars were supplied by Dr. J. Treharne,
Institute of Ophthalmology, London.

Chlamydia trachomatis SEROVARS

IC-COW serovar D/E
UW1 serovar D

TW5 serovar B

SA-1 serovar A

L2 reference LGV strain

Chlamydia pneumoniae isolates

TWAR reference TWAR strain

IOL-207 TWAR strain initially isolated
from a case of conjunctivitis in
Iran.

Escherichia coli strains

C600 supE44, hsdR, thi-1, thr-1, leuB6, lacYl, tonA21.
A suppressing strain used for making lambda lysates,
(Appleyard, 1954).

Q359 supE, hsdR, o80r, P2.
A supE host used to select Spi recombinant lambda
clones,

(Karn et al, 1980).
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JM101 supE, thi, del(lac-proAB) , [F' , traD36, proA+B+, lacl'"',
+ + +

lacZdelM15]. Restriction (rk , mk ), mcrA .

A strain that will support growth of plasmid
vectors carrying amber mutations,

(Messing, 1979).

JM109 recAl, endAl, gyrA96, thi, hsdR17, supE44, relAl, (X ),

del(lac-proAB), [F' traD36, proA+B+, laclq, lacZ delM15].
A recombination deficient strain that will support growth
of vectors carrying amber mutations and will modify but
not restrict transfected DNA,

(Yanisch-Perron et al, 1985).

CLONING VECTORS

EMBL3 Lambda replacement vector, (Frischauf et al, 1983)

M13mpl8 M13 bacteriophage-based vector used for DNA sequencing
(Norrander et al, 1983).

BlueScribe pUC derived plasmid vector containing M13 origin of
(M13+) replication, bacteriophage T3 and T7 encoded

transcription promoters.

(Stratgene product information).

ENZYME AND CHEMICAL SUPPLIERS

AnalaR grade chemicals, analytical and molecular biological
grade enzymes were purchased from the following manufacturers and

suppliers: Gibco BRL, Evans laboratries, Squibb and Sons,
Nicholas laboratories, BDH, Schering AG, Stratech, Schleicher and
Schull, Pharmacia, IBI, Scientific Instrument Centre Ltd,

Perkin-Elmer Cetus, Oswell DNA Services, Sarstedt, Sigma, BCL,
Brinkmann, Fisons and Biorad. The following radiochemicals were
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purchased from Amersham International: Deoxyadenosine 5'-[oc- P]
triphosphate, triethylammonium salt at a specific activity of 6000Ci

-1 32
mmol ; adenosine 5'-[i- P] triphosphate, triethylammonium salt at

-1 35
a specific activity of 5000Ci mmol ; Deoxyadenosine 5'-[cc- S]
thiotriphosphate, triethylammonium salt at a specific activity of
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-1 32
lOOOCi mmol ; Uridine 5'-[ac- P] triphosphate, triethylammonium
salt at a specific activity of 8000Ci mmol

COMMONLY USED SOLUTIONS

Phage buffer - 17mM KC1, 44mM Na^PO^ 88mM NaCl, ImM MgS04, ImM
CaC^, 0.001% w/v gelatin, pH 7.5.

Lauria broth (L-broth) - Difco Bacto Tryptone 10g/l, Difco Bacto

yeast Extract 5g/l, NaCl 5g/l.

Lauria agar (L-agar) - As L-broth with Difco agar 15g/l.

Lauria top agar (L-top agar) - As L-agar with Difco agar 6.5g/l.

10 X Ligation buffer - 500mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), lOOmM MgCl2, lOOmM
DTT, lOmM ATP.

Ampicillin - made as a lOOmg/ml stock (1000 X); added to

bacteriological medium for the selection of BlueScribe plasmid
clones.

Isopropyl |3-D-thio-galactoside (IPTG) - made as a 839mM (1000 X)
solution.

5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-13-galactopyranoside (X-gal) - made as a

20mg/ml (500 X) in dimethylformamide

TE buffer - lOmM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0),

TNE/SDS buffer - lOmM Tris-HCl (pH

v/v SDS.

ImM EDTA.

7.5), lOOmM NaCl, 5mM EDTA, 0.1%

TBE buffer - lOOmM Tris base, 89 mM Boric acid, 2mM EDTA; made as a

10 X stock pH 8.3.

Loening E buffer - 36mM Tris base, 30mM Na2P04> ImM EDTA; made as a
5 X stock pH 7.6-7.8.
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Tris-phosphate buffer - 40mM Tris base, 36mM Na^PO^, ImM EDTA; made
as a 10 X stock pH 7.0

MOPS-EDTA buffer - 20mM MOPS (pH 7.0), 5mM CH^COONa, ImM EDTA; made
as a 10 X stock before autoclaving.

DNA loading buffer - 50mM EDTA, 0.1% w/v bromophenol blue, 25% w/v

glycerol.

RNA sample buffer - 50% v/v de-ionised formamide, 6% v/v

formaldehyde, 6% w/v glycerol, 0.1% w/v bromophenol blue.

Denaturing solution - 1.5M NaCl, 0.5M NaOH.

Neutralising solution - 1M Tris-HCl (pH 7.0), 1.5M NaCl.

20 X SSC (standard saline citrate) - 3.0M NaCl, 300mM Na-C-H.-O-,
D D D /

(tri-sodium citrate), pH 7.0.

100 X Denhardt's solution - 2% w/v Ficoll, 2% w/v

Polyvinylpyrolidine.

Hybridisation solution - 0.25 X Denhardt's solution, 2% w/v BSA

(fraction V), 1.25 X SSC, 0.001% v/v SDS, 100p,g/ml denatured salmon

sperm DNA (made as a stock of lOmg/ml), 50% v/v formamide.

Tris-glucose buffer - 25mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 50mM D-glucose, lOmM
EDTA, 2mg/ml lysozyme.

Alkali/SDS buffer - 0.2N NaOH, 1% w/v SDS.

High salt buffer - 3M CH^.COOK (potassium acetate), 11.5% v/v
glacial acetic acid.

Tris-sucrose buffer - 50mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 10% w/v sucrose,

100p,g/ml lysozyme.

Solution A - 20mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 3mM MgCl2> ImM EDTA, 0.05% v/v
|3 -mercaptoethanol.
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Solution B - 6mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.0), lOOmM putrescene-2HCl, 30mM

spermidine - 3HC1, lOmM MgC^, 15mM ATP, 28.8mM |3-mercaptoethanol.
Oligolabelling buffer (OLB) - solution 0: 125mM MgC^, 1.25M
Tris-HCl (pH 8.0); solution A: 950p,l solution 0 made up to 1ml

containing 1.8% v/v |3-mercaptoethanol, 500jjlM d-GTP, d-TTP, d-CTP;
solution B: 2M HEPES (pH 6.6); solution C: Hexodeoxyribonucleotides
(90 OD units/ml). OLB was prepared by mixing solutions A, B and C in
the ratio of 100:250:150.

Reverse transcriptase random prime buffer: 250mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0),
lOmM DTT, 25mM MgC^imade up as a 5 X stock.

DNA extraction buffer: 200mm Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 200mM NaCl, 20mM
EDTA, 0.2% w/v SDS.

MICROBIOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES

GROWTH AND CULTIVATION OF C.psittaci
The method of growth and purification of Chlamydiae was accomplished

essentially as described by McClenaghan et al, 1984.

Cell culture

Mycoplasma free, baby hamster kidney cells (BHK- heterodiploid
cell line - Wellcome Foundation Laboratories were cultured as

monolayers in growth medium, 1 x BHK - Glasgow medium supplemented
with 10% v/v new born calf serum, 2.95mg/ml of tryptose phosphate
broth, 250(j.g/ml streptomycin 25 U/ml mycostatin, 50p,g/ml
gentamycin; the medium was buffered by the addition of 80g/l of
sodium bicarbonate. Coverslip monolayers were prepared by adding
2ml of BHK-21 cell suspension (1.5 x 10 cells/ml) to a glass
universal bottle containing a 16mm diameter glass coverslip.
Cultures were incubated overnight at 37°C before being inoculated.

Treatment of cell monolayers
Cell culture monolayers were treated with IDU prior to

inoculation. Growth medium from overnight cultures was removed and

replaced with 10% IDU w/v in maintenance medium (as growth medium
except 2% v/v new born calf serum) to give a final concentration of
80p.g/ml. Cultures were then incubated for 3 days at 37°C.
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Cultivation of Chlamydia

Following IDU treatment fresh maintenance medium containing a
-3

10 dilution of a heavily infected cell culture harvest was added.
Culture flasks were centrifuged at 200 X g for 30 minutes at 4°C
using an adapted microplate carrier (MSE scientific) before being
incubated for seven days at 37°C. Giemsa stained coverslip
monolayers (3 per inoculum) were used as a means of judging
infection. Cell monolayers on coverslips were fixed in methanol for
10 minutes before being stained in a 5% v/v Giemsa solution for 20
minutes at room temperature. Coverslips were then washed and

dehydrated by washing in the following series of solutions:
acetone; 2:1, 1:1, 1:2 v/v acetone:xylene; and xylene. Stained
coverslips were mounted onto microscope slides using DPX mountant
and examined by light microscopy. Chlamydial inclusions appear

violet against a pink background.

Harvesting and purification of BHK-21 cultured Chlamydia

Following seven days incubation, infected cell monolayers were

harvested with the medium. Harvests of 200ml were cooled on ice

then disrupted using a glass-Teflon horaogeniser and cell debris
pelleted by centrifugation at 1400 X g for 5 minutes at 4°C. The

supernatants were aspirated and layered onto 10ml 30% w/v

Urografin-370 in Tris-KCl, 20mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and 150mM KC1; in
45ml polyallomer ultracentrifuge tubes.

Chlamydia were pelleted through the Urografin cushions by

centrifugation at 50,000 X g for 45 minutes at 4°C. The

supernatants were discarded and the pellets resuspended in 1ml of
Tris-KCl. Chlamydia were further purified by ultracentrifugation

through 30-60% v/v Urografin continuous gradients in Tris-KCl. Post
30% purified Chlamydia suspensions were layered onto the 30-60% v/v

Urografin gradients and centrifuged at 50,000 X g for 2 hours at
4°C. Fractions containing EB and RB were collected from above and

pelleted by centrifugation at 50 000 X g for 45 minutes at 4°C. The
pellets were resuspended in 0.5ml of Tris-KCl and stored at -70°C.
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Chlamydial DNA Extraction

Chlamydial suspensions isolated from Urografin gradients were

homogenised using a glass-teflon homogeniser, before being
transferred to a sterile polypropylene centrifuge tube and mixed
well with 2ml of lysis buffer, 50mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 20 mM EDTA,
0.7% w/v N-laurylsarcosine and 100p,g/ml proteinase-K. The

suspension was incubated at 55°C for 15 minutes, then for a further
45 minutes at 37°C. The DNA was phenol extracted, ethanol

precipitated and resuspended in TE buffer.

PROPAGATION AND MAINTENANCE OF E.coli

Bacteria were propagated on solid and liquid media by standard
microbiological techniques as detailed by Maniatis et al 1982.
Where appropriate, medium was supplemented with the selective
antibiotic ampicillin and/or the chromogenic inducer and substrate
IPTG and X-gal.

Standard microbiological techniques as detailed by Maniatis et al
1982 were used for the maintenance of bacterial strains/clones.
Short term (2-3 weeks) maintenance was accomplished on the surface
of agar media plate stored at 4°C. Long term storage was

accomplished at -70°C in media containing 15% glycerol.

PROPAGATION OF BACTERIOPHAGE X

Growth and cultivation of bacteriophage X was accomplished

essentially as described by Maniatis et al, 1982 and Kaiser and

Murray, 1985.

Plating bacteriophage X
Ten-fold serial dilutions were made of bacteriophage solutions

using phage buffer. 100p,l of each phage dilution was added to lOOjxl
of fresh overnight plating cells, grown in L-broth supplemented
with 0.4% w/v maltose and lOmM MgSO^; all bacteria cultured for
growth of bacteriophage X were in medium supplemented with 0.4% w/v
maltose and lOmM MgSO^ but lacking glucose.

The contents were vortexed gently and incubated for 20 minutes at
37°C then mixed with 2.5ml molten top agar and poured onto the
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surface of a pre-warmed (42°C) L-agar plate. Plates were incubated,
inverted, at 37°C overnight.

Picking Plaques

Single well isolated plaques were picked into 0.5ml of phage
buffer containing a drop of chloroform. The mixture was vortexed

gently and incubated at room temperature for 1 hour before being
stored at 4°C. A single plaque contained between 10 -10^ pfu/ml.

Plate lysates
10 phage particles (5-50p,l) from a single plaque suspension were

plated using the appropriate host cell strain and incubated at 37°C
until confluent lysis had occurred (6-8 hours or overnight for
recombinant phage). The phage were eluted from the plate in 3ml of

phage buffer by gentle rocking at 4°C for 16 hours. The lysate was

harvested and clarified by centrifugation at 1900 x g for 10 minutes
at room temperature, before being stored over chloroform (0.3% v/v)
at 4°C.

Liquid lysates
A 1ml inoculum of fresh overnight host cells was used to seed

100ml of L-broth and incubated at 37°C with vigorous shaking.

Bacteriophage were added, to a multiplicity of infection of 0.1-1.0,
when the cell suspension reached an of 0.25-0.3,

g g 600nm
corresponding to 2 x 10 - 2.5 x 10 cells/ml. Incubation was

continued, during which time the 0D,__ was monitored at 30 minute° 600nm
intervals. When the had reached a minimum, chloroform was600nm
added to 0.2% and shaking continued for 15 minutes. The lysate was

clarified by centrifugation at 1900 x g for 10 minutes at room

temperature. Clarified lysates were stored in 0.3% chloroform at
4°C.

Phage titration

Phage titrations were performed as described for phage plating.
Dilutions of 10 10 ^, 10 ^ and 10 ^ were plated and incubated

overnight at 37°C. Phage titres, in pfu/ml were calculated from
the number of plaques per plate at varying dilutions.
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NUCLEIC ACID AND MOLECULAR TECHNIQUES

RESTRICTION ENZYME DIGESTION OF DNA

Reaction buffers (10X) were used to buffer reactions, as

recommended by the manufacturers. DNA was digested normally in a

volume of 20p,l, containing a three fold excess of enzyme (3 U/p-g
DNA), at the appropriate temperature for 2 to 16 hours. The
reaction was terminated by heat inactivation at 60°C for 10 minutes
or by phenol extraction.

LIGATION OF DNA

The reaction was assembled by combining the appropriate amounts
of vector and insert DNA with 10 X ligation buffer and 3U of T4 DNA

ligase. The reaction volume was made up with sterile distilled
water. Ligation reactions were normally performed in 10-20p,l for
4-16 hours at 16°C.

PURIFICATION OF NUCLEIC ACIDS

Phenol extraction

Nucleic acid solutions were de-proteinised by successive
extractions with phenol, equilibrated with 1.0M Tris-HCl pH 8.0,
phenol:chloroform (6:4 v/v) and chloroform:isoarayl alcohol (24:1
v/v). The nucleic acid sample was mixed with an equal volume of

organic solvent, gently vortexed and centrifuged at 11600 X g for 5
minutes at room temperature. The aqueous phase, containing the
nucleic acid, was carefully harvested, avoiding the interface, and
transferred to a clean centrifuge tube. Recovery was maximised by
back extraction of the phenol phase with an equal volume of TE
buffer.

Extraction of DNA from agarose gels
DNA fragments were extracted from agarose gel by the technique of

powdered glass binding of Vogelstein and Gillespie, 1979, using
the commercially available "Gene Clean" kit (Stratech).

The DNA bands were resolved by agarose gel electrophoresis,
visualised by long wave U.V illumination and excised from the gel.
Extraction of the DNA was accomplished using the "Gene Clean" kit as
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outlined by the suppliers. Briefly, the agarose was dissolved in 4M
Nal at 45°C and mixed with the "glass milk". The DNA-glass solution
was incubated on ice to allow binding. The DNA-glass matrix was

pelleted then washed in the supplied buffer. The DNA was eluted in
5 to 10p.l of sterile distilled water at 45°C for 5 minutes.

A recovery of 80-90% of the DNA was routinely obtained.

Precipitation of nucleic acids.
DNA was precipitated from aqueous solutions by the addition of

0.1 volume of 3M sodium acetate pH 5.2 and 2 volumes of absolute

ethanol, followed by incubation at -20°C for 2-16 hours. Nanogram

quantities of DNA were precipitated from solution in an identical
manner but with the addition of mussel glycogen to 20p.g/ml as a

carrier.

DNA molecules greater than 200bp were selectively precipitated by
the addition of 0.1 volume of 3M sodium acetate and 0.6 volumes of

isopropanol followed by incubation at -20°C for 1 hour.

RNA was precipitated from solution by the addition of 0.1 volume
of 3M sodium acetate and 2.5 volumes of absolute ethanol followed by
incubation at -20°C for 2-16 hours.

Precipitated nucleic acid was pelleted by centrifugation at

11,600 X g for 10 minutes at room temperature. The supernatant was

aspirated and the pellet washed in 70% v/v ethanol. Pelleted,
washed DNA was then lyophilised, redissolved in TE buffer,
normally at a concentration of 330p.g/ml and stored at -20°C or 4°C.
Purified RNA was resuspended in TNE/SDS buffer and stored at -20°C.

Spectrophotometric quantitation of nucleic acids
Absorbance readings of DNA and RNA solutions were taken at 260nm

and 280nm wavelengths using quartz UV cuvettes. Nucleic acid
concentration was calculated assuming an A260nm of 1.0 corresponded
to 50p.g/ml of double stranded DNA and 20p,g/ml of single stranded
RNA. Pure DNA solutions free from protein and phenol had an

A260nm:A280nm °f 1'8,
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DI-DEOXY CHAIN TERMINATION DNA SEQUENCING

Sequencing reactions
The Pharmacia T7 sequencing kit, which utilised bacteriophage T7

DNA polymerase, was used to perform DNA sequencing reactions by
di-deoxy chain termination (Sanger et al, 1977). Chain termination
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reactions were carried out using dA-oc P-TP in accordance with the
manufacturers instructions. Both single stranded M13 and double
stranded plasmid DNA templates were used in sequencing reactions.

Preparation of single stranded M13 and double stranded plasmid
DNA template were accomplished as described by the suppliers.
However, slight modification was required for the annealing of

primer to plasmid DNA template. The recommended procedure of
incubation at 37°C for 15 minutes did not produce satisfactory
results. It was found that the conditions used for the annealing of
primer to M13 templates (65°C for 5 minutes followed by room

temperature for 15 minutes) produced satisfactory polymerisation
results from denatured plasmid template DNA.

Preparation of sequencing gels

Polyacrylamide-Urea (50% w/v of urea) sequencing gels were cast
and run using the S2 apparatus (BRL). Acrylamide gels (0.4mm), 6%
and 8%, were prepared using TBE buffer and sharks tooth combs as

described by the manufacturers. Gels were pre-run for 30 minutes,
before denatured samples were loaded. 8% gels were run at 50W
constant power for approximately 2 hours (or until the bromophenol
blue migrated to the end of the gel) in order to resolve fragments
up to 200bp. The use of 8% gels for this purpose produced clearer
resolution of fragments up to the primer sequence. In order to
resolve fragments up to 500bp from the primer, 6% gels were run for
multiples of 2 hours up to a maximum of 6 hours.

Following electrophoresis, the gel was soaked in a solution
containing 5% v/v acetic acid and 5% v/v methanol. This served to
remove the urea and to fix the resolved fragments within the gel.
The gel was lifted on 3MM paper and dried at 80°C for 30 minutes
using a gel dryer. X-ray film was exposed overnight.
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AGAROSE GEL ELECTROPHORESIS OF DNA.

DNA fragments greater than 200bp were separated by horizontal
agarose slab gel electrophoresis. If greater resolution was required
PAGE was used. Pharmacia GNA-100 mini gel tank and plates were used
to cast and run 20ml and 40ml minigels; BRL H4-horizontal system

gel tank and plates were used to cast and run 400ml gels. Nucleic
acid grade "ultrapure" agarose was dissolved in IX Loening "E"
buffer (Loening, 1969). Ethidium bromide (lOmg/ml) was added to a

concentration of 0.5p,g/ml before the gel was cast.

DNA samples were loaded with 0.1 volume of DNA loading buffer and

elctrophoresed at the desired voltage in 1 X Loening "E" buffer.
Minigels were generally run for 1-2 hours at 3.75 v/cm, 100ml gels
were run for 15-20 hours at 1-2 v/cm. Hindlll restricted A DNA or

lkbp DNA ladder were run as molecular weight standards. DNA
fragments were visualised by UV ethidium bromide fluorescence at
302nm wavelength.

AGAROSE GEL ELECTROPHORESIS OF RNA

Methods must be employed for the complete denaturation of RNA

prior to or during electrophoretic separation by agarose gels. Two
common methods, utilising urea and formaldehyde as denaturing

agents, were used for RNA electrophoretic separation on agarose

gels.

Agarose-Urea Gel Electrophoresis
RNA was resolved by agarose-urea gel electrophoresis according to

the method of Locker, 1979. To minimise contamination with RNase,

all electrophoresis equipment was soaked for 2 hours in 1.0% w/v SDS

prior to use, and all buffers and agarose solutions were sterilised
by autoclaving.

Nucleic acid grade agarose was dissolved at a concentration of
1.5% w/v in Tris-phosphate buffer containing 6M urea and 15mM
iodoacetate. Gels were cast at room temperature and placed at 4°C
for 2-3 hours to set. Samples were mixed with 0.1 volume of
sterilised loading buffer and electrophoresed for 3 hours at 5 v/cm.
The RNA was stained in 0.1 p,g/ml ethidium bromide in distilled
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water. The gel was destained for 15 minutes in distilled water

before the RNA was visualised by long wave UV.

Agarose-Formaldehyde Gel Electrophoresis
RNA was resolved by agarose-formaldehyde gel electrophoresis

according to the method of Fourney et al, 1989.

Nucleic acid grade agarose was dissolved to a concentration of
1.5% w/v in MOPS/EDTA buffer and cooled to 60°C before the addition
of formaldehyde (37%) to a concentration of 0.66M afterwhich the gel
was cast. RNA samples were dissolved in 25mM EDTA, 0.1% v/v SDS and
denatured in a five-fold excess of RNA loading buffer at 65°C for 15
minutes. Samples were chilled quickly on ice and ethidium bromide
(lmg/ml) added to a concentration of 33p,g/p,l. Denatured RNA samples
were resolved by electrophoresis at 3-5 v/cm, and visualised
directly by long wave UV.

POLYACRYLAMIDE GEL ELECTROPHORESIS

Continuously buffered PAGE used for the fine resolution of DNA

fragments and for HYDRA (chapter 5) was accomplished according to
the method of Herring et al, 1982.

7.5% or 12% polyacrylaraide gels were prepared in 1 X Loening "E"
buffer using an acrylamide stock( 30% w/v acrylamide, 1% w/v

bisacrylamide). Gel mixes (60ml) were prepared by the addition of
TEMED and freshly prepared 10% w/v ammonium persulphate solution to
final concentrations of 0.05% v/v and 0.5% v/v respectively, to the
de-aerated acrylamide solution. Gels were cast and run in the
Protean II vertical gel apparatus (Bio-Rad) 20mA constant current
for 16 hours.

Silver staining of PAGE gels
Nucleic acid fragments were visualised by a modification of the

sensitive silver staining technique described by Herring et al,
1982. Following electrophoresis the gels were fixed by gentle
shaking for 20 minutes in a solution containing 10% v/v ethanol and
0.5% v/v glacial acetic acid. The gel was stained in a 11.2mM
silver nitrate solution for 20 minutes. Following a brief wash in
distilled water, nucleic acid bands were visualised by soaking the
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gel for 2 to 3 minutes in a 0.75M NaOH solution containing 0.25% v/v

formaldehyde. During this time, the bound silver was reduced by the
caustic/formaldehyde, staining the nucleic acid bands deep brown.
The staining reaction was stopped and enhanced by aspirating off the

developing solution and washing the gel in an excess of 75mM ^200^
solution.

GEL PHOTOGRAPHY

Ultra violet illuminated, ethidium bromide stained agarose gels
were photographed with a Polaroid MP-4 land camera, using polaroid
667 high speed positive or polaroid 665 positive/negative film,
through a Kodak Wratten 9 UV filter. Typical settings for 667 film
were f8 for 1/2 second and f4.5 for 10 seconds with 665 film.

Silver stained PAGE gels were photographed using 667 positive
film with typical settings of fll to 16 for 1/125 sec.

MOLECULAR WEIGHT SIZING OF DNA FRAGMENTS

Molecular weights of DNA fragments were calculated, where

necessary, using the IBM MAPGEL II programme (John Caldwell, IAPC,
Babraham, CB2 4AT). Molecular weights of DNA fragments were

calculated, by alignment with known standard fragments, from
information inputed directly by a sonic digitiser. Since the
programme relied on manually inputed values from the digitiser pen,

calculated molecular weights varied slightly each time the data was

inputed. Calculated molecular weights, as described in chapter 4,
were therefore averages taken over a series of calculations of more

than one gel.

COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF DNA SEQUENCES

The sequence analysis software packages of the University of
Wisconsin Genetics Group (UWGCG), the Protein Identification
Resource (PIR) and the National Biomedical Research Foundation were

used for the analysis and comparisons of DNA sequence. The packages
were available to the User Interface Group, Daresbury Laboratory,

Daresbury, supported on a VAX 3600 mainframe computer.
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Data base searching
The Naq program (PIR) was used to search EMBL and Genbank data

bases for DNA sequences using author, keyword or find programs.

The Fasta program (PEARSON) was used to match DNA sequence with
known gene sequences contained in the EMBL and GENBANK data bases.

DNA sequence comparisons
The Gap program (UWGCG) was used to make scaled comparisons

between two sequences and constructed optimal alignment by inserting
gaps to maximise the number of matches. Gap used the algorithm of
Needleman and Wunsch.

DNA RE analysis
The map program (UWGCG) was used to construct an RE map of a given
DNA sequence. Both strands of the sequence were displayed with the
restriction map shown above and possible protein translations shown
below.

TRANSFER OF NUCLEIC ACID FROM AGAROSE GELS TO MEMBRANE FILTERS

Southern and northern transfer procedures were used to transfer
DNA and RNA samples respectively, from agarose gels to
nitrocellulose or nylon membranes, for subsequent hybridisation

analysis using DNA probes.

Southern Transfer

Southern transfer was accomplished using the technique described

by Southern, 1975 and Maniatis et al, 1982.

Following electrophoresis, the resolved DNA fragments were

visualised by UV transillumination and photographed with a ruler

alongside the molecular weight markers as distance reference. High
molecular weight DNA was partially hydrolysed by acid depurination

by soaking the gel in an excess of 0.25N HC1, for 15 minutes. The
acid solution was aspirated and the DNA denatured by soaking the gel
in 3 changes of denaturing solution for 1 hour. The DNA was

subsequently neutralised by replacing the denaturing solution with 3
changes of excess neutralising solution, for 1 hour at room
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temperature. Neutralisation prevented caustic degradation of both
nitrocellulose and nylon membranes (Hybond-N).

The gel was removed from the neutralising solution and transfer
allowed to proceed to a nitrocellulose or nylon membrane, by
capillary transfer through a 10 X SSC salt gradient for 16 hours.
Following transfer, the filter was given orientation markings and
washed in 6 X SSC for 5 minutes, before being air dried at room

temperature for 30 minutes. Transferred DNA was covalently fixed to
the membrane by baking at 80°C for 2 hours under vacuum

(nitrocellulose filters), or by exposure to long wave ultra-violet
irradiation for 5 minutes (nylon filters). Filters were stored in a

vacuum sealed polythene bag ready for hybridisation.

Northern Transfer

The techniques described by Maniatis et al, 1982 and Fourney et

al, 1989 were used for the transfer of resolved RNA species to

membrane filters for Northern hybridisation studies.

Following agarose-formaldehyde electrophoresis, RNA was

visualised by long wave UV and photographed. The gel was washed for
two 20 minute periods in 10 X SSC at room temperature. RNA was

transferred to a membrane filter by capillary transfer through a 10
X SSC salt gradient essentially by the technique described for
Southern transfer of DNA. The filter was orientated before the RNA

was covalently fixed to the membrane either by baking at 80°C for
two hours or by UV irradiation and stored ready for hybridisation.

RNA Dot blotting
RNA samples were processed and applied to nylon filters as

described by the suppliers.

RNA samples were denatured in three volumes of RNA loading buffer
at 65°C for 5 minutes. The samples were chilled quickly on ice
before the addition of 1 volume of ice cold 20 X SSC, mixed well
and manually spotted onto a nylon membrane in 2p,l aliquots, allowed
to air dry between applications. The membrane was orientated, air
dried and the RNA covalently fixed by long wave UV irradiation and
stored ready for hybridisation.
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MEASUREMENT OF 32P-NUCLEOTIDE INCORPORATION INTO NUCLEIC ACID PROBES

Percentage incorporation was assayed by measurement of acid
precipitable counts. One p,l of the labelling reaction was removed
and diluted 1:100 with TNE/SDS buffer. 1/50 of the diluted sample
was mixed with 18p,l of sonicated salmon sperm carrier DNA (500p,g/ml)
in TNE/SDS buffer. Half of the sample was spotted onto a Whatman

glass fibre filter, in a screw cap scintillation vial, and left to

dry. The remainder of the sample was spotted onto a Whatman glass
fibre filter, transferred to a 10ml polypropylene tube and wetted
with ice cold 5% w/v TCA. Nucleic acid was precipitated by
incubation on ice for 5 minutes before the filter was given 10 x

2.0ml washes with 5% w/v TCA. Excess TCA was drained and the filter
allowed to dry.

The washed and unwashed filters were counted in 3ml of

scintillation fluid (Dimilume-30) using a Packard Beta counter. Acid
precipitable counts were calculated as a percentage of the total
counts, expressed as counts per minute.

REMOVAL OF UNINCORPORATED [32P]-NUCLEOTIDE

Unincorporated [32P]-nucleotide was removed from radiolabelled
nucleic acid probes by column chromatography through Sephadex G50.
Sephadex G50 was prepared as described by Maniatis et al 1982.
Borosillicate glass columns (12ml) were packed with 5ml of

pre-swollen G50 and equilibrated with TE or TNE/SDS buffer for DNA
and RNA probe purification respectively.

The radioactive probe sample was applied to the head of the
column in 50p,l of a saturated sucrose solution in TE or TNE/SDS
buffer. Five drop fractions were collected and each fraction
monitored using a hand held "mini-monitor". Counts per second were

plotted against fraction number and the fractions lying within the
excluded peak were pooled, ethanol precipitated and redissolved in
a minimum volume of the appropriate buffer. Total cpm were

calculated by counting lp.1 of the probe preparation.
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HYBRIDISATION OF IMMOBILISED DNA/RNA WITH RADIOACTIVE PROBES
Detection of nucleic acid bound to nitrocellulose or nylon

membranes is dependent on the formation of hybrids between
immobilised nucleic acid and radioactive probe. The use of
formamide in hybridisation fluid lowers the temperature at which
stable hybrids can form. By manipulating temperature and salt
concentration (both of which affect the stability of hybrid
molecules) during hybridisation and washing, the stringency of the
hybridisation was controlled. The following procedure was used as a

general, "medium" stringency hybridisation procedure. All
pre-hybridisation and hybridisation stages were carried out in
hybridisation bottles which were rotated on rollers in a

hybridisation oven (Gallenkamp).

Pre-hybridisation

Pre-hybridisation blocked non-specific binding sites for the
probe on the membrane filter.

Filters were briefly washed in 6 X SSC, then pre-hybridised for
2 hours at 42°C with gentle rolling in 500ml or 1000ml screw top,
wide mouth polypropylene bottles containing 5 or 10ml of

hybridisation fluid.

Hybridisation

Following pre-hybridisation, hybridisation fluid was discarded
and replaced with an equal volume of pre-warmed (42°C) hybridisation
fluid containing heat denatured probe. Radiolabelled probe was

denatured by heating for 5 minutes in 50% v/v formamide, at 80°C.
Hybridisation was performed overnight at 42°C with gentle rolling.

Washing

Hybridisation fluid was aspirated and the non-specifically bound
probe was removed from the filters by two 15 minute washes in 1 X
SSC and 0.1% w/v SDS at 42°C, followed by two 30 minute washes in
0.1 X SSC, 0.1% w/v SDS at 42°C. Wash buffers were standard unless
otherwise stated in the text. The stringency of washes was increased
by raising the temperature above 55°C during the low salt wash.
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AUTORADIOGRAPHY
32

Autoradiography of P-hybridised nucleic acids was performed

using Fuji RX medical X-ray film. Filters or dried gels were

mounted between a piece of de-emulsified X-ray film and a sheet of
Saran wrap. The filter or gel was orientated using a fluorescent
dye before X-ray film was exposed, using a intensifying screen, at
-70°C for the desired time. X-ray film was developed in Photosol
CDL8 X-ray developer and fixed in Photosol CF40 fixer. The film was

washed well in water before being air dried.

DEPHOSPHORYLATION OF DNA

Terminal 5' phosphates were removed from DNA by dephosphorylation
using calf intestinal phosphatase (CIP). The method described by
Maniatis et al, 1982 was used to dephosphorylate both plasmid and
insert DNA for bacteriophage X cloning prior to ligation. This
minimised native plasmid re-ligation and the formation of multiple
insert molecules respectively.

TRANSFORMATION OF COMPETENT E.coli CELLS

Competent E.coli cells were prepared for the transformation of

plasmid DNA ligation mixes by the single colony technique of
Hanahan, 1983. Briefly, fresh overnight single colonies of the
particular host strain were used to produce high efficiency
competent cells by treatment with DMSO, reducing agents and
hexamine cobalt chloride, before transformation by heat shock at
42°C. The mechanisms by which these agents act and the DNA enters

the cell are unknown. However, transformation efficiencies obtained
7 8

using this technique routinely yielded 10 to 10 transformants/p,g
DNA.

IN-SITU COLONY ARRAY SCREENING OF RECOMBINANT PLASMID CLONES

Replica plates were inoculated from the master plate arrays of
recombinant plasmid clones, and grown overnight at 37°C. Native

plasmid colonies were included on each plate as a negative

hybridisation control for replica filters.

Replica 85mm nitrocellulose filters were pressed from the replica
plates, the cells lysed and the DNA denatured, neutralised and fixed
to the filter as described by Maniatis et al, 1982, based on the
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original procedure of Grunstein and Hogness 1975. Following baking
at 80°C for two hours, the replica filters were soaked in 2 X SSC

before being washed in a solution containing 5 X SSC, 0.5% w/v SDS
and EDTA ImM (pH 8.0), in order to remove excess bacterial debris
from the surface of the filters. Hybridisation of the filters was

carried out in a rolling incubating oven at 42°C overnight.

SMALL SCALE PREPARATION OF PLASMID DNA

Double stranded plasmid DNA was produced from 10ml overnight
cultures, grown under antibiotic selection, by a mini-prep method
described by Maniatis et al, 1982, based on the original methods
of Birnboim and Doly, 1979 and Isch-Horowicz and Burke, 1981.

Briefly, 1ml of cells were pelleted at 11,600 X g and
resuspended in a Tris-glucose buffer containing lysozyme (10p,g/ml)
then lysed by alkali/SDS solution. Genomic DNA, cellular debris
and protein were precipitated by high salt solution. This debris was

pelleted and the solution containing the supercoiled plasmid DNA
purified by phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation. Lyophilised
plasmid DNA was redissolved in 20p,l TE buffer containing DNase free
RNase at lp,g/ml.

This method reliably produced 5-10p,g of high-molecular weight,
RNA free, plasmid DNA pure enough for restriction enzyme analysis.

LARGE SCALE ISOLATION OF PLASMID DNA

The following procedure is a modification, based on the original
methods of Birnboim and Doly, 1979 and Isch-Horowicz and Burke,
1981.

Cultivation of plasmid clones
10ml of L-broth, containing 100p,g/ml ampicillin, was inoculated

from a single colony of the appropriate bacterial clone and grown

with shaking overnight at 37°C. Two 5ml aliquots were used to seed
two 500ml cultures of L-broth containing ampicillin, in 2 litre
flasks incubated with vigorous shaking at 37°C until an OD^qq of 0.8
was reached. Amplification of plasmid copy number by the addition
of chloramphenicol was not necessary for Blue Scribe plasmid clones,
since they replicate to a copy number of 500-700/ cell.
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Harvesting and lysis of bacteria
Bacterial cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4000 X g for

10 minutes at 4°C. The cells were resuspended in 20 ml of

Tris-glucose buffer and incubated on ice for 30 minutes. Cells were

lysed by the addition of 40 ml of alkali-SDS buffer and incubated at

room temperature for 10 minutes.

Plasmid DNA was selectively renatured and neutralised by the
addition of 20ml of high salt buffer. Following incubation on ice
for 10 minutes, a thick floccular white precipitate formed which
consisted of chromosomal DNA, high molecular weight RNA and
protein/membrane complexes. The precipitate was removed from the

lysate by centrifugation at 5000 X g for 20 minutes at 4°C, and the
plasmid DNA concentrated by isopropanol precipitation.

Purification of plasmid DNA by CsCl-ethidium bromide gradients

Precipitated plasmid DNA, extracted by the above procedure, was

pelleted by centrifugation at 17,000 X g for 15 minutes at room

temperature in order to avoid salt precipitation. The plasmid DNA
was redissolved in 30ml of TE buffer.

Exactly lg of caesium chloride was dissolved for every ml of the
DNA solution, resulting in a solution of density 1.55g/ml, to which
was added ethidium bromide to a concentration of 400 p,g/ml. The
solution was incubated in the dark at room temperature for 10
minutes during which time residual protein and cellular debris
formed a precipitate. The solution was clarified by centrifugation
at 1000 X g for 10 minutes at room temperature.

Plasmid DNA was banded in the continuous CsCl gradients at

120,000 X g for 72 hours at ambient temperature. This resulted in
the equilibration of the DNA into two distinct bands near the centre
of the tube, visible in ordinary light. The lower band, consisting
of closed circular plasmid DNA was collected from the gradient using
a sterile 21 gauge hypodermic needle and syringe.

Ethidium bromide was removed from the plasmid DNA solution by
extraction with water saturated 3-methyl-l-butanol. The caesium
chloride was diluted out by the addition of four volumes of TE
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buffer, before the DNA was phenol extracted, ethanol precipitated
and redissolved in 1ml of TE buffer. Spectrophotometric analysis of
the purified plasmid DNA solution was carried out in order to

quantify and check the purity of the solution. Typical yields for
this scale of preparation were in the order of 1-2 mg.

PREPARATION AND PURIFICATION OF EMBL3 DNA

Preparation and purification of X phage DNA used harvests from
plate lysates.

Smallscale preparation of phage DNA
X phage (10^ pfu) was plated out onto 85mm plates using the

permissive host strain £7600. Bacteriophage particles were eluted in
3ml phage buffer and the lysate clarified.

Host cell nucleic acids were digested by incubation with RNaseA

(lp-g/ml) and DNasel (lp.g/ml) at 37°C for 30 minutes, before the

phage particles were precipitated by the addition of an equal volume
of 20% w/v PEG 6000 solution in 2M NaCl followed by incubation on

ice water for 1 hour. The precipitated bacteriophage particles were

harvested by centrifugation at 11,300 X g for 10 minutes at 4°C and
the supernatant discarded. The bacteriophage particles were

resuspended gently in 0.5ml phage buffer and the PEG removed by
chloroform extraction. The aqueous phase was harvested and the

bacteriophage particles lysed by the addition of SDS and EDTA (pH
8.0) to 0.1% v/v and 5mM respectively, followed by incubation at
68°C for 15 minutes. The DNA solution was phenol extracted, ethanol

precipitated, washed in 70% v/v ethanol and redissolved in 20p,l
TE buffer.

Large-scale preparation of vector phage DNA

Preparation of large-scale lysates

L-agarose plates poured in BRL Bioassay plates (24.5cm X 24.5cm)
were used to produce large-scale plate lysates. The lysates from 5
such plates were used as the input for a large-scale preparation of
bacteriophage X DNA.
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Bacteriophage (10^ pfu) were plated with 1ml of C600 host cells
in 25ml of molten top-agarose, and incubated at 37°C until
confluent lysis occurred. Bacteriophage particles were eluted in
30ml of phage buffer. The lysates were digested with RNaseA and
DNasel before the addition of solid sodium chloride to a

concentration of 1M and then clarified. Lysates were titrated
before any further purification.

Bacteriophage particles were precipitated by the addition of PEG
6000 to a concentration of 10% w/v , followed by incubation at 4°C
for 16 hours. The PEG precipitate was pelleted by centrifugation at

9,600 X g for 10 minutes at 4°C, harvested and resuspended gently in
a total volume of 5ml phage buffer. Debris was pelleted by

centrifugation at 11,600 X g for 1 minute at room temperature,

before PEG was removed by chloroform extraction.

Purification of bacteriophage

Bacteriophage were further concentrated by ultracentrifugation
through caesium chloride step and continuous gradients.

Step gradients were formed in 13ml polyallomer ultracentrifuge
tubes by overlaying three successive steps of CsCl solutions (in

phage buffer) with densities of 1.3, 1.5 and 1.7g/ml respectively.
The bacteriophage suspension was centrifuged at 61,000 X g for 2
hours at 18°C through step gradients. The bacteriophage particles
were harvested at the interface between the 1.3g/ml and 1.5g/ml

steps from above using a syringe and hypodermic needle.

The bacteriophage were further purified by ultracentrifugation
using continuous CsCl equilibrium gradients. Phage bands harvested
from the CsCl step gradients were mixed with sufficient 51.5% w/w
CsCl solution in phage buffer, to fill a 5ml thick walled

polyallomer centrifuge tube. The samples were centrifuged to

equilibrium at 137,000 X g for 48 hours at 4°C. The single phage
band was collected from above and the CsCl removed by dialysis

against lOmM NaCl, 50mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and lOmM MgCl^ for 1-2
hours at 4°C.
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Preparation of X phage DNA
Purified bacteriophage particles were lysed by incubation in 20mM

EDTA pH 8.0, proteinase K (50p,g/ml) and 0.5% w/v SDS for 1 hour at
65°C. The DNA solution was purified by phenol extraction followed

by two chloroform extractions. The aqueous phase was dialysed
against TE buffer (pH 8.0) overnight at 4°C. The DNA solution was

analysed by UV spectrophotometry before being ethanol precipitated
and redisssolved in TE buffer. A typical yield for such a large
scale DNA preparation was 500p,g.

PREPARATION OF DIALYSIS TUBING

Dialysis membrane tubing was cut into 25cm lengths and boiled for
10 minutes in 2% w/v sodium bicarbonate and ImM EDTA. The tubing
was rinsed thoroughly in distilled water and stored submersed at

4°C.

PREPARATION OF BACTERIOPHAGE PACKAGING EXTRACTS

The in vivo packaging of lambda phage DNA was mimicked in vitro.
Cell extracts from two induced X lysogens, each deficient in one

structural coat protein, were combined to produce the packaging
mixture. The following methods for producing FTL (phage tails) and
SE (phage heads) were based on the methods of Hohn and Murray, 1977
and Hohn, 1979.

Preparation of Freeze thaw lysate (FTL)
Three 250ml cultures of E.coli BHB 2688 were incubated in L-broth

at 30°C with shaking until an ®DgoOng WaS reac^e<^* ^ further
250ml of L-broth, pre-warmed to 60 C, was added to each culture,
which were then transferred to a 42°C water bath, in order to induce

the X lysogens. Incubation was continued at 42°C with vigorous

shaking until induction of the cells was complete 1-2 hours later.

The cultures were chilled on ice and harvested by centrifugation
at 9,600 X g for 10 minutes at 4°C. The pellets were resuspended in
a total of 3.0ml of ice cold Tris-sucrose buffer and snap frozen in

liquid nitrogen. The frozen sample was thawed at room temperature
and incubated on ice for 1 hour, before the addition of 75p.l of
solution B.
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The extract was clarified by centrifugation at 116,000 X g for 35
minutes at 4°C. The purified extract was dispensed into pre-cooled
0.5ml Eppendorf tubes and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. Aliquots
of FTL were stored at -70°C.

Preparation of Sonicated Extract (SE)
The initial stages of growth and harvesting of the X lysogen

E.coli BHB 2690 were identical to those for the preparation of FTL.

Following harvesting of the induced lysogens, the supernatants were

removed, and the pellets were resuspended in a total of 3.0ml
solution A. The resuspended cells were pooled into a 50ml

polypropylene centrifuge tube and diluted with an additional 2.6ml
of solution A.

The cells were cooled and sonicated for 15 bursts of 5 seconds

duration at an amplitude of 12p.m, with 30 second pauses. After this
time, or when the solution was no longer viscous, the ?.ell debris
was removed by centrifugation at 11,600 X g for 10 minutes at 4°C.
The supernatants were dispensed into pre-cooled 0.5ml Eppendorf
tubes and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. Sonicated extract was

stored at -70°C.

Packaging of X DNA
FTL and SE packaging extracts were thawed on ice. The DNA to be

packaged (200-600ng) in a maximum volume of l-2p,l was added to 7p,l
solution A, after which lp,l solution B, 7p.l SE and 10p,l FTL were

mixed and incubated for 90 minutes at room temperature. The

packaging reaction was stopped by the addition of 500p,l of phage
buffer and a few drops of chloroform before the phage preparation
was titrated. Packaging efficiencies of 10^-10^ pfu/p,g DNA were

routinely obtained from these extracts.

REPLICA BLOTTING OF PLAQUES

Replica blotting of X phage plaques was accomplished by the
method originally described by Benton and Davies, 1977 and outlined
by Maniatis et al, 1982.

Briefly, nitrocellulose filters were overlayed onto the master

plate and allowed to wet completely for 1 minute. The filter was
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indexed accordingly and the bound phage particles lysed by soaking
the filter in a 0.5M NaOH solution for 5 minutes. Following
transfer to denaturing solution for 20 seconds, the filters were

neutralised in neutralising solution for two 20 second washes. The
filters were finally rinsed in 2 X SSC for 20 seconds, blotted dry
and baked under vacuum at 80°C for two hours.

LABELLING OF DNA BY RANDOM PRIMER EXTENSION
32

DNA probes were labelled by incorporation of dA-cc P-TP using DNA

polymerase Klenow fragment and random hexanucleotides as primers.
The method described by Feinberg and Vogelstein, 1983 and 1984 was

followed with the exception that unlabelled d-ATP was included in
the reaction at 200jrM.

DNA (50-150 ng) in 13p,l of 1^0 was boiled for 5 minutes, chilled
quickly on ice and mixed with 5p.l of OLB 1 p.1 BSA (lOmg/ml) , 2. 5p,l
d-ATP (2jjlM), 2.5jjl1 dA-cc32P-TP (25p.Ci), lp.1 Klenow (1-2U) . The
reaction was incubated for 6 to 16 hours at room temperature after

32
which the percentage of incorporated dA-oc P-TP was measured as acid

precipitable counts. Incorporation of 80-90% was achieved routinely
using this labelling method. Removal of unincorporated
radiolabelled nucleotide prior to hybridisation was unnecessary.

LABELLING OF cDNA PROBES USING REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASE

Radiolabelled cDNA was synthesised from C.psittaci S26/3 total
RNA using reverse transcriptase (BCL) and random primers according
to the method described by Maniatis et al, 1982.

RNA (lp-g) was diluted to 20p,l with TNE buffer to give a

concentration of 50ng/p.l, and denatured by boiling for 2 minutes.
The RNA was chilled on ice before the addition of 5p,l 5 X reverse

transcriptase random prime buffer, lp.1 of each 2mM dCTP, dTTP and

dGTP, lp.1 of 0.06mM dATP, 2|xl [32-P] dA-cc32P-TP (20p,Ci) , lp.1 of

hexodeoxyribonucleotides (90 OD units/ml) , 5p,l 1^0 and 3p,l reverse
transcriptase (60U). The reaction was incubated for 2 hours at 37°C
before being stopped by the addition of EDTA to 20mM. RNA template
was removed by the addition of lp.g DNase-free RNase A, and
incubated for 10 minutes at 37°C.
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The percentage of incorporated dA-ac P-TP was measured as acid

precipitable counts and unincorporated nucleotide removed by
Sephadex G-50 column chromatography.

PREPARATION AND PURIFICATION OF RNA

Isolation of RNA using guanidine isothiocyanate
The following method described by Chirgwin et al, 1979 was used

with modifications for the isolation and purification of total
cellular RNA from mammalian cell culture, organ tissues and
bacterial cells.

Mammalian tissue culture cells and bacterial cells were

harvested, pelleted and washed before the addition of a 4M solution
of GIT (4M guanidine isothiocyanate, 0.5% w/v sodium

N-laurylsarcosine and 25mM EDTA). Organ and tissue samples were

snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and powdered by means of a mortar and
pestle (pre-chilled to -70°C) before being dissolved in 4M GIT. Up

g
to 1 gram of tissue or 10 cells were extracted with 5ml of GIT
solution. Powdered tissue or cell pellets were vortexed vigorously
in the GIT solution before the addition of 1/10 volume of 2M sodium
acetate (pH 4.0) and an equal volume of phenol:chloroform (6:4).

The solution was shaken vigorously at room temperature for 15
minutes before being transferred to a sterile 30ml Corex centrifuge
tube and incubated on ice for 10 minutes. Aqueous and organic

phases were separated by centrifugation at 10,000 X g for 15 minutes
at 4°C. The aqueous phase was harvested and the RNA precipitated by
an equal volume of isopropanol at -20°C for 1 hour. The RNA was

pelleted by centrifugation at 10,000 X g for 15 minutes at 4°C
before being redissolved in 0.5ml of 4M GIT solution and
reprecipitated by isopropanol. The purified RNA was pelleted,
desiccated, redissolved in a suitable volume of TNE-SDS buffer and

stored at -20°C.
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Isolation of RNA using Tris-SDS
The isolation of total cellular RNA from faeces was accomplished

according to the method of Herring et al, 1982 with modifications.

Faecal samples (0.3g) were vortexed vigorously with 3ml sterile
distilled water to produce a 10% w/v suspension. The particulate
matter was removed from the suspension by centrifugation at 2,000 X

g for 10 minutes at room temperature. The supernatant was harvested
and mixed thoroughly with an equal volume of DNA extraction buffer.
A 1/10 volume of 2M sodium acetate (pH 4.0) was added to the
solution before the addition of an equal volume of
phenol:chloroform, 6:4. The solution was then extracted and the RNA

purified in an identical manner to the method described for GIT

extraction.

The RNA prepared by the above methods was analysed by
agarose-formaldehyde gel electrophoresis and if necessary,

quantified by UV spectrophotometry. The two extraction methods
described above produced good yields of intact high molecular weight
RNA preparations free from DNA, without the need for further
purification by caesium chloride ultra-centrifugation.

Isolation and purification of genomic DNA
Total nucleic acids were extracted from bacterial cells,

mammalian tissue and faeces by the Tris-SDS extraction method
described above with slight modifications. Sample preparation for
DNA extraction was as described for RNA extraction, and dependent on

the sample type.

Sample preparation and extraction was as described for RNA
extraction with the exception that the buffer was not acidified by
the addition of 2M sodium acetate. This prevented the DNA remaining
in the phenol phase during extraction, and allowed the purification
of total nucleic acid by the method described for RNA purification.
Purified total nucleic acid was redissolved in TE buffer and RNA

removed by digestion with DNase-free RNaseA (lp,g/ml) at 37°C for 30
minutes. Following RNaseA digestion, the DNA sample was phenol
extracted, ethanol precipitated, washed in 70% v/v ethanol and
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redissolved in TE buffer before being quantitated by U.V.
absorbance.

Polymerase chain reaction

Amplification reactions were performed according to the procedure
described by Saiki et al, 1985 and 1989, and outlined by the
manufacturers of the Taq polymerase with minor modifications.

Reaction volumes of 50 jxl containing lOmM Tris-HCl (pH 8.3), 50mM
KC1, 1.5mM MgCl, 0.01% w/v gelatin, 200 jxM of each
deoxynucleotide triphosphate, 1.0 pH of each oligonucleotide primer
and 1.0 U of Taq DNA polymerase (Perkin-Elmer Cetus). Typically
lOOng of chlamydial genomic DNA was used as the target for an

individual amplification reaction. The reaction mix containing
reaction buffer, DNA, and primer was boiled for 3 minutes then
chilled on ice before the addition of the dNTP mix and the enzyme.

The reaction was overlayed with 50p,l of sterile mineral oil before

being amplified for 25 cycles using a "Techne" programmable
Dri-Block, PHC-1. Reaction conditions used were 1) denaturation at

94°C for 60 seconds, 2) annealing at 37°C for 60 seconds and 3)
extension at 72°C for 120 seconds. Extension time was increased to 8

minutes in the final cycle.

Analysis of amplified product

Primary PCR amplified products were resolved directly by agarose

mini-gel electrophoresis and visualised by ethidium bromide
fluorescence. If required, the appropriate gene fragments were

purified from the agarose gel by "Gene Clean".

RE analysis of the PCR gene fragments (typically 50 -lOOng) was

carried out using the appropriate enzyme and supplied 10X buffer.
Restriction fragments were resolved directly by 10% PAGE for 12 to
16 hours. Following electrophoresis the DNA fragments were

visualised by silver staining and the gel was then photographed.
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CHAPTER 3 CLONING OF C.psittacL OVINE ABORTION ISOLATE GENES

CONSTRUCTION OF A Chlamydia psittaci, S26/3 GENOMIC LIBRARY

INTRODUCTION

Wenman and Lovett, 1982 were the first to describe the molecular

cloning and expression of chlamydial genes in E.coli. Since that
time, the concept of dividing the chlamydial genome into manageable
sized fragments, isolating specific genes and studying their
sequence and expression products has become a powerful tool in
chlamydial research. Kaul and Wenman, 1985 reported the expression
in E.coli of a 74KD antigen of C.trachomatis thought to be
species-specific. Nano and Caldwell, 1985 have described the

expression of what is believed to be a chlamydial
glycosyltransferase which results in host cell E.coli expressing the

chlamydial genus-specific LPS epitope. Molecular cloning has been
used to enable the detailed study of chlamydial rRNA genes, both as

a structural study and as a taxonomic tool (Palmer and Falkow,
1986b; Palmer et al, 1986; Weisburg et al 1986; Engel and Ganem,

1987).

Several groups have reported the cloning of chlamydial plasmid
and have described the use of its cloned sequences as a

hybridisation probe for the detection of chlamydia from cases of
human urogenital infection (Kahane and Sarov, 1987; Hyypia et al,
1984 and 1985; Horn et al, 1986 and 1988). However, the most

extensive use of cloning techniques has been to sequence and express

the chlamydial MOMP gene (Allan et al, 1984; Nano et al, 1985;
Baehr et al, 1988; Stephens et al, 1985; 1986; 1987; 1988a;
Pickett et al, 1987 and 1988; Carlson et al, 1989; Herring et al,
1989; Zhang et al, 1989a).

Plasmid cloning vectors have evolved into some of the most

sophisticated tools available to the molecular biologist. They
provide the means for complex molecular analysis of genes without
the need for further subcloning into more specialised vectors. Some
of the facilities available include:
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1) The production of DNA and RNA probes, free of vector sequences,

directly from the insert DNA fragment.
2) The production of H13 sequencing templates or the direct

sequencing of the insert.
3) The production of RNA transcripts from the insert for in vitro
translation.

4) The production of fusion and native proteins from the insert.

The initial requirement of this project was to construct a cloned
genomic library of C.psittaci, ovine abortion isolate S26/3. This
would produce an easily amplified source of chlamydial DNA thus
enabling the identification and isolation of specific genes. The
initial gene to be sought was the 16S ribosomal RNA. A clone

containing this sequence would be used to produce a single stranded
RNA detection probe based on rRNA sequences.

The plasmid vector used for the subcloning of the 16S rRNA gene

of C.psittaci ovine abortion isolate S26/3, described below, is one

of the most recent and versatile available. The BlueScribe M13+
vector is a pUC based plasmid containing the M13 universal and
reverse sequencing priming sites and the bacteriophage T3 and T7 RNA

polymerase promoters. These sites flank the polylinker sequence,

thus enabling symmetric sequencing and the generation of sense and
anti-sense RNA transcripts from cloned inserts. This vector was

chosen for subcloning from X clones because of the facilities for in
vitro transcription of single stranded RNA hybridisation probes and
for DNA sequencing using either M13 single stranded or double
stranded plasmid templates.

The MOMP gene clone was sought by our group to produce
recombinant MOMP for vaccine studies. However, the DNA sequences

were subsequently used in this project to type C.psittaci isolates
into broad genetic groups. RE based analyses have shown that
C.psittaci sub-species variation exists at both individual genetic
loci and at the gross genomic level (McClenaghan et al, 1984;
Timms et al, 1988a; Girjes et al, 1988; Fukushi and Hirai, 1989;
Cox et al, 1988).
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This study will seek to apply sequence comparison techniques,
using longer stretches of DNA as a probe in Southern blot analyses
and RE fingerprint analysis of individual genes. Using these
strategies, detection of restriction fragment length polymorphisms
(RFLPs) within different genetic C.psittaci groups will be used to

identify chlamydial types.

CLONING STRATEGY

The X replacement vector EMBL3 was chosen for the construction of
a C.psittaci S26/3 genomic library because of its large cloning

capacity (9-22Kb) and the ease of selection of recombinant molecules
on restrictive host strains.

EMBL3 and EMBL4 replacement vectors were developed by Frischuaf
et al, 1983. Both these vectors are identical 43Kb lambda molecules

except in the inversion of the EcoRl, BamHl and Sail cloning sites
within the polylinker.

Removal of the central "stuffer" fragment and subsequent cloning
of foreign DNA is accomplished using the EMBL3 polylinker cloning
enzymes BamHl, EcoRl and Sail. Digestion of EMBL3 DNA with BamHl
isolates the central "stuffer" fragment which contains the
non-essential red and gam genes (involved in the selection of
recombinant molecules by the spi phenotype). Further digestion with
EcoRl followed by isopropanol precipitation removed the small
BamHl/EcoRl fragments, thus preventing the re-ligation of this
central fragment to vector arms during cloning of foreign DNA

fragments.

EMBL3-Mbol clones of C.psittaci S26/3 were constructed by

ligation of partially restricted and dephosphorylated Mbol
chlamydial genomic DNA fragments with BamHl/EcoRl EMBL3 DNA. Ligated
molecules were packaged and plated on permissive host cells.
Recombinant molecules were identified by their spi phenotype on

restrictive host cells and by hybridisation to C.psittaci S26/3 DNA.
Plaque arrays of recombinant clones were screened by in situ
hybridisation with cDNA, reverse transcribed from C.psittaci S26/3
total RNA.
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GENOMIC CLONING PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

MANIPULATION OF DONOR AND VECTOR DNA

Fractionation of donor DNA

Chlamydia psittaci, S26/3 genomic DNA was fractionated by
partial restriction with Mbol. The enzyme concentration required
for the production of DNA fragments in the range of 15 to 20Kb was

determined empirically by restriction of a known amount of genomic
DNA with 5-fold serial enzyme dilutions, ranging from 2.5U/p,l to
0.000032U/p,l. S26/3 genomic DNA (l^g) was restricted for a fixed
time of 15 minutes at 37°C before being resolved directly by 0.5%
agarose gel electrophoresis.

Figure 3.1 shows the fragment size distribution produced by
restriction of chlamydial DNA with the enzyme concentrations listed
above. Fragments in the desired size range were produced by partial
restriction with an Mbol concentration of 0.02 U/p.1.

Dephosphorylation of partially cleaved donor DNA
Removal of the 5' terminal PO^ group using CIP eliminates the

formation of multiple DNA inserts during the ligation reaction.

Chlamydial DNA (10p,g) was partially restricted with Mbol, at an

enzyme concentration producing fragments in the size range of
15-20kb. The cleaved DNA was dephosphorylated using CIP, phenol
extracted, ethanol precipitated and redissolved in TE buffer at

330ng/p,l ready for ligation with EMBL3 arms.

Vector DNA

EMBL3 DNA (10p,g) was cleaved to completion with BamHl. The DNA
was then doubly digested with EcoRl by the addition of an equal
volume of EcoRl "change buffer" (80mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 13mM MgC^)
containing 30 units of EcoRl, followed by incubation at 37°C for
two hours. Doubly digested vector DNA was phenol extracted and
selectively precipitated from the BamHl/EcoRl linker fragments by
isopropanol precipitation. Lyophilised DNA was redissolved in TE
buffer.
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123 456 789 Kb

FIGURE 3.1 Establishing optimal enzyme concentration for partial

digestion of chlamydial genomic DNA. Enzyme concentration that gave

the greatest mass of DNA fragments in the 15 - 20Kb size range was

determined from the intensity of fluoresence. Ethidium bromide
stained 0.5% agarose gel. Lane 1 is uncut genomic DNA. Lanes 2 to 9
show DNA restricted with Mbol concentrations of 2.5, 0.5, 0.1,

0.02, 0.004, 0.0008, 0.00016 and 0.000032 U/p-1 respectively.
Hindlll restricted X DNA is shown as molecular weight standards.
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The enzymatic inactivation of the stuffer fragment by double
restriction was assessed by vector re-ligation. BamHl restricted
EMBL3 DNA and BamHl/EcoRl doubly restricted EMBL3 DNA (300ng) were

self ligated. Ligations were resolved directly by 0.4% agarose gel
electrophoresis and restoration of high molecular weight, native
EMBL3 DNA assessed.

LIGATION OF DONOR DNA TO EMBL3 ARMS

Determination of optimal ligation conditions

Doubly restricted vector DNA (330ng) was ligated with varying
quantities of prepared S26/3 DNA (35, 75, 150 and 300ng), to give

corresponding molar ratios of 4:1, 2:1, 1:1 and 1:2, vector:donor.

Ligation reactions were heated to 68°C for 5 minutes before
direct analysis by 0.5% agarose gel electrophoresis. Native EMBL3
DNA was resolved as a vector size marker.

Ligation of equimolar quantities of vector and donor DNA was

found to be optimal for the restoration of high molecular weight
X DNA.

IN-VITRO PACKAGING OF LIGATED DNA

DNA from the test ligation reaction which gave maximum efficiency
of ligation described above, was ethanol precipitated, using mussel
glycogen as a co-precipitant, and redissolved in 5p,l TE buffer

containing lOmM MgSO^. The cohesive ends of the recombinant X DNA
were annealed by incubation for one hour at 42°C, in order to

produce concatenated DNA as a substrate for in vitro packaging. Half
of the pre-annealed DNA was repackaged using FTL and SE.

4
The resultant X library was titrated and found to contain 8 x 10

pfu/ml. A control phage preparation repackaged from an equivalent
amount of native EMBL3 DNA produced a titre of 6 x 10 pfu/ml.

Background titre produced from the packaging extracts was found to
be zero.
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SELECTION OF RECOMBINANT PHAGE

Selection of recombinant phage was accomplished physically by
double digestion with BamHl and EcoRl, and genetically using spi-

phenotype selection made possible by the red and gam genes carried
in the central fragment of EMBL3 (Frischauf et al, 1983).

Genetic selection of recombinant phage
2

Phage (10 pfu) from the genomic library were plated, using the
restrictive E.coli host Q359 and incubated inverted overnight at
37°C. Recombinant phage were titred by growth on the P2 selective
host and were found to represent 40% of the total library. This

4
represented 3.2 x 10 pfu/ml, which corresponded to 200 genome

equivalents based on the following calculation according to Kaiser
and Murray, 1985:

In(l-p)
N -

ln(l-x/y)

Where N is the number of clones required, p represents 99%

probability, x represents the DNA insert size, y represents the

genome size and In represents the natural logarithm.

Single well isolated plaques grown on the selective host were

picked into phage buffer and stored over chloroform at 4°C.

Selection by In situ hybridisation
P2 propagated recombinant phage (120) were screened by in situ

hybridisation with S26/3 total genomic DNA. P2 propagated

EMBL3-S26/3 clones were plated in a 30 point array, using the
permissive E.coli host C600. Parental EMBL3 was spotted onto each

plate array to serve as a negative hybridisation control. Inoculated
plates were incubated inverted overnight at 37°C.

All P2 propagated X clones hybridised strongly with the S26/3
total genomic probe; native EMBL3 clones did not hybridise to the
chlamydial probe (data not shown). This unequivocally demonstrated
that the genetically selected clones contained C.psittaci DNA
inserts.
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SCREENING THE EMBL3-S26/3 GENOMIC LIBRARY BY IN SITU HYBRIDISATION
Recombinant EMBL3 clones (140) were screened by in situ

hybridisation using a single stranded cDNA probe, reverse

transcribed from total C.psittaci S26/3 RNA

The EMBL3-S26/3 clones were spotted in ordered arrays using the
E.coli host C600 and incubated inverted, overnight at 37°C. Plaque
lift replica filters were hybridised overnight with 10^ cpm of probe
and washed at 42°C. Northern blotted C.psittaci S26/3 total RNA

(lp-g) and total E.coli, BHB2690 RNA (ljxg) were hybridised as a

positive control.

Autoradiography of the plaque lift filters revealed two strongly

hybridising clones, designated C141 and C157. Negative control
EMBL3 plaques did not hybridise (data not shown). The probe
hybridised strongly with both C.psittaci and E.coli 16S and 23S rRNA

species (data not shown).

ANALYSIS OF rRNA EMBL3-S26/3 CLONES
DNA from clones C141 and C157 was produced on a small scale and

analysed by RE and Southern blot analyses. The chlamydial DNA
inserts could be excised by Sail restriction and were resolved as

fragments of 13kb and 15kb respectively, by 0.5% agarose gel
electrophoresis. EcoRl restriction of both cloned DNAs produced 3

fragments of approximately 23, 12 and 2Kb. The Sail and EcoRl
restricted X clone DNAs were compared by Southern blot analysis with
the S26/3 rRNA-cDNA probe.

Autoradiography showed that the probe hybridised with the Sail
excised insert fragments and three fragments produced by EcoRl
restrictions. The cloning strategy had involved the removal the
EcoRl site from the vector, thus it was concluded that both C141

and C157 DNA inserts contained internal EcoRl sites. The EcoRl

restriction produced 2 fragments consisting of the vector arms

joined to chlamydial DNA and a smaller (2Kb) fragment contained
within the insert.
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SUBCLONING OF THE C.psittaci, S26/3 16S rRNA GENE

Computer-aided RE analysis of the available DNA sequence for the

C.psittaci avian strain 6BC 16S rRNA gene (Weisburg et al, 1986),
identified a suitable 1.3Kb internal Hbol fragment. This fragment
was subcloned from the X clone 157, which was thought to contain the
entire C.psittaci S26/3 16S rRNA gene, into the transcription
vector BlueScribe. The subsequent clone was used as a DNA template
for transcription of 16S rRNA anti-sense hybridisation probes and
for direct DNA sequencing of areas of the ovine abortion isolate 16S
rRNA gene.

RESULTS

SUBCLONING OF THE INTERNAL 1.3Kb Mbol 16S rRNA GENE FRAGMENT

X clone 157 DNA (10p,g) was restricted using Sail and resolved by
0.5% agarose gel electrophoresis and the excised chlamydial DNA
insert recovered from the agarose gel. The insert DNA (lp.g) was

restricted to completion using Mbol and ligated with BamHl
linearised and dephosphorylated BlueScribe vector DNA, in the ratio
of 3:1, insert to vector.

Competent E.coli JM101 cells were transformed and transformants
selected by direct plating onto L-agar plates containing ampicillin,

X-gal and IPTG. A total of 500 recombinant colonies were picked onto

master plates, in numbered arrays and screened for rDNA inserts by
in-situ colony hybridisation.

IN-SITU COLONY ARRAY HYBRIDISATION

Replica plates were inoculated from the master plate arrays and

colony lift filters were hybridised with the cDNA probe reverse

transcribed from C.psittaci S26/3 total RNA. A Southern blot filter
of EcoRl restricted C.psittaci, S26/3 and P787 DNA was included in
the screening as a positive hybridisation control.

Two BlueScribe clones, subsequently named C157B and C157E,
hybridised strongly with the C.psittaci RNA-specific probe. The
Southern blot filter gave typical hybridisation patterns as

described in the following chapter; native BlueScribe colonies did
not hybridise.
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rDNA CLONE CHARACTERISATION

Preliminary RE analysis
DNA was produced on a small scale from plasmid clones C157B and

C157E and characterised initially by Sail and Mbol restriction. RE

digestion using Sail was used to size the plasmid inserts because RE

analysis of the X clone 157 had shown that the chlamydial rDNA
insert lacked such a restriction site. Insert DNA from both the

plasmid clones were seen as fragments of approximately 1.5Kb which
had very similar Mbol profiles (data not shown).

Large scale plasmid DNA preparations, purified by caesium
chloride equilibrium centrifugation, were produced from both clones
C157B and C157E, in order to provide pure DNA for further analysis.

PAGE analysis of rDNA BlueScribe clones

CsCl-purified DNA from clones C157B and C157E and native
BlueScribe DNA was compared by Haelll RE profiling and subsequent
PAGE analysis.

Figure 3.2 shows PAGE of Haelll restricted plasmid DNA from the
clones. Clearly different profiles were produced from C157B and
C157E. Fragments common to native BlueScribe DNA were seen resolved
at 600, 470, 410, 330, 298, 250, 170, 145 and 75bp. C157B DNA

yielded unique insert fragments of 650, 525, 265 and 50bp. C157E DNA

yielded unique fragments of 1200, 390, 160 and 140bp. The insert DNA
sizes of C157B and C157E were estimated from the summed sizes of

their unique fragments as 1.49 and 1.89Kb respectively.

Characterisation of rDNA clone DNA by northern analysis
DNA from clones C157B and C157E was used to probe Northern

blotted C.psittaci S26/3 total RNA resolved by agarose-formaldehyde

gel electrophoresis. Mouse liver RNA was included in the analyses
as molecular weight standards of 16S and 23S rRNA. Duplicate tracks
of resolved chlamydial RNA were hybridised with C157B and C157E DNA.
The filters were washed at 42°C and 65°C prior to autoradiography.

The northern blot in figure 3.3 shows that C157B DNA hybridised

specifically with C.psittaci 16S rRNA following the high stringency
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FIGURE 3.2 Haelll restriction profiling analysis of rDNA plasmid
clones C157B and C157E. Silver-stained 7.5% PAGE gel. Lanes 1 to 3
show Haelll restricted C157E, C157B and native BlueScribe DNA

respectively. 1Kb ladder molecular weight standards are shown as 4,
3, 2, 1.6 and 1Kb fragments and as fragments of 154 to 516bp as

indicated.
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FIGURE 3.3 Analysis of rDNA plasmid clones C157E and C157B insert
DNA by northern blot hybridisation of C.psittaci S26/3 RNA with
C157B and C157E DNA. High stringency northern blot of mouse 18S and
28S rRNA, (lanes 1 and 3) and S26/3 total RNA (lanes 2 and 4)

following autoradiography for 16 hours. Lanes 1 and 2 were

hybridised with C157E DNA. Lanes 3 and 4 were hybridised with C157B
DNA. Relative positions of 28, 18 and 16S rRNA species are

indicated.
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wash. C157E DNA failed to hybridise with either of the chlamydial
large rRNA species but did hybridise strongly with the mouse RNA.
The two hybridising fragments did not correspond to either 18S or

28S rRNA species but appeared as species intermediate between 28 and
18S and 23 and 16S.

Restriction mapping of rDNA clone C157B
A restriction map of clone C157B insert DNA was constructed with

respect to the following restriction endonucleases: Kpnl, Pstl,

Sphl, Smal, Clal, EcoRl, Aval and Xhol. This restriction map

was essential for future work in which this clone was to be used as

the template for in vitro transcription of single stranded RNA

hybridisation probes and for double stranded DNA sequence analysis.

The map was constructed by agarose gel sizing of DNA fragments
produced by linearisation of C157B DNA with Kpnl followed by
sequential digestion with the above enzymes.

C157B DNA (600ng), linearised with Kpnl, was restricted to

completion with each of the above enzymes and analysed directly by
0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis. The molecular weights of the
resultant restriction fragments were calculated and a restriction

map C157B was constructed by assigning the internal locations of the

secondary cleavage sites, with respect to the defined Kpnl end of
the DNA fragment. The restriction map was compared and checked with
the map available for the 16S rRNA sequence of C.psittaci 6BC

(Weisburg et al, 1986).

The resultant restriction map is shown in figure 3.4. The

computer-generated restriction map for the C.psittaci, 6BC 16S rRNA

gene sequence (Weisburg et al, 1986) matched well with the map of
the C.psittaci S26/3 16S rRNA gene fragment.

DNA sequence analysis of C157B

Preliminary DNA sequence was determined for the rDNA insert of
C157B by progressive sequencing of double stranded plasmid DNA
template, using the M13 universal and reverse sequencing primers.
Approximately 300bp was sequenced inwards from each end of C157B
insert sequence using this strategy. The resultant DNA sequence was
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computer-matched with available published sequence of the
C.psittaci strain 6BC, 16S rRNA gene (Weisburg et al, 1986), shown
in figure 3.5.

DNA sequence determination of the 5' and 3' ends of C157B
revealed that the 1.3Kb Mbol fragment, which had been cloned, was

flanked by an additional two Mbol fragments of 120 and 128 bp, 3'
and 5' respectively. The DNA sequence information obtained from
these flanking regions could not be matched with the corresponding
5' and 3' ends of the 6BC sequence. Thus, two additional Mbol

fragments, which did not contain 16S rRNA gene sequence, appeared to
have been ligated along with the 1.3Kb 16S rRNA gene fragment into
the BlueScribe BamHl site.

The sequence information contributed by these flanking fragments
was discounted and the remaining 5' and 3' sequence of the 1.3Kb
fragment was matched with the SBC 16S rRNA sequence. Similarities of
93.5% and 94.6% with respect to the 5' and 3' ends of the SBC gene

were obtained.

SUBCLONING OF A C.psittaci, S26/3 MOMP GENE FRAGMENT

INTRODUCTION

A X clone carrying the S26/3 MOMP gene was isolated from the
C.psittaci, S26/3 EMBL3 genomic library constructed at the

beginning of this work. Initial identification, subcloning into
M13- mpl8 and 19, sequence determination and analysis of the

C.psittaci gene was carried out by other members of the research
group, namely A.J.Herring, N.F.Inglis, S.Dunbar and T.W.Tan.

The X clone containing the S2S/3 MOMP gene was selected from the
EMBL3 genomic library by in situ hybridisation screening using
probes produced from two pUC9 plasmid clones containing the 5' and
3' ends of the MOMP gene from C. trachomatis, serovar L2 (gift from

Dr.R.Stephens, University of California). Sufficient DNA homology
exists between the MOMP genes of C.trachomatis and C.psittaci
(Stephens et al, 1985), to allow the detection of the C.psittaci
MOMP gene with probes based on the C.trachomatis homologue. The X
clone which was isolated hybridised with both the probes and when
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A.

6BC

S26/3

1 TTTTCTGAGAATTTGATCTTGGTTCAGATTGAACG.CTGGCGGCGTGGAT 49

lllllllllllllllllllll I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
1 GATCTTGGTTCAGATTGAACGTCTGGCGGCGTGGAT 36

50 GAGGCATGCAAGTCGAACGGAATAATGACTTCGGTTGTTATTTAGTGGCG 99

I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
37 GAGGCATGCAAGTCGAACGCAATAATGACTTCGGTTGTTATTTAGTGGCG 86

100 GAAGGGTTAGTAATACATAGATAATCTGTCCTCAACTTGGGAATAACGGT 149

llllllll 1 I II II I I II I I II II I
87 GAAGGGTT AACTTGGGAATAACGGT 111

150 TGGAAACGACCGCTAATACCGAATGTGGTATGTTTAGGCATCTAAAACAT 199

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
112 TGGAAACGACCGCTAATACCGAATGTGGTATGTTTAGGCATCTAAACATA 161

200 ATTAAAGAAGGGGATCTTCGGACCTTTCGGTTGAGGGAGAGTCTATGGGA 249

I III
162 TTAAGAGGGA 171

B.

6BC 1301 GCCCCAGTTCGGATTGTAGTCTGCAACTCGACTACATGAAGTCGGAATTG 1350

S26/3 207
I I I I I I I I I I I I I II

.TCGACTACATGA GTCGATG 189

1351 CTAGTAATGGCGTGTCAGCTATAACGCCGTGAATACGTTCCCGGGCCTTG 1400

llllllll MINI I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I
188 CTAGTAAT.GCGTGTGAGCTATAACGCCGTGAATACGTTCCC.GGCCTTG 141

1401 TACACACCGCCCGTCACATCATGGGAGTTGGTTTTGCCTTAAGTCGTTGA 1450

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
140 TACACACCGCCCGTCACATCATGGGAGTTGGTTTTGCCTTAAGTCGTTGA 91

1451 CTCAACCTGCAAAGGAGAGAGGCGCCCAAGGTGAGGCTGATGACTGGGAT 1500

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll I Ill Mil
90 CTCAACCTGCAAAGGAGAGAGGCGCCCAAGGTGTGGCTGATGACT.GGAT 42

1501 GAAGTCGTAACAAGGTAGCCCTACCGGAAGGTGGGGCTGGATCACCTCCT 1550

lllllllll III llllllllllllllllllllllll
41 GAAGTCGTA..AAAGGTAGCCTACCGGAAGGTGGGGCTGGATC.

Figure 3.5 Comparison of the C.psittaci 6BC and S26/3 16S rRNA gene
sequences. Output from gap program (UWGCG) comparison of C.psittaci
6BC 16S rRNA gene (Weisburg et al, 1986) with the 5' and 3' sequence
of C.psittaci S26/3 OA 16S rRNA gene clone C157B. Nucleotide
positions are numbered 5' to 3'. Panel A shows the 5' end sequence
comparison of 93.5% similarity and 93.5% identity. Panel B shows the
3' end sequence comparison of 94.6% similarity and 96.4% identity.
In order to optimise alignment, perfect matches are indicated by
dashes and areas of mismatch are indicated by dots.
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analysed by Southern blotting, the hybridising fragment was

localised to a 2.6Kb Sstl fragment. This Sstl fragment was

subcloned into the M13 vector mpl9 and designated clone A2/4.

A restriction map was constructed for the 2.6Kb Sstl fragment
with respect to EcoRl, Hindlll, Clal, PvuII, Mspl, Alul, Mbol
and Accl. Clone A2/4 was progressively sequenced using both the M13
universal sequencing primer and a set of directed internal
oligonucleotides against conserved sequence domains within the MOMP

gene, shown in figure 4.21. This strategy produced 2Kb of sequence

from the 3' end of the 2.6Kb fragment. Computer-aided sequence

comparison of the derived sequence with the C.trachomatis serovar L2
MOMP gene sequence, highlighted an open reading frame of 1170bp
with a start codon (ATG) and a stop codon (TAA). The reading frame
coded for 389 amino acids and was preceded by promoter-like
sequences and a ribosome binding site (Herring et al, 1989).
Extensive computer-analysis of the C.psittaci, S26/3 MOMP gene

sequence and its translated amino acid sequence, including gap,

terminator, fold, compare, dotplot, pepplot, peptidestructure,

plotstructure, prosrch and patsrch programs was carried out (Tan,
1989) .

CLONING STRATEGY

Computer-aided sequence analysis of the S26/3 MOMP gene sequence

identified a suitable Hindlll/Mspl internal gene fragment which was

subsequently subcloned into the plasmid vector BlueScribe.
Hindlll/Mspl restriction of M13 clone A2/4 released an 820 bp
fragment which contained all four variable sequence domains (VD)
within the MOMP gene. Mspl restriction cleaved at nucleotide
position 248, 8 bp into variable sequence domain 1 (VD1). Hindlll
restriction cleaved at nucleotide position 1066, 40 bp downstream
from the 5' end of conserved sequence domain CD4, at the 3' end of
the gene.

This gene fragment was subcloned into BlueScribe in order to

provide a clone from which hybridisation probes based on the MOMP

gene variable sequences, could be produced for future work. This
included Southern blot analysis of C.psittaci sub-species types and
development of PCR of MOMP gene sequences.
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SUBCLONE CONSTRUCTION AND CHARACTERISATION

Dephosphorylated Accl linearised BlueScribe DNA was ligated with

Hindlll/Mspl doubly restricted 2.6 Kb Sstl fragment DNA, from MOMP
clone A2/4 and used to transform E.colL, JM101 cells. A plate array

of 30 recombinant clones was screened by colony lift in situ
hybridisation using the 820 bp Mspl/Hindlll A2/4 DNA fragment as

probe. All the clones hybridised strongly with the probe; native
BlueScribe colony DNA did not hybridise.

DNA from 5 of the MOMP gene plasmid clones was produced on a

small scale and characterised by RE analysis. Clone DNA and native
BlueScribe DNA was restricted with EcoRl, Clal and EcoRl/Clal then
resolved by 1.2% agarose gel electrophoresis.

Restriction fragment sizes were calculated and compared with the
computer-generated restriction map of the C.psittaci, S26/3 MOMP

gene sequence (Herring et al, 1989). The fragments produced by
EcoRl, Clal and EcoRl/Clal double digestion were identical to the
predicted fragment sizes from the published C.psittaci OA MOMP gene

(Herring et al, 1989).

The Mspl/Hindlll fragment which was cloned lacked an EcoRl site,
therefore restriction of the clone DNA with this enzyme linearised
the plasmid within the polylinker. This produced linear fragments
of approximately 4.0 and 3.2Kb for the clones and native BlueScribe
DNA respectively. The Mspl/Hindlll MOMP gene fragment contained 1
Clal site. However, BlueScribe DNA lacked such a site. Linear

fragments of 4.0 and 3.2Kb were produced for the clones and native
BlueScribe DNA respectively, by Clal cleavage. The Clal/EcoRl double

digestion of the clones produced a 3.2Kb plasmid fragment and also
MOMP gene fragments of 724bp and 222bp.

RE analysis of the clones demonstrated that the 820bp internal
MOMP gene fragment, containing the four VDs, had been successfully
subcloned into BlueScribe. One clone, designated B2/4aMH, was

chosen for large scale DNA preparation in order to provide purified
DNA for later molecular studies.
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DISCUSSION

The initial objective of this work was to construct a genomic DNA

library of Chlamydia psittaci, ovine abortion isolate S26/3, and

identify and isolate specific genes within the library. The large
capacity of the X vector EMBL3 used in this study made the
construction of a representative library consisting of relatively
few clones possible.

The number of clones required, with an average insert size 15kb,
was calculated to be in the region of 180-300 clones. The genomic

4
library which was produced contained an estimated 3.2 x 10
recombinant EMBL3-S26/3 clones. A recombinant genomic library of
this size would fall short of single genome representation for

2
other more complex organisms, but represented at least 10 genome

equivalents for C.psittaci.

The cloned chlamydial DNA fragments (15Kb average) contained
within the EMBL3-S26/3 library, are large enough to contain

complete genes and their flanking sequences, which could be
excised, free of vector sequences and used as hybridisation probes.
Moreover, since the time of construction, the library has been used
to successfully screen for the 16S rRNA and MOMP genes. Thus, the
cloning procedures detailed in this section have laid the foundation
for molecular studies involving these two genes, detailed in later

chapters of this thesis, and in ongoing studies within the MRI.

Following the identification of a X clone which contained a large
DNA insert containing the C.psittaci, S26/3 rRNA gene(s), the 16S
rRNA gene was subcloned into the transcription vector BlueScribe,
primarily in order to simplify probe production from this sequence,

described in the following chapters.

PAGE analysis of Haelll restricted clone C157B and C157E DNA
showed that they contained clearly different DNA inserts. The Haelll
profile obtained from C157B DNA was similar to the
computer-generated Haelll map for the C.psittaci 6BC 16S rRNA gene,

with the fragments of 650, 265 and 50bp being shared. The Haelll
profile of C157E DNA was distinct from the 6BC map and did not share

any of the restriction fragments.
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The distinct Haelll restriction profiles produced from C157B and
C157E were supported by the hybridisation specificities of the

plasmid clones shown by the northern blot analysis of C.psittaci

S26/3. The results of these experiments showed that plasmid clone
C157B contained C.psittaci S263 16S rRNA gene sequence and that

plasmid clone C157E contained a different DNA insert which did not

share sequence homology with that of C157B.

Following identification and initial characterisation of the

C.psittaci S26/3, 16S rDNA clone C157B, a more detailed molecular

investigation of the cloned DNA was undertaken. This involved the
construction of a restriction map of the 16S rRNA gene fragment and,

latterly, DNA sequencing analysis of the 5' and 3' ends of the

fragment.

The restriction map obtained was compared with the available map

for the C.psittaci 6BC 16S rRNA sequence. The recognition sites for
enzymes mapped in the C.psittaci S26/3 map were well conserved in
the computer-generated map for C.psittaci 16S rRNA gene. A high
level of DNA sequence homology between certain avian and ovine
abortion isolates has been shown to exist (Fukushi and Hirai, 1989).
This evidence, in conjunction with the fact that rRNA genes are slow
to evolve, suggests that gross sequence divergence within this
C.psittaci gene has not occurred.

The comparison of the two restriction maps also served to

orientate the C157B insert with respect to the vector polylinker

sequence. By aligning the restriction map of C157B insert to the
map of the SBC sequence, it was possible to orientate the S26/3 16S
rDNA fragment as running 3' to 5' with respect to 5' to 3' of vector
sequence. This information was valuable for later experiments

involving the transcription of anti-sense rRNA probes from this
clone.

The high level of sequence similarity between the matched areas

of C157B insert DNA and the C.psittaci 6BC 16S rRNA gene (Weisburg
et al, 1986) unequivocally confirmed C157B insert DNA as the
C.psittaci S26/3 16S rRNA gene fragment. The DNA sequence

information obtained for C157B insert DNA revealed that the 1.3Kb
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rRNA fragment was flanked by two additional Hbol fragments of 120
and 128bp, 3' and 5' respectively. This resulted in an insert of

approximately 1.6Kb, of which only the 1.3Kb hbol fragment contained
16S rRNA specific sequence.

The molecular cloning and characterisation of the C.psittacx,

S26/3 16S rRNA and MOMP gene fragments described in this chapter,
provided the reagents for subsequent molecular studies detailed in
the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 4 SUBSPECIES TYPING OF Chlamydia psittaci ISOLATES

INTRODUCTION

Considerable diversity among isolates of C.psittaci has been
demonstrated, and differentiation has been based on numerous

biological, immunological and molecular parameters

Molecular techniques such as RE profiling have the advantage of

comparing the genetic relatedness of the chlamydial isolates, thus
avoiding the variation due to phenotypic expression, which can

interfere with conventional serotyping procedures.

The direct analysis of genetic material by RE profiling has
probably been most successfully applied to the epidemiological
characterisation of human herpesviruses (Hayward et al, 1975; Skare
et al, 1975; Buchman et al, 1978) and herpesviruses of veterinary

importance (Engels et al, 1981; Misra et al, 1983; Allan et al,
1983; Henry et al, 1986; Seal et al, 1985; Seal et al, 1987; 1989a
and 1989b; Shih et al, 1989).

RE analysis has been shown to be useful for discriminating
between and within the chlamydial species (McClenaghan et al, 1984;
Campbell et al, 1987; Peterson and de la Maza, 1983 and 1988;
Andersen and Tappe, 1989; Fukushi and Hirai, 1989). The RE

analysis has been correlated by DNA-reassociation studies which have
indicated that C.psittaci is genetically diverse and can be divided
into broad subspecies groups based on DNA homology (Cox et al, 1988;
Fukushi and Hirai, 1989).

This study has used the techniques of Southern blot analysis and
PCR-RE profiling to compare isolates of C.psittaci, C.trachomatis
and C.pneumoniae. The banding patterns resulting from genomic DNA
restrictions tend to be complex, and due to techniques, can vary

between laboratories. Assessment of genomic RE profiles is
subjective, and therefore slightly differing profiles can be
difficult to identify within broad fingerprint groups. Southern
blot DNA hybridisation analysis simplifies RE profiling by limiting
analysis to DNA polymorphisms within specific gene sequences. This
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allows genetic groupings to be assigned on the basis of simple

fragment patterns.

To date a limited number of studies have used DNA probe Southern
blot analysis to compare C.psittaci isolates (Timms et al, 1988a;
Girjes et al, 1988; Fukushi and Hirai, 1989). These studies and

previous RE fingerprint analyses have demonstrated that sufficient
variation could be revealed by RE based techniques to allow genetic

typing. Southern blot analysis of the MOMP and 16S rRNA genes was

used in this study, to type a collection of C.psittaci isolates into
a number of distinct subspecies groups.

In this study the C.psittaci isolates compared by Southern blot
analysis were predominantly ovine in origin. The PCR technology
became available at the MRI during this study, and was used for the
RE profiling of individually amplified gene fragments from a wide

range of chlamydial isolates.

DNA amplification by the PCR was applied to the specific

synthesis of chlamydial MOMP and 16S rRNA genes fragments.
Oligonucleotide primer pairs 288C/289C and 646/611C shown in figures
4.21 and 4.22 respectively, were designed from the published DNA

sequences for amplification of MOMP gene and 16S rRNA gene sequences

respectively. Primer pair 288/289C amplified a 1008 bp MOMP gene

fragment which contained all variable sequence domains. Primer 288C
ran 5' to 3' from nucleotide positions 66 to 89 covering the first
seven codons of the native protein, after signal peptide removal.
Primer 289C ran 3' to 5' from nucleotide position 1052 to 1075, C
terminal to VD4 containing a Hindlll site highly conserved among

abortion isolates, shown in figure 4.1.

Primer pair 646/611C amplified a 640 bp internal fragment from
chlamydial 16S rRNA genes. Primer 611C ran 5' to 3' from nucleotide
positions 221 to 247; primer 646C ran 3' to 5' from nucleotide
positions 831 to 861, of the 16S rRNA gene of the avian strain SBC
(Weisburg et al, 1986). These primers were chosen from the regions
which showed the greatest disparity from E.coli 16S rRNA sequence,

as described by Weisburg et al, 1986. Computer-aided sequence
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comparisons of the selected primer sequences with other bacterial
16S rRNA sequences, confirmed that they were chlamydial specific.

The initial requirement of the PCR using primer pair 288/289C,
was as a means of comparing the MOMP genes of ovine abortion
isolates at a more sensitive level than the RE based technique of
Southern blot analysis. However, following the successful
amplification of genomic DNA from other C.psittaci strains, the MOMP

gene primers were shown to be specific to additional subspecies

types. This provided the opportunity to analyse a wider variety of
C.psittaci MOMP genes.

The 16S rRNA gene primers were originally designed as a means of
confirming the MOMP gene amplifications. The high degree of
variability revealed by the profiling of MOMP gene fragments made it
desirable to have the ability to characterise strains by a simple RE

profile from a more conserved gene fragment. However, it was

subsequently found that the amplified 16S rRNA gene fragments also
possessed a useful level of variability which was exploited for the
comparison of C.psittaci, C.trachomatis and C.pneumoniae strains.

PCR amplified sequences were compared by RE profiling analysis,

using suitable tetra-nucleotide recognition enzymes, which revealed
sequence variation detected by PAGE. PCR-RE profiling of individual
gene fragments, in common with Southern blot analysis, limits
genetic analysis to individual areas of the genome, and as such
simplified the subjective comparative analysis.

PCR-RE profiling has been described for the typing of human

genital papillomaviruses (Manos et al, 1989), and for the
confirmation of amplified MOMP gene fragments from C.trachomatis
serovars (Dutilh et al , 1989; Ostergaard et al, 1990) but its use

for the analysis of C.psittaci genes has as yet been unreported.

Despite the limited biological evidence (Aitken et al, 1981;
Johnson and Clarkson, 1986) for OA isolate strain variation no

biochemical or molecular evidence was available to confirm analogous

genetic variation. Other studies which have attempted to distinguish
differences between OA isolates have used the criteria of virulence
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and cultural characteristics (Anderson, 1986a and 1986b;
Buzoni-Gatel and Rodolakis, 1983; Rodolakis, 1986b; Rodolakis and

Souriau, 1989; Rodolakis et al, 1989a and 1989b), polypeptide
profiling (Buzoni-Gatel et al, 1989), mIF (Eb and Orfila, 1982),

immunotyping (Mondesire et al, 1989) and RE profiling (McClenaghan
et al, 1984).

In this study the comparison of a large panel of C.psittaci OA
isolates by Southern blot, PCR-RE profiling and DNA sequencing

analyses was undertaken. The MOMP gene was targeted in an attempt
to identify sequence variation analogous to that responsible for the
serovar variation within C.trachomatis.

EXPERIMENTAL STRATEGY

The genetic grouping by genomic RE profiling is achieved by gross

DNA sequence comparison. This study achieved the typing of
chlamydial isolates, by DNA sequence comparison of individual genes

at the following levels:

Southern blot analysis

Preliminary Southern analysis of OA isolates was performed using

commonly available and inexpensive restriction endonucleases.
Genomic DNA from 12 C.psittaci OA isolates were restricted with
Sacl, EcoRl, Hindlll, Alul, Clal, Mspl, PvuII and Sau3AI and

compared using the MOMP probe.

Following computer-aided RE analysis of the published Chlamydia
trachomatis and Chlamydia psittaci MOMP and 16S rRNA gene sequences

(Herring et al, 1989; Weisburg et al, 1986 respectively),
restriction enzymes which cleaved within these genes were used for

genomic restrictions.

Subsequent Southern analyses using the MOMP probe were performed
using Alul, Clal, PvuII and Mspl genomic RE profiles. These

enzymes all had recognition sites within the variable sequence

domains of the MOMP gene, and as such were suitable candidates for
identifying sequence variation within this gene. Southern analyses
based on the 16S rRNA gene were performed using EcoRl and Sacl
genomic RE profiles.
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Southern blot filters of the genomic digests were hybridised with
C.psittaci S26/3 DNA probes containing:

1) The 2.6Kb Sstl fragment containing the entire MOMP gene, and

flanking sequences, from the S26/3 X clone A2/4; subsequently
referred to as the MOMP probe.
2) The internally amplified MOMP gene fragment synthesised from
ovine abortion genomic DNA or X clone A2/4, using the PCR primer
pair 288/289C; subsequently referred to as the internal MOMP probe.
3) Plasmid clone C157B DNA, containing a 1.3Kb internal Mbol
fragment of the C.psittaci S26/3 16S rRNA gene; subsequently
referred to as the 16S rRNA probe.

PCR-RE profiling
Internal gene fragments from the MOMP and 16S rRNA genes were

synthesised from a large panel of chlamydial genomic DNAs by the
PCR, using the primer pairs 288C/289C and 611C/646C. The resultant
MOMP and 16S rRNA gene fragments were purifed from agarose gels.
The MOMP and 16S rRNA gene fragments were analysed by Alul and Mael

profiling respectively, using PAGE. In contrast to Southern blot
analysis, which relied on relatively large amounts of pure genomic
DNA, PCR-RE analysis was used to compare a wider variety and number
of chlamydial strains, for which, insufficient purified DNA
was available for Southern analysis.

Comparative MOMP gene sequencing
The MOMP genes of the vaccine isolate A22 and a further 5 field

OA isolates were sequenced using internal oligonucleotide primers

designed from the published sequence of Chlamydia psittaci, OA
isolate S26/3, determined by our group at the MRI (Herring et al,
1989).

MOMP genes from these OA isolates were amplified from genomic DNA

using the primer pair 288C and 612C, shown in figure 4.21 and cloned
into the M13 vector mpl9. The resultant clones contained all four
VDs and CD2, 3 and 4 of the MOMP gene. MOMP genes were subsequently
sequenced using the series of synthetic oligonucleotide primers,
shown in figure 4.21.
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RESULTS

SOUTHERN BLOTTING ANALYSES

OA isolate comparison
Genomic DNA from C.psittaci OA isolates including: S26/3, A22,

S57/3, ZC26, ZC25, ZC31, S507, S3/3, S152/3, S82/3, S124/3A and

S95/3 were restricted with a variety of both hexa-nucleotide and
terta-nucleotide recognition enzymes including Sacl, EcoRl,
Hindlll, Clal, PvuII, Mspl, Sau3AI, and Alul. Restricted DNA

profiles were hybridised with the MOMP probe. Representative
results of the Southern analyses of this collection of OA isolate
DNAs are shown in figures 4.1 to 4.5 and accompanying table 4.1.

The extensive effort to identify sequence variation, within the
MOMP gene of OA isolates of C.psittaci, by Southern analysis,
resulted in clearly identical hybridising fragment patterns within
the OA isolates analysed, which are summarised in table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Summary of C.psittaci OA isolate, hybridising RFLP
patterns produced by hybridisation of cleaved genomic DNAs
with S26/3 MOMP probe.

Restriction endonuclease Major fragments Minor fragments

Sacl 2.6Kb 8.9 and 6.3Kb

EcoRl 6.6Kb 4.4, 2.2 and 1.9Kb

Hindlll 3.6Kb 1.9 and 1.6Kb

Clal 3.85, 3.15 and 0.75Kb N/A

Mspl 1.35 and 1.15Kb 960bp

Clal/Mspl 1.13 and 0.62Kb 951bp

PvuII 5.8 and 3.45Kb 413 and 273bp

Sau3A 740, 420 and 300bp N/A

Alul 506, 362 and 231bp N/A

Note: N/A denotes not applicable.
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FIGURE 4.1 Southern blot of C.psittacL ovine abortion isolates

S26/3(1), A22(3), S57/3(4) and X clone A2/4 DNA(2) containing the
MOMP gene. DNAs were restricted with Hindlll, EcoRl and Sacl, as

indicated, and hybridised with the OA MOMP probe. Molecular
weight standards are shown as fragments of 1.0 to 9.4 Kb.
Autoradiography was performed for 16 hours.
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FIGURE 4.2 Southern blot of C.psittaci ovine abortion isolates

S26/3(1), A22(2), S57/3(3) and ZC26(4). DNAs were restricted
with PvuII, Mspl and CMal as indicated and hybridised with the MOMP
probe. 1Kb ladder molecular weight standards are shown as fragments
of 0.5 to 9Kb. Autoradiography was performed for 16 hours.
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FIGURE 4.3 Southern blot of C.psittaci ovine abortion isolates

S26/3(1), A22(2), S57/3(3) and ZC26(4). DNA was restricted with
Sau3A and Alul as indicated and hybridised with the MOMP probe. 1Kb
molecular weight standards are shown as fragments of 0.5 to 5Kb.
Autoradiography was performed for 16 hours.
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FIGURE 4.4 Southern blot of C.psittaci ovine abortion isolates

S57/3 (1), ZC26(2), ZC25(.3), Z<732(4) and S507(5). DNA was

restricted with Clal and PvuII as indicated and hybridised with the
MOMP probe. 1Kb ladder molecular weight standards are shown as

fragments of 0.5 to 9Kb. Autoradiography was performed for 16
hours.
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FIGURE 4.5 Southern blot of C.psittaci ovine abortion isolates
S57/3(l), S3/3(2), S152/3(3), S82/3(4), S124/3A(5) and S95/3(6).
DNA was restricted with Alul and Clal/Mspl as indicated and

hybridised with the MOMP probe. 1Kb ladder molecular weight
standards are shown as fragments of 0.5 to 5Kb. Autoradiography was

performed for 16 hours.
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Comparison of a putative OA isolate
Before the completion of DNA sequencing analysis of the MOMP gene

from C.psittaci OA isolate S26/3, by our group at the MRI, the
complete nucleotide sequence of the MOMP gene from a putative

C.psittaci OA isolate, A22M, was published by Pickett et al, 1988.
DNA from this isolate was compared with C.psittaci OA isolates S26/3
and A22, and meningopneumonitis strain CallO, by Southern blot
analysis using the MOMP probe.

Figure 4.6 shows the Southern analysis of these C.psittaci
isolate DNAs, restricted with Clal, Mspl and PvuII, and hybridised
with the MOMP probe. The hybridising RFLP patterns are summarised
in table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Summary of C.psittaci, ovine abortion isolate, A22M and
CallO hybridising RFLP patterns produced by hybridisation
of cleaved genomic DNA with S26/3 MOMP probe.

C.psittaci strain Restriction Endonuclease Hybridising Fragment

S26/3 (OA) 3.85, 3.15 and 0.75Kb
A22 (OA)

"k Clal
A22M (OA ) 3.15 and 1.93Kb

CallO (AV) 3.15 and 1.93Kb

S26/3 (OA) 1.35, 1.15 and 0.96Kb
A22 (OA)

* Mspl
A22M (OA ) 2.12 and 0.96Kb

CallO (AV) 2.24 and 0.96Kb

S26/3 (OA) 5.8, 3.45, 0.413 and
A22 (OA) 0.273 Kb

* PvuII
A22M (OA ) 8.5 and 5.5Kb

CallO (AV) 8.68 and 5.5Kb

Note: OA denotes ovine abortion,
"k

OA denotes putative ovine
abortion and AV denotes avian isolate. Major hybridising

fragments are distinguished by bold type.
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FIGURE 4.6 Southern blot of C.psittaci isolates S57/3(1), CallO(2),

A22(3) and A22/M(4). DNA was restricted with Clal, Mspl and PvuII
as indicated and hybridised with the MOMP probe. Arrows indicate

hybridising fragments common to both A22M and CallO. 1Kb ladder
molecular weight standards are shown as fragments of 0.5 to 12Kb.
Autoradiography was performed for 16 hours.
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The Southern analysis of A22H DNA, using the MOMP probe,

suggested that the ovine origin of this isolate was unlikely,
because of the clear disparity between the hybridising RFLP patterns
of A22M and ovine abortion types.

In contrast, A22H displayed a highly similar hybridising RFLP

pattern to the CallO strain, previously identified as an avian type

by RE-profiling (McClenaghan et al, 1984), DNA reassociation

properties (Cox et al, 1988) and by its isolation from a case of
presumptive ornithosis (Francis and Magill, 1938). Therefore,
Southern analysis using the MOMP probe indicated that the A22M
strain was also of avian origin.

Comparison of chlamydial subspecies types

Southern analysis of MOMP gene sequences

The MOMP probe used to compare C.psittaci OA isolates was also
used to compare a collection of C.psittaci subspecies types. The
internal MOMP probe and the 16S rRNA probe were also used in this
Southern analysis

C.psittaci OA, human abortion, ovine polyarthritis, ovine
intestinal, avian, meningopneumonitis (CallO), feline pneumonitis
and C.trachomatis serovar L2 DNAs were restricted with PvuII and

hybridised with the MOMP probe. The Southern analysis of the above
subspecies types is shown in figure 4.7., and summarised in table
4.3.
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FIGURE 4.7 Southern blot of C.psittaci strains S57/3 (1),
V26/873(2), P787(3), 84/604(4) , 725(5), 741(6), CallOO),

FeP(8), and C.trachomatis serovar L2(9). DNA was restricted with

PvuII and hybridised with the MOMP probe. DNA from 84/604 failed to

restrict and appears as a hybridising fragment greater than 23Kb.
1Kb ladder molecular weight standards are shown as fragments of 0.5
to 12Kb. Autoradiography was performed for 16 hours.
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Table 4.3 Summary of C .psittaci subspecies types hybridising RFLP

patterns, produced by hybridisation of PvuII cleaved

genomic DNA with S26/3 MOMP probe.

C.psittaci strain Major Fragments Minor Fragments

S57/3 (OA) 5.8 and 3.45Kb 413 and 273bp

V26/873 (HA) 5.8 and 3.45Kb 413 and 273bp

P787 (OP) 6.6Kb N/A

725 (AV) 8.2 and 5.3Kb 320bp

741 (AV) 8.2 and 5.3Kb 320bp

CallO (AV) 8.7 and 5.3Kb N/A

FeP (FP) 6.3 and 4.4Kb 750bp

C.trachomatis, L2 3.6Kb N/A

Note: OA denotes ovine abortion, HA denotes human abortion, OP

denotes ovine polyarthritis, AV denotes avian and FP denotes
feline pneumonitis, N/A denotes not applicable.

Genomic DNA from C.psittaci OA, ovine polyarthritis, avian,

meningopneumonitis and feline pneumonitis was cleaved with PvuII and

hybridised with the internal MOMP probe. The hybridising fragment
pattern obtained using this probe is seen in the Southern analysis
shown in figure 4.8 and summarised in table 4.4.
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FIGURE 4.8 Southern blot of C.psittaci strains FeP(l), CallO(l),
725(3), 741(4), 84/604(5), P787( 6) and S57/3(l). DNA was

restricted with PvuII and hybridised with the internal MOMP probe.
Less than lp,g of DNA from 84/604 was analysed and therefore only a

very weakly hybridising fragment of 6.6Kb was seen (not evident in
this photograph). 1Kb ladder molecular weight standards of 0.5 to
12Kb are indicated. Autoradiography was performed for 16 hours.

PvuII
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Table 4.4 Summary of the C.psittaci subspecies types hybridising
RFLP patterns, produced by hybridisation of PvuII
cleaved genomic DNA with S26/3 internal MOMP probe.

C.psittaci strain Major Fragments Minor Fragments

S57/3 (OA) 3.45Kb 413bp

P787 (OP) 6.6Kb N/A

84/604 (0I2) 6.6Kb N/A

725 (AV) 8.2Kb 320bp

741 (AV) 8.2Kb 320bp

CallO (AV) 8.2Kb N/A

FeP (FP) 4.4Kb 750bp

Note: 0I2 denotes ovine intestinal isolate, biotype 2; other
abbreviations are as described in table 4.3.

The use of the internal MOMP probe, which lacked 1.6Kb of

flanking sequence, resulted in hybridising fragment patterns which
lacked certain hybridising fragments revealed by the MOMP probe.
Fragments of 5.8Kb and 273bp; 5.3Kb; 6.4Kb were absent from

C.psittaci OA, avian and CallO, and feline pneumonitis

respectively.

Southern analysis of 16S rRNA sequences

Genomic DNA from the chlamydial subspecies types was restricted
with EcoRl and hybridised with the 16S rRNA probe. The hybridising
fragment patterns are seen in the Southern analysis shown in figure
4.9 and summarised in table 4.5.
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FIGURE 4.9 Southern blot of C.psittacL strains S57/3(l), P787(2),

84/604(3), FeP(4), 725(5), 741(6), and Call0(l). DNA was

restricted with EcoRI and hybridised with the 16S rRNA probe. 1Kb
ladder molecular weight standards of 1.6 to 12Kb are indicated.
Autoradiography was performed for 16 hours.
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Table 4.5 Summary of C.psittaci subspecies types, hybridising RFLP
patterns, produced by hybridisation of EcoRl cleaved

genomic DNA with the S26/3 16S rRNA probe.

C.psittaci strain Major Hybridising Fragments

S57/3 (OA)

725 (AV)

741 (AV)

CallO (AV)

P787 (OP)

12 and 1.9Kb

12 and 1.9Kb

12 and 1.9Kb

10.4 and 1.9Kb

1.9 and 0.75Kb

84/604 (0I2) 1.9 and 0.75Kb

FeP (FE) 1.9Kb

Note: abbreviations are as described in table 4.3 and 4.4.

The Southern analysis, of C.psittaci subspecies types, using
the 16S rRNA probe revealed the existence of a common hybridising

fragment of 1.9Kb shared among all the strains tested. OA and avian
isolates could not be distinguished, by hybridising RFLP patterns
based on the 16S rRNA gene. The CallO strain, although very similar
to the two avian isolates, by Southern analysis using the MOMP

probe, was clearly distinguishable from avian isolate DNA, by a

unique hybridising RFLP pattern based on the 16S rRNA gene.
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Comparison of a coded panel of C.psittaci strains
In order to test the validity of the Southern blot typing system,

a coded panel of 10 C.psittaci isolate DNAs (provided by Professor
M. Clarkson), containing both OA and ovine intestinal types, was

compared by the analyses of MOMP and 16S rRNA genes. The coded

DNAs, in addition to S57/3 and P787 DNA, were restricted with
PvuII and Clal and hybridised with the MOMP probe. The same genomic
DNAs were also cleaved with EcoRl and Sacl and hybridised with the
16S rRNA probe.

The hybridising fragment patterns produced by these analyses are

shown in figures 4.10 to 4.13. Hybridising fragment sizes produced
from OA and ovine polyarthritis strains, shown in figures 4.10 and
4.12, are as summarised in tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. Figure 4.11
shows the Southern analysis of the coded DNAs cleaved with Clal and
hybridised with the MOMP probe. C.psittaci isolates 2C126, T39,
T19, T12 and T3 shared a common hybridising fragment pattern of
3.85, 3.15 and 0.75Kb with the OA isolate S57/3. Isolates T7, T22
and T23 shared the single hybridising fragment of 11Kb with the
ovine polyarthritis strain P787.
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Figure 4.13 shows the Southern analysis of the coded DNAs cleaved
with Sacl and hybridised with the S26/3 16S rRNA probe. No common

hybridising fragment was evident between the OA and ovine

polyarthritis types. C.psittaci isolates 2C126, T39, T19, T12 and
T3 DNAs shared a common hybridising fragment of 8.6Kb with the OA
isolate S57/3 DNA. Isolates T23, T22 and T7 DNAs shared a common

hybridising fragment of 11.5Kb with the ovine polyarthritis isolate
P787.
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FIGURE 4.10 Southern blot of C.psittaci strains 2C126(1), 739(2),
T23(3), T22(b), 719(5), 712(6), 77(7), 73(8), P7S7(10), S57/3(ll)
and McCoy cell(9). DNA is shown restricted with PvuII and

hybridised with the MOMP probe. 1Kb ladder molecular weight
standards of 0.5 to 12Kb are indicated. Autoradiography was

performed for 16 hours.
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FIGURE 4.11 Southern blot of C.psittaci strains 2C126( 1) , T39(.2),
2*23(3), T22(U), 2*19(5), 2*22(6), T7(7), 2*3(8), P7S7(10) , S57/3(ll),
and McCoy cell(9). DNA is shown restricted with Clal and hybridised
with the MOMP probe. 1Kb ladder molecular weight standards of 0.5
to 12Kb are indicated. Autoradiography was perfomed for 16 hours.
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FIGURE 4.12 Southern blot of C.psittaci strains P7S7(1), S57/3(2),
73(4), 77(5), 722(6), 729(7), 722(8), 723(9), 739(10) , 2(7126(11),
and McCoy cell (3). DNA is shown restricted with EcoRl and
hybridised with the 16S rRNA probe. 1Kb ladder molecular weight
standards of 0.5 to 12Kb are indicated. Autoradiography was

performed for 16 hours.
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FIGURE 4.13 Southern blot of C.psLttaci strains 2C126(1)( 739(2),
T23(3), 722(4), 719(5), 712(6), 77(7), 73(8), S57/3(10), P787(ll)
and McCoy cell(9). DNA is shown restricted with Sac! and hybridised
with the 16S rRNA probe. 1Kb ladder molecular weight standards of
0.5 to 12Kb are indicated. Autoradiography was performed for 16
hours.
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PCR-RE PROFILING ANALYSES

Results of PCR-RE profiling analyses
The specificity of primer pairs 288/289C and 611/646C was

initially tested by amplification of X clone A2/4 and plasmid clone
C157B DNA, which contained C.psittaci, S26/3 MOMP and 16S rRNA gene

sequence respectively. Amplified fragments of the predicted
molecular weights, as visualised by agarose gel ethidium bromide
fluorescence, were produced from target DNAs using both primer
pairs (data not shown).

Target DNA from a panel of C.psittaci subspecies types was

successfully amplified using primer pair 288/289C, shown resolved
by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis in figure 4.14. OA . and avian
strain DNAs gave a single amplified fragment but DNAs from feline
pneumonitis, GPIC (data not shown) and ovine polyarthritis (Biotype
2) strains all produced prominent lower molecular weight "ghost
bands" in addition to the specific 1Kb MOMP gene fragment. In a

later experiment, no amplified fragment DNA was produced following
PCR of C.trachomatis and C.pneumoniae genomic DNA using primer pair
288/289C.

The primer pair 611/646C, shown in figure 4.22, was used to

amplify target DNAs from a panel of chlamydial isolates,
encompassing the three chlamydial species, C.psittaci C.trachomatis
and C.pneumoniae (data not shown). A single DNA fragment of
molecular weight 640bp, as visualised by agarose gel electrophoresis
(data not shown), was amplified from all the chlamydial genomic DNA

samples analysed.

Computer-aided RE analysis was used to identify a suitable
restriction enzyme for profiling the amplified C.psittaci MOMP gene

fragments. Analysis of the sequence data available for the
C.psittaci strains A22H (Pickett et al, 1988), CallO and GPIC

(Zhang et al, 1989a) and ovine abortion isolate S26/3 (Herring et

al, 1989) revealed that Alul cut frequently within the amplified
region of the MOMP gene and generated a unique fragment size
distribution for each subspecies type. This enzyme was used to
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FIGURE 4.14 PCR amplification of C .psittaci MOMP genes using the
primer pair 288/289C. Ethidium bromide stained 1% agarose gel.
Amplified fragments from C.psittaci strains 725 (1), 741 (2), CallO
(3), P787 (4), FeP (5) and S26/3 (6) are shown. 1Kb ladder
molecular weight standard fragments of 0.5 to 2Kb are indicated.
Oligonucleotide primer is evident as a diffuse band near the end of
the gel.
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profile the amplified MOMP gene fragments, from the collection of
C.psittaci isolates

During the study, analyses of the PCR amplified gene fragments,
purified from agarose gels, by RE profiling with fine cutting
enzymes, revealed the problem of partial restriction. Sub-molar

quantities of artifactual fragments were clearly seen in the RE

profiles of certain amplified gene fragments. Inclusion of these

fragment weights with the profiled fragments, resulted in a total
summed molecular weight in excess to the original amplified
fragment. Since the technique of PCR-RE profiling analysed
amplified gene fragments purified from agarose gels, it was reasoned
that inhibitors from the agarose were co-purified with the DNA

fragment. An alternative explanation for the presence of additional

fragments in the RE profile could be that the chlamydial strains
tested were mixtures of strains types. This could easily be the
case with chlamydial strains isolated from a heterogeneous source

such as faeces. PCR-RE analyses of DNA from individually tissue
culture-cloned inclusion bodies from certain intestinal strains has

shown that this is the case (Dr. A.J. Herring, pers. comm.). Thus,

subjective inspection of the resulting profiles was therefore

necessary in order to identify partially cut or additional fragments
and discount them from the profile.

PCR-RE profiling of MOMP gene fragments
The Alul profiles obtained with MOMP gene fragments from the

C.psittaci subspecies types OA, ovine polyarthritis, CallO, avian
strains 725 and 741, feline pneumonitis and GPIC strains are shown
in figure 4.15. All the subspecies types analysed yielded clearly
distinct profiles, of which, the OA, avian and GPIC profiles, on

inspection, matched well with the profiles of the published MOMP

gene sequences.

Genomic DNA from part of a collection of avian isolates derived
from wide ranging geographical locations, which formed part of a

previous study of chlamydial plasmid (McClenaghan et al, 1988), was

compared by Alul profiling of PCR amplified MOMP gene fragments.
The profiles obtained are shown in figure 4.16.
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FIGURE 4.15 Alul PCR-restriction profiles of C.psittaci MOMP genes.

Silver stained 10% PAGE. C.psittaci GPIC (lane 1), FeP (lane 2),
725 (lane 3), 741 (lane 4), CallO (lane 5), P787 (lane 6) and S26/3

(lane 7). Molecular weight standards are indicated as fragments of
75 to 516bp.
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FIGURE 4.16 Alul PCR-restriction profiles of C .psittaci avian
isolate MOMP genes. Silver stained 10% PAGE. C.psittaci ISN-1021
(lane 1), ISN-1316 (lane 2), ISN-1536 (lane 3), ISN-1670 (lane 4),

ISN-1528 (lane 5), ISN-1529 (lane 6), ISN-1263 (lane 7), ISN-1813

(lane 8), ISN-1814 (lane 9), 725 (lane 10) and 741 (lane 11).
Molecular weight standards are indicated as fragments of 75 to

516bp.
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Despite originating from a variety of host species the avian
isolate profiles displayed only very minor differences. Fragments of
385 and 295 base pairs were shared amongst all the isolates
compared. Fragments of 119 and 107 base pairs were shared amongst
all of the isolates except isolate ISN1021, from a collard dove,
which had lost the fragment of 119 bp and displayed a lower
molecular weight fragment of 100 base pairs also seen in the CallO
strain.

Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the Alul profiles of MOMP gene

fragments from a number of ovine intestinal, ovine polyarthritis
and human abortion isolates.

Four ovine intestinal isolates 84/604, 84/521F , W73 and R69
were compared along with a putative C.trachomatis mouse pneumonitis
strain, shown in figure 4.17. Isolates 84/604 and 84/521F had been
identified as ovine biotypes 2 and 1 respectively, in a previous

study at the MRI (Anderson and Baxter, 1986), but had never been
typed further; ovine intestinal isolates W73 and R69 had never been
characterised prior to this study.

Isolate 84/521F gave a fragment profile identical to that

displayed by ovine abortion types, shown in figure 4.15. Although
84/604 had given a very similar hybridising fragment pattern to the
ovine polyarthritis type in Southern blot analysis of the MOMP gene,

shown in figure 4.8, the Alul profile shown here is clearly
distinct from that obtained from the polyarthritis type profile
shown in figure 4.15. Both the ovine intestinal isolates W73 and
R69 gave identical profiles but were distinct from the other ovine
intestinal types characterised. The fragments of size 173 and 275
bp were discounted from the profile as partially cut fragments. R69
gave fragments of 301, 150, 132, 90 and 79 base pairs.

The putative C.trachomatis mouse pneumonitis strain DNA yeilded a

MOMP gene Alul profile identical to that observed for C.psittaci
strain CallO shown in figure 4.15.This was subsequently discovered
to be due to the mis-labelling of an aliquot of CallO prior to this
s tudy.
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FIGURE 4.17 Alul PCR-restriction profiles of C.psittaci non-abortion
ruminant isolates. Silver stained 10% PAGE. Putative C.trachomatis

mouse pneumonitis strain (lane 1), C.psittaci R69 (lane2), W73
(lane 3), 84/604 (lane 4) and 84/521F (lane 5). Molecular weight
standards are indicated as fragments of 75 to 516bp.
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Figure 4.18 shows the Alul MOMP gene profiles from a further 3
ovine intestinal isolates and 2 human abortion isolates. The three

intestinal isolates, identified as NAR types by Southern blot
analysis of the MOMP and 16S rRNA genes (figures 4.10 to 4.13), were

compared by Alul profiling of PCR amplified MOMP gene fragments.
Isolates T7, T22 and T23 are shown profiled alongside the
polyarthritis isolate P787. These three isolates gave profiles
distinct from P787 and the previously characterised intestinal
isolates 8A/52 IF, 8A/604, W73 and R69.

Isolates T7 and T22 showed identical profiles and when the
fragments of 210, 170 and 160 base pairs were discounted as partial
restriction artefacts, showed a high degree of similarity to T23
DNA. T23 showed a very similar profile, sharing the 284, 173 and
102 base pair fragments. The fragments of 95, 86 and 75 appeared
to be absent from the T23 profile, possibly due to the presence of
additional restriction sites, which resulted in the production of
smaller fragments not detected by this gel.

The Alul MOMP gene profiles of the two human abortion isolates
V26/873 and V3520/87, were compared alongside the OA isolate S57/3
MOMP gene profile. The two human abortion isolates displayed an

identical Alul MOMP gene profile to that seen with the OA isolate.
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FIGURE 4.18 Alul PCR-restriction profiles of human chlamydial
isolates and C.psittaci NAR strains. Silver stained 10% PAGE.

C.psittaci zoonotic abortion isolates V26/873 (lane 1), V3520/87
(lane 2) and OA isolate S26/3 (lane 3), C.trachomatis trachoma
serovar D (lane 4), C.psittaci NAR strains P787 (lane 5), T23
(lane 6), T22 (lane 7)and T7 (lane 8). Molecular weight standards
are indicated as fragments of 75 to 516bp.
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The restriction fragments generated by Alul profiling of PCR

amplified MOMP gene fragments from the wide variety of C.psittaci

subspecies types shown in figures 4.15 to 4.18 are summarised in
table 4.6 below.

Table 4.6 Summary of Alul generated fragment sizes from PCR

amplified C.psittaci subspecies, internal MOMP gene

fragments.

C.psittaci strain Alul Restriction Fragment Distribution

S26/3 (OA) 195, 179 170, 162, 89, 79, 52, and 43bp
84/521F (01.) 195, 179 170, 162, 89, 79, 52, and 43bp
V26/873 (HA? 195, 179 170, 162, 89, 79, 52, and 43bp
V3520/87 (HA) 195, 179 170, 162, 89, 79, 52, and 43bp
P787 (OP) 309, 147 142, 133, 95 and 38bp
84/604 (oi9) 195, 170 155, 97, 82, 48 and 36bp
W73 (01? 301, 151 132, 93, and 80bp
R69 (01) 301, 151 132, 93 and 80bp
T7 (01) 284, 173 146, 102, 95, 86 and 75bp
T22 (01) 284, 173 146, 102, 95, 86 and 75bp
T23 (01) 284, 173 and 102bp
FeP (FE) 320, 190 187, 147, 111, and 40bp
GPIC (GP) 197, 190 185, 106, 54 and 39bp
725 (AV) 393, 295 124, 111 and 37bp
741 (AV) 393, 295 124, 111 and 37bp
ISN-1021 (AV) 393, 295 124, 100 and 37bp
ISN-1316 (AV) 393, 295 124, 111 and 37bp
ISN-1536 (AV) 393, 295 124, 111 and 37bp
ISN-1670 (AV) 393, 295 124, 111 and 37bp
ISN-1528 (AV) 393, 295 124, 111 and 37bp
ISN-1529 (AV) 393, 295 124, 111 and 37bp
ISN-1263 (AV) 393, 295 124, 111 and 37bp
ISN-1813 (AV) 393, 295 124, 111 and 37bp
ISN-1814 (AV) 393, 295 124, 111 and 37bp
CallO (AV) 393, 295 111, 106 and 37bp
MoP (AV*) 393, 295 111, 106 and 37bp

Note: 01^ denotes ovine intestinal, biotype 1, GP denotes
guinea pig inclusion conjunctivitis and AV* denotes the putative
C.trachomatis mouse pneumonitis strain. Other abbreviations are

as described in tables 4.3 and 4.4.
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PCR-RE profiling of 16S rRNA gene fragments

Computer-aided RE analysis of the available nucleotide sequence

of the C.psittaci 16S rRNA gene (Weisburg et al, 1986), identified
Mael as a suitable restriction endonuclease for the RE analysis of
PCR amplified chlamydial 16S rRNA gene fragments.

Figures 4.19 and 4.20 show the Mael profiles of PCR amplified 16S
rRNA genes from C.psittaci OA, human abortion, ovine

polyarthritis, ovine intestinal (biotypes 1 and 2), avian,
meningopneumonitis, feline pneumonitis, C.trachomatis LGV serovar

L2, trachoma serovars A, B, D, D/E, C.pneumoniae strains TWAR and
IOL-207.

Figure 4.19 shows the Mael profiles of C.psittaci subspecies

types. All ovine and avian strains, with the exception of CallO,
displayed very similar profiles. The OA, ovine intestinal (biotype
1), feline pneumonitis and the two avian isolates 725 and 741 could
not be differentiated by Mael profiling of the 16S rRNA gene

fragments. These isolates shared fragments of 215, a doublet of
130 and 120 (not resolved in this gel), 106 and 55 base pairs. The
fragments of 135, 130, 105 and 55 bp were common to all the

C.psittaci isolates tested except CallO. This strain had clearly
lost a restriction site and lacked the 215 bp and 106 bp fragments,
replaced by a 320 base pair fragment.

Ovine polyarthritis and ovine intestinal isolates 84/604, R69,
W73 shared a common Mael 16S rRNA gene profile. This was

distinguished from avian and ovine abortion types by a slightly
heavier molecular weight fragment of 225 base pairs in the otherwise
identical profiles. In common with the Alul profile of the MOMP gene

fragment, the Mael profile of the putative C.trachomatis, mouse

pneumonitis strain was identical to that of the C.psittaci, CallO
strain.' Thus, by the criteria of RE analysis of MOMP and 16S rRNA

gene sequences, the putative C.trachomatis mouse strain appears to
be a CallO strain.
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FIGURE 4.19 Mael PCR-restriction profiles of C .psittaci isolates.
Silver stained 10% PAGE. putative C.trachomatis mouse pneumonitis
strain (lane 1), C.psittaci FeP (lane 2), CallO (lane 3), 725
(lane 4), 741 (lane 5), W73 (lane 6), R69 (lane 7), 84/604 (lane
8), P787 (lane 9), 84/521F (lane 10) and S26/3 (lane 11). Molecular
weight standards are indicated as fragments of 75 to 516bp.
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PCR amplified 16S rRNA gene fragments from a panel of human

chlamydial isolates profiled by Mael are shown in figure 4.20. The
C.psittaci human abortion isolates V26/873 and 989/A/87 displayed
identical profiles , discounting the partial restriction fragment of
230bp, to the OA, ovine intestinal (biotype 1) and avian isolates
shown in figure 4.19.

The C.trachomatis isolates were distinguished from the human
C.psittaci abortion isolates by the lack of the 55bp fragment, in
the otherwise identical profile. The profile common to
C.trachomatis serovars appeared to be due to the presence of
additional restriction sites within the amplified 16S rRNA gene

fragment which resulted in smaller fragments not visible in this
gel.

The C.pneumoniae isolates were distinguished by the loss of a

restriction site between the 130 and 120bp fragments, with the

subsequent acquisition of a unique fragment of 270bp. Discounting
the fragment of 350bp as a partially cut artefact, the conserved

fragments of 215 and 105bp were common to the C.pnuemoniae TWAR

strains, C.trachomatis and C.psittaci isolates, with the exception
of CallO strain. Despite the comparison of only two C.pneumoniae

strains, the Mael profiling analysis of 16S rRNA gene fragments in
this study appears to be in accordance with the previously observed
uniqueness of TWAR strains within the genus Chlamydia (Campbell et
al, 1987)
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FIGURE 4.20 Mael PCR-restriction profiles of C.pneumoniae,
C.trachomatis and C.psittaci strains. Silver stained 10% PAGE.

C.pneumoniae TWAR (lane 1), IOL-207 (lane 2), C.trachomatis
trachoma serovars D/E (lane 3), D (lane 4), B (lane 5), A (lane 6),
LGV serovar L2 (lanes 7 and 8), C.psittaci human abortion isolates

V26/873 (lane 9), and V3520/87 (lane 10). Molecular weight
standards are indicated as fragments of 75 to 516bp.
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RE fragment patterns produced by Mael restriction profiling of
the PCR amplified 16S rRNA gene fragments from C.trachomatis,

C.psittaci and C.pneumoniae strains, are shown summarised in table
4.7.

Table 4.7 Summary of Mael generated fragments sizes from PCR

amplified C.trachomatis, C.psittaci and C.pneumoniae
16S rRNA gene fragments.

Chlamydial strain Mael Restriction Fragment Distribution

Chlamydia psittaci

S26/3 (OA) 215, 130, 120, 105 and 55bp
84/521F (01.)

(HA;
215, 130, 120, 105 and 55bp

V26/873 215, 130, 120, 105 and 55bp
V3520/87 (HA) 215, 130, 120, 105 and 55bp
P787 (OP) 225, 130, 120, 105 and 55bp
84/604 (01,) 225, 130, 120, 105 and 55bp
W73 (01; 225, 130, 120, 105 and 55bp
R69 (01) 225, 130, 120, 105 and 55bp
725 (AV) 215, 130, 120, 105 and 55bp
741 (AV) 215, 130, 120, 105 and 55bp
CallO (AV) 320, 130, 120 and 55bp
MoP* (AV) 320, 130, 120 and 55bp
FeP (FP) 215, 130, 120, 105 and 55bp

Chlamydia trachomatis

D/E 215, 130, 120 and 105bp
D 215, 130, 120 and 105bp
B 215, 130, 120 and 105bp
A 215, 130, 120 and 105bp
L2 215, 130, 120 and 105bp

Chlamydia pneumoniae

TWAR 270, 215, 105 and 55bp
IOL-207 270, 215, 105 and 55bp

Note: D/E, D, B, A and LGV denote corresponding C.trachomatis
human serovars. MoP* denotes the putative mouse pneumonitis strain.
Other abbreviations are as described in tables 4.3 and 4.4
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C.psittaci OA TYPE MOMP GENE SEQUENCING
A hierarchical antigenic mosaic, including genus-, species-,

subspecies- and serovar/strain-variation is displayed by
C.trachomatis MOMP. Whether parallel variation within the MOMP gene

sequence domains of C.psittaci OA isolates exists has been

investigated by Southern blot and PCR restriction profiling
analysis. This has shown them to be particularly invariant (figures
4.1 to 4.5; 4.15, 4.17 and 4.18).

During this study, the complete nucleotide sequence of the
C.psittaci OA isolate S26/3 MOMP gene was determined by our group

and subsequently published (Herring et al, 1989). Using this
sequence data and the series of internal oligonucleotide primers,
shown in figure 4.21, the MOMP genes of the other vaccine isolate
A22 and of field isolates, S3/3, S152/3, S82/3, S12A/3A and

S95/3, were sequenced and compared with the S26/3 sequence.

MOMP gene sequence comparison, at the level of nucleotide
sequence, was initiated in order to reveal any underlying sequence

variation within the MOMP gene, which may account for possible
phenotypically expressed strain variation, within C.psittaci OA
isolates.

SEQUENCING STRATEGY

MOMP gene fragments, generated by PCR amplification of OA
isolate genomic DNA, using the primer pair 288/612C, were cloned
into the M13 mpl9, by the strategy described for B24aMH (Chapter 3).

Oligonucleotide directed DNA sequencing was performed using the
set of oligonucleotides and strategy shown in in figure 4.21.
Sequence data was determined for the four VDs, of which VDl, VD3 and
VD4 have been shown to code for serovar- and subgroup-specific
epitopes in C.trachomatis (Stephens et al, 1988b; Conlan et al,
1988; Baehr et al, 1988).

Results of C.psittaci OA MOMP gene sequencing
The MOMP gene, from the vaccine isolate A22, was sequenced

initially and a computer-aided sequence comparison performed with
the available C.psittaci OA MOMP gene sequence (Herring et al,
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D. Primers Sequence 5* to 3"

288C rro cct gta ggg aac cca gct

289C acc aac agc tac acc aca agc t

612C ttt cac tgc agg ttg tca atc tct agg ttt caa gc

644C cct gat cag tac cag c

645C tgc acc tac act cca ag

844C tgg tga acc att cgg cg

M13U gta aaa cga cgg cca gt
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Figure 4.21 The2.6kb Sst/Sst/ fragment containing the MOMP gene of C.psittaciS26/3
A.GeneStructure and. Restriction Map; B. M13 Internally amplified MOMP gene clone.
C.Oligonucleotide primers; D. Sequences of the primers. Abbreviations: Promoters
P1 and P2; inverted repeat - IR; Shine-Dalgarno translation recognition site - S-D;
putative signal peptide-SIG; variable domains -VD1 toVD4; putative transcription
terminator-TER; M13Universal Primer- M13U. Restriction endonuclease sites -
BamH/, C/a/, EcoH/, Hinc////, Msp/, Pvu//, Sstf
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PrimersSequence5'to3" 646CGTTGAGGGAGAGTCTATGGGATATCA 611CATGCTGTGCCTATCCCAACTCTGATAGGTG 100bp

FigUre4.22The16SrRNAgeneofC.psfttaci6BC(Weisburgetal,1986). A.RestrictionendonucleasesiteswithrespecttoSacl,EcoRV,Haelll,Mael andEcoR/.
B.Oligonucleotideprimers. C.Sequenceofprimers.
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1989). Sequence variation was restricted to a single base
transversion, at nucleotide position 872, within CD4. The codon AGA

for Argenine was replaced by CGA, in the A22 MOMP gene, also
coding for Argenine. Thus, the MOMP genes from the vaccine
isolates S26/3 and A22 were essentially identical.

Following DNA sequencing of the A22 MOMP gene, the MOMP genes

from a further five field isolates were sequenced by the same

strategy. The nucleotide sequence of the MOMP genes from the field
isolates S3/3, S152/3, S82/3, S12A/3AS and S95/3 were compared
with the S26/3 sequence and found to be identical. The transversion
mutation observed in the A22 MOMP gene was not detected in any of
the other 5 OA MOMP genes.

The MOMP gene sequence comparison of the above 7 OA isolates,
which revealed a remarkable level of nucleotide identity within this
C.psittaci gene thus confirmed the Southern blot comparison of OA
isolates using the MOMP probe.

DISCUSSION

The aim of this section of the study was to establish molecular
techniques for the comparison of chlamydial isolates with particular
reference to typing of C.psittaci.

Despite the heterogeneity within this chlamydial species, OA
isolates have been shown to be highly similar (McClenaghan et al,
1984; Andersen and Tappe, 1989; Mondesire et al, 1989).
C.trachomatis serovars have been extensively characterised

serologically (Wang and Grayston, 1970; Wang and Grayston, 1984;
Wang et al, 1985). RE fingerprint analysis of 60 C.trachomatis
isolates generated similar fragment patterns but distinct
inter-serovar variation was evident (Peterson and de La Maza, 1988).

Immunological based typing systems for the classification of
chlamydia are still the most widely accepted. However, molecular
analyses of the fundamental gene sequences, which account for
serovar variation, are now becoming more extensively exploited.
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IMMUNOLOGIC ANALYSIS

Fukushi et al, 1987 reported a mAb typing system, based on mAbs
raised against a single avian isolate, and were able to clearly
distinguish between C.psittaci avian and mammalian isolates. The
same authors were able to classify 15 isolates into two avian and
two mammalian types based on SDS-PAGE sizing and immunoblotting
analyses of MOMP (Fukushi and Hirai, 1988).

Andersen and Van Deusen, 1988, were able to distinguish 2 avian
and one OA serovar using mAbs raised against EBs from two avian and
one OA isolate. These mAbs appeared to be highly strain specific as

none reacted with an ovine polyarthritis isolate.

MOLECULAR ANALYSIS

Initial DNA homology studies of chlamydial DNA were limited to
few strains (Gerloff et al 1965; Kingsbury and Weiss, 1968; Weiss
et al, 1970) and did not indicate the true level of variation which

was reflected in the biology and antigenic variation of the
organism.

The use of RE profiling of C.psittaci genomic DNA, as a means of

revealing sequence variation, was first reported by McClenaghan et

al, 1984. This was the first application of DNA sequence

comparisons at this level for a number of different avian and
mammalian C.psittaci strains, and successfully classified 12
isolates into OA, .ovine polyarthritis, avian and CallO RE

fingerprint groups.

Sequence comparisons by DNA homology studies have subsequently
confirmed and been used in conjunction with RE fingerprint analysis.
In a DNA homology study of TWAR strains, Cox et al, 1988 classified
GPIC and feline pneumonitis into distinct groups, sharing only 32%
DNA homology. An OA and avian strain (6BC) were related, sharing
83% DNA homology, but were distinct from both GPIC and feline
pneumonitis sharing only around 30% homology with these groups.

More recently, a comparison of 26 C.psittaci isolates based on

host range, genomic RE fingerprinting , Southern blot and DNA
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re-association analyses classified 26 strains into 2 avian, 1

feline/muskrat and 1 ruminant group (Fukushi and Hirai, 1989).

MOMP AS A LOCUS FOR CLASSIFICATION

A considerable effort has focussed on the investigation of
variation in both the C.trachomatis MOMP gene and the native

protein. Both immunological and sequence comparisons have

essentially converged with the analyses of chlamydial MOMP and the
MOMP gene. MOMP has been shown to be highly complex antigenically,
and to possess epitopes responsible for the serovar variation seen

in human C.trachomatis strains. Molecular analyses of the MOMP gene

have attributed these epitopes to specific variable sequence domains
of the MOMP gene. Thus, the suitability of both MOMP and the MOMP

gene for serotyping and genetic typing is evident.

Whether the MOMP of C.psittaci displays a similar series of
epitopes to those seen in C.trachomatis has been investigated, both

immunologically and genetically (Fukushi et al, 1987; Fukushi and
Hirai, 1988; Mondesire et al, 1989; Zhang et al, 1989a and
1989b).

It is clear that the very diverse species C.psittaci can be
classified into broad subspecies types based on both immunological
and genetic analyses. Fukushi and Hirai, 1989 reported less than
30% DNA-DNA homology between C.psittaci subspecies genetic groups.

DNA-DNA homology of 60-70% is the generally recommended transitional
point for bacterial speciation (Johnson, 1984; Wayne et al, 1987).
The extensive genetic diversity apparent within the species

C.psittaci, has lead to the general consensus that a

rationalisation of chlamydial systematics is required, in order to

clarify the existing classification of C.psittaci subspecies types

(Fukushi and Hirai, 1989).

Comparison of OA isolates

Southern blot analysis
The MOMP gene was chosen as a target for sequence comparison of a

panel of C.psittaci OA isolates, in order to study possible sequence

variation within this gene, which may account for strain variation
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among these isolates. Sequence comparison was carried out at three
levels. Southern blot and PCR-RE analyses limited sequence

comparison, by RE cleavage, to individual gene and gene fragments.
Direct DNA sequence determination of individual MOMP genes extended
the previous comparisons of the MOMP gene to the ultimate level of
direct nucleotide sequence comparison.

A total of 12 OA isolates, from vaccinated and unvaccinated

flocks from wide ranging geographical locations throughout the
United Kingdom, were compared by Southern blot analysis. Deppite

using a battery of seven restriction endonucleases, including
tetra-nucleotide recognition enzymes, the hybridising fragment
patterns of all the isolates were consistently identical. This
analysis supported the previous comparison of 8 OA isolates by
genomic DNA RE fingerprint analysis (McClenaghan et al, 1984).

The strongest evidence to date for the lack of strain-specific

epitope expression in the MOMP of circulating U.K. C.psittaci OA

isolates, was provided by the OA MOMP gene sequencing described in
this chapter. The direct sequence comparison of the MOMP genes of 6
C.psittaci OA isolates revealed a single base transversion in the
vaccine isolate A22, which did not result in an amino acid

substitution. Taq DNA polymerase, used in the PCR amplification of
the OA MOMP genes, does not possess a 3' to 5' exonuclease proof

reading activity (Tindall and Kunkel, 1988). Thus, the inherent
fidelity of polymerisation by Taq DNA polymerase should be lower.
Estimates of the cumulative error frequency of the enzyme have
varied. Thes have included 0.25% (Saiki et al, 1988), 0.125%

(Dunning et al, 1988) and 0.04% (Larrick et al, 1989). Average
mutation rates per cycle have been estimated at between 1/30,000
nucleotides incorporated for frameshift mutations and 1/8,000
nucleotides for substitutions mutations (Tindall and Kunkel, 1988)
to 1/81,000 misincorporations per nucleotide (Goodenow et al, 1989).
However, the calculation of mutation rate requires the exact number
of doublings and not just cycle number. The observed base
transversion seen in the MOMP of C.psittaci A22 may have occurred
either by polymerase error or by a random mutational event
experienced by the high passage level vaccine isolate.
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Epitope mapping has demonstrated that serovar- and

subgroup-specific epitopes lie within variable sequence domains VD1,
VD2 and VD4 of C.trachomatis MOMP (Stephens et al, 1988b; Conlan et

al, 1988; Baehr et al, 1988). The lack of any significant sequence

variation between the MOMP genes of 5 OA field isolates, and the
two vaccine isolates A22 and S26/3 (Herring et al, 1989), suggests
that the observed biological differences between OA isolates (Aitken
et al, 1981; Johnson and Clarkson, 1986) may reflect variation at

genetic loci other than MOMP.

The comparison of OA isolate MOMP genes described in this study
and previous RE fingerprint analysis (McClenaghan et al, 1984)
therefore, suggests that not only is the gross genomic DNA

considerably stable, but that the serovar-specific epitopes

expressed in C.trachomatis MOMP, do not appear to be reflected in
the C.psittaci OA isolates analysed so far.

Subspecies typing of C.psittaci
This study used Southern blot analysis of the C.psittaci MOMP

gene to type a total of 17 C.psittaci isolates into the following
subspecies types:

1) OA

2) NAR

3) avian/CallO

4) feline pneumonitis

Southern blot analysis based on the C.psittaci 16S rRNA gene

identified the following subspecies types:

1) OA/avian

2) NAR

3) CallO strain

4) feline pneumonitis.

The observation of a CallO type distinct from, but related to the
avian type demonstrated in this study, has also been reported by
McClenaghan et al, 1984, based on RE fingerprint analysis. The
variation, shown by Southern blot analysis was slight, and may be
explained by the loss of a restriction site in part of the gene, as

shown by the Hael profiling of PCR amplified 16S rRNA gene fragment.
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This suggests that some of this variation may reside within the
ribosomal RNA genes. These slight changes may be the result of
minor mutational events experienced by this very high passage level
laboratory strain.

The distinct hybridising fragment patterns seen with Southern
analysis, based on polymorphisms within the MOMP gene, clearly
indicated that this C.psittaci gene does display significant
subspecies variation. This was confirmed by computer-aided RE

analysis and sequence comparisons of the MOMP gene sequences

available for the three C.psittaci strains, S26/3, GPIC, A22M and
CallO.

Southern analysis of the 16S rRNA genes grouped the C.psittaci
isolates into slightly differing subspecies types to those based on

MOMP. Ribosomal RNA genes have been used for a phylogenetic study
of Chlamydia (Weisburg et al, 1986). The level of sequence

variation shown to exist within C.psittaci 16S rRNA genes in this
study has supported the reported genetic divergence of certain

C.psittaci subspecies types to separate species status (Fukushi and
Hirai, 1989).

The close relationship between OA isolates and avian strains was

demonstrated by the Southern analysis of subspecies groups using the
16S rRNA gene probe. Similar observations based on different
genetic criteria have also linked OA isolates and avian strains
(Fukushi and Hirai, 1989). This has lead the authors to postulate
the evolution of OA and avian strains from a common ancestor under

host-species selection. The authors also reported an avian strain

(parakeet/Daruma) which could not be distinguished from OA isolates

by genomic DNA RE fingerprinting or DNA homology analyses (Fukushi
and Hirai, 1989). It is of interest to postulate whether this avian
strain is a direct ancestor of the more recently evolved OA group,

which now only rarely infects avian hosts.

Two additional reports, investigating ocular and genital Koala
isolates, have described 6 and 7 C.psittaci subspecies types in

separate studies (Timms et al, 1988a; Girjes et al, 1989
respectively). OA isolate DNA revealed a hybridising BamHl fragment
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very similarly sized to a BamHl fragment in 3 different avian

strains, when hybridised with an LPS-biosynthesis gene probe (Nano
and Caldwell, 1985). OA and the avian strains shared a common

Hindlll hybridising fragment of 1.9Kb when hybridised with the same

probe.

Thus, it appears that the subspecies groups previously
described, are broadly reflected in the groups revealed by Southern
blot analyses described in this study. However, increased levels of
variation were observed in the 16S rRNA genes.

Ovine strains of C.psittaci were classified into OA and NAR

types, based on Southern analysis of the MOMP genes. This
correlated with their biotype 1 and 2 classification by
Perez-Martinez and Storz, 1985a. Comparisons by inclusion
morphology, virulence in mice, response to cell culture treatments

and indirect microimmunofluorescence have also supported this broad
classification of ovine types (Anderson and Baxter, 1986;
Anderson, 1986a, 1986b; Anderson, 1987). The feline pneumonitis
and the avian/CallO types described in this study have also been
individually grouped in previous reports ( Cox et al, 1988; Fukushi
and Hirai, 1989.)

Thus, the NAR types, analysed by Southern blot in this study,

appear to belong to the same genetic group, which is supported by
previous studies, where NAR strains were contained in the same RE

fingerprint group (Fukushi and Hirai, 1989; McClenaghan et al, 1990
in press).

The Southern blot analysis of C.psittaci subspecies types based
on the 16S rRNA gene demonstrated the apparent existence of a highly
conserved EcoRl fragment among this chlamydial species. The seven

subspecies types analysed in this study all shared this hybridising
EcoRl 1.9Kb fragment when hybridised with the C.psittaci, OA 16S
rRNA probe. This observation appears to be in accordance with
previous studies of chlamydial genes.

A comparison of Chlamydial 16S rRNA genes with other bacterial
species was reported (Palmer and Falkow, 1986b; Palmer et al 1986).
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C.trachomatis, serovar L2 and C.psittaci strain GPIC showed EcoRl

hybridising fragments of approximately 9 and 7Kb; 2 and 3.5Kb, L2
and GPIC respectively. Exact molecular weights of the GPIC

hybridising fragments were difficult to estimate because the authors
did not report their sizes or show suitable molecular weight
standards. It does however, appear from the above report that GPIC
DNA shows the 1.9Kb EcoRl hybridising fragment common to all the
C.psittaci subspecies types compared in this study.

The GPIC hybridising fragment of 3 to 4 Kb, was unique to the
Southern blot analysis of subspecies types based on the 16S rRNA
genes, described in this study. Thus it appears that the GPIC
strain also belongs to a distinct subspecies group based on the 16S
rRNA genes.

These findings are consistent with those of Fukushi and Hirai,
1989 who hybridised Southern blots with total genomic probes. The
authors described a conserved hybridising 1.9Kb EcoRl fragment which
was observed between all C.psittaci genetic groups they
characterised and the C.trachomatis mouse pneumonitis strain. The
authors refer to the report by Engel and Ganem, 1987, and
considered that judging by the size of the fragment, this conserved

region may lie within rRNA genes. The EcoRl maps for the 16S and
23S rRNA cistrons of C.trachomatis mouse pneumonitis strain,

reported by Engel and Ganem, 1987, however, do not yield any

fragments of 1.9Kb which hybridised with a total rRNA cDNA probe.

The evidence of a 1.9Kb EcoRl fragment which is conserved between

C.psittaci and C.trachomatis mouse biovar (Fukushi and Hirai, 1989)
is supported by the Southern blot analysis based on the C.psittaci
16S rRNA genes, described in this chapter. These analyses suggest
the existence of a conserved 16S rRNA gene fragment common to

C.psittaci strains and C.trachomatis mouse biovar. Computer-aided

sequence comparisons of the C.psittaci 6BC (Weisburg et al, 1986),
and the available sequence for the OA isolate S26/3 and
C.trachomatis mouse pneumonitis (Engel and Ganem, 1987) revealed a

99% nucleotide identity, over the available limited sequence. The
nucleotide sequence was not available for C.trachomatis trachoma or

LGV strains during the completion of this thesis. However, a
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similar fragment to the 1.9Kb 16S rRNA gene fragment seen in

C.psittaci and C.trachomatis mouse strain has been shown to be
absent from C.trachomatis LGV serovar L2 (Palmer and Falkow, 1986b;
Palmer et al, 1986).

It appears that the EcoRl site within the C.psittaci avian strain
6BC (Weisburg et al, 1986), is highly conserved within C.psittaci
isolates of differing genetic groups. A similarly conserved EcoRl
site 1.9Kb upstream or downstream of this site, possibly in a linked
gene such as the 23S rRNA gene (Engel and Ganem, 1987) , would
produce such a conserved gene fragment capable of hybridising with
the 16S rRNA probe used in this study and the rRNA gene (Palmer and
Falkow, 1986b; Palmer et al, 1986) and total genomic probes
(Fukushi and Hirai, 1989) used previously.

The results of the Southern blot analysis described in this
chapter, in conjunction with reports from other groups (Timms et

al, 1988a; Girjes et al, 1989), validate typing schemes based on

chlamydial genes as a valuable taxonomic tool for subspecies typing
of C.psittaci. The ability to type easily OA from NAR types is

important in epidemiological studies of these infections and
Southern blot analysis may prove valuable in this aspect of
research. The use of the typing system developed in this study to

classify a coded panel of C.psittaci isolates into OA or NAR, and
the putative OA isolate A22M as an avian type (Herring et al, 1989),
has demonstrated the value of such a typing method.

PCR-RE profiling
The PCR allows the specific amplification of individual genes or

gene fragments from larger target DNA sequences. PCR was applied to
the amplification of MOMP and 16S rRNA gene fragments, from

chlamydial genomic DNA, within which sequence variation was revealed
by RE profiling with fine cutting enzymes.

This application of the PCR has shown that in common with the
Southern blot analysis, several subspecies groups of C.psittaci
could be identified by sequence variation within the MOMP gene as

revealed by Alul fingerprinting.
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The chlamydial specificity of the primer pair 611/646C is high,
as judged by computer sequence comparisons of all other bacterial
rRNA genes, contained within the GENBANK/EMBL data bases. Thus, the
conserved nature of the chlamydial 16S rRNA genes, with more than
95% sequence homology reported between C.trachomatis and C.psittaci

(Weisburg et al, 1986) allows DNA amplification from the 16S rRNA

genes of all three chlamydial species.

The initial expectation of PCR amplification of 16S rRNA gene

fragments was to reveal a single chlamydial type pattern, thus
allowing the confirmation of MOMP gene amplification. However, the
analyses have shown that a level of sequence variation within this

gene exists which can be used to define species groupings, by Mael

profiling.

Despite sharing a very similar Mael profile, C.trachomatis and

C.psittaci isolates were distinguishable by minor variation. Thus

although sharing less than 10% total DNA homology, these two

chlamydial species do share highly conserved areas within the
genome.

C.pneumoniae strains also possess sufficiently conserved DNA

sequence within the 16S rRNA genes to allow PCR amplification by the
primer pair 611/646C. However, Mael profiling of C.pneumoniae 16S
rRNA gene fragments demonstrated that these isolates were also
distinct from the other chlamydial species. Although only two

strains were compared, they were isolated from geographically and

epidemiologically diverse sources. Despite this, these two strains
were identical but clearly distict from from the C.trachomatis and

C.psittaci strains. This is in accordance with other comparative
studies between C.pneumoniae, C.trachomatis and C.psittaci isolates

(Campbell et al, 1987, Campbell et al, 1990; Cox et al, 1988).

Sequence homology within the 16S rRNA genes of chlamydial species
is evident but sufficient variation appears to exist to allow the

assignment, by RE based sequence analysis of amplified chlamydial
16S rRNA genes, of chlamydial isolates to C.trachomatis,
C.psittaci or C.pneumoniae.
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Multiple C.psittaci isolates were typed on the basis of Alul
profiling of the MOMP gene. Five main subspecies types were

identified as OA, NAR, feline pneumonitis, GPIC, and avian.

PCR-RE profiling did not contribute any further to the Southern
blot or direct sequence comparison of OA isolate MOMP genes, and as

such, an extensive comparison of ovine abortion isolates by this
technique was not undertaken. However, a further three isolates, 2
human abortion and 1 ovine intestinal biotype 1, were identified as

OA types by Alul profiling of their MOMP genes.

Both the feline pneumonitis and the GPIC strains were identified
as distinct groupings by Alul MOMP gene profiling. Although only
one strain from each group was available for analysis, the findings
described in this study have been broadly reflected in other genetic
studies (Campbell et al, 1987; Fukushi and Hirai, 1989; Andersen
and Tappe, 1989; Cox et al, 1988). These studies have defined
distinct feline pneumonitis and GPIC groups by RE fingerprinting,
Southern blotting and DNA:DNA homology.

The panel of 11 avian isolates, from widely differing

geographical and host origins, which were analysed by Alul profiling
of the MOMP gene, displayed only limited variation. The avian
strains all shared a common avian type profile. However, a single
columbiform isolate (collard dove) was distinguishable from the

large psittacine/finch group by minor profile differences.

The level of variation within the avian grouping, revealed by
Alul profiling of MOMP genes, generally supports previous genetic

analysis of this group. Andersen and Tappe, 1989 characterised 2
main avian serovar groups, psittacine and turkey, by mAb studies.
Total genomic RE profiling of the same isolates revealed only slight
differences between turkey and psittacine isolates, which lead the
authors to classify these isolates into 1 broad biovar grouping. Two
other isolates, german duck and white winged dove, although
displaying serological differences, showed only slight differences
in their genomic profiles and were also grouped into the single
avian biovar group. A bovine isolate with a complicated disease
history, including bovine haemorrhagic enteritis, bovine enzootic
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abortion and fatal human pneumonia displayed minor differences in RE

profile to the psittacine isolates and was grouped as an avian

subtype within the avian biovar.

Fukushi and Hirai, 1988 and 1989 defined two avian groups by
immunoblotting of MOMPs and latterly by genomic RE profiling and DNA

homology studies. The RE fingerprint groups Avl (avian and human
psittacosis) and Av2 (Parakeet and an OA) were sub-typed into Avla
strains, parrot, budgerigar and turkey; Avlb strains, pigeon;
Avlc strains, turkey and parakeet; Av2a strains, parakeet; Av2b
strain OA, by fine RE fingerprint and Southern blotting analysis.
Human psittacosis strains were distinct from the above Av subgroups.

A comparison of seventeen avian isolates based on in-vitro

infectivity, SDS-PAGE MOMP sizing and immunoblotting studies
(Winsor and Grimes, 1988), distinguished 2 avian groups described
as high-infectivity and low-infectivity groups. Molecular weights
of the MOMPs varied significantly between these two groups.

High-infectivity types displayed a 43.5kDa molecule whereas the

low-infectivity group displayed a 45kDa molecule. High-infectivity
and low-infectivity MOMPs did not cross react in immunoblots using

polyvalent antisera raised against outer membrane complexes from the

analogous isolates.

Timms et al, 1988a compared three avian isolates by Southern blot

analysis of the LPS biosynthesis gene. These isolates were typed as

one major avian group, based on a very similar hybridising fragment
pattern, with a common major hybridising fragment of 1.9Kb. The
three isolates were sub-typed into distinct strains by minor

hybridising fragment patterns.

The findings from the above reports appear to generally support
the Alul MOMP gene profiling of avian isolates described in this

study. These analyses indicate that strain variation within the
avian group appears to be determined by slight genetic differences
and that the MOMP gene may be the locus for at least some of this
variation. The strain variation, exhibited within the broad avian

groups described, has been associated with the biological
characteristics of virulence and host species specificity (Winsor
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and Grimes, 1988; Andersen and Tappe, 1989; Fukushi and Hirai,

1989) .

The NAR strains typed by Alul MOMP gene profiling showed the

greatest degree of subgroup variability. Although strains from this

group were not distinguished by Southern blot analysis of MOHP and
16S rRNA genes, four ovine subgroup types were identified by Alul
profiling of the MOMP gene: 1) polyarthritis P787, 2) intestinal

84/604, 3)intestinal W73, R69, 4) intestinal T7, T22, and T23

types and 5) intestinal 84/521F (biotype 1).

A similar degree of variability, revealed by immunoblotting, was

described by Fukushi and Hirai, 1988 who demonstrated the existence
of 3 distinct MOMP types within a group of only five ruminant
strains. Thus, it appears from these analyses, that among the
different C.psittaci subspecies groupings, the NAR subspecies group

displays the highest level of variation within the MOMP and the

corresponding gene. This MOMP variation may represent variation
within C.psittaci analogous to the MOMP variation directly
responsible for C.trachomatis serovar variation.

Since the completion of this study, the technique of PCR-RE

profiling of MOMP genes has been applied by our research group to

compare further ruminant abortion isolates from wider geographical
locations. The Alul profiles shown in figure 4.23 below,
illustrates a fine difference observed between a caprine abortion
isolate from Tunisia and the restriction profile seen in other OA
isolates. Caprine abortion isolate 15 displayed a slightly heavier

fragment between the fragments of 89bp and 162bp. Sequence
determination of the MOMP gene from this isolate is planned in order
to map the variation displayed by this isolate (Dr. A.J. Herring,

pers. comm.). Thus the PCR-RE profiling system described in this
study has been used successfully to type C.psittaci isolates into
subspecies groups and distinguish intra-group strain variation
within the avian and NAR types.
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FIGURE 4.23 Alul PCR-restrictiori profiles of C.psittaci ruminant
isolates. Silver stained 10% PAGE. C.psittaci isolates S26/3, OA

(lane 1); 53, OA (lane 2); 8583, OA (lane 3); Z339, BA (lane 4);

A58, CA (lane 5); VS88-576, OA (lane 6); A15, CA (lane 7) and

VS89905, OA (lane 8). Molecular weight standards are shown as
■k

fragments of 75 to 516bp. Note: OA denotes ovine abortion, OA
denotes putative ovine abortion, BA denotes bovine abortion and CA
denotes caprine abortion. The Alul RE-profiles shown in this figure
were performed by Mr. I. Anderson.
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Computer-aided RE mapping of the available C.trachomatis MOMP

gene sequences, L2, H, B and C (Genbank/EMBL data bases) shows that
Alul profiling can discriminate between these four serovars.

Inspection of the four MOMP gene variable sequence domains for the
other 11 serovars (Yuan et al, 1989) shows that A and H, I and L3
are the only serovars which share the same profile. Thus it is
possible that PCR-RE profiling of MOMP genes, using Alul and other
fine cutting enzymes, may present a viable alternative to

serotyping of C. trachomatis by mIF.

The PCR-RE profiling system used to type chlamydial species,
subspecies types and strains, reported in this study, has
considerable advantages over other typing systems. The use of
chemically defined specific oligonucleotide primers ensures readily

comparable results between laboratories. The very high sensitivity
of the technique should allow small numbers of organisms to be used,
thus dispensing with the requirements for cell culture propagation
and extensive purification. The test has no requirements for

radioisotopes and immunological reagents and RE analysis and PAGE
are simple and familiar techniques. Thus the potential for a test
which will enable the direct detection and typing of chlamydial
isolates from single clinical samples, is realistic and its

development seems imminent.
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CHAPTER 5 DEVELOPMENT OF A NUCLEIC ACID BASED TECHNIQUE FOR THE

DETECTION OF C.psittaci, OVINE ABORTION ISOLATES

GENERAL AIMS

The aim of this section of the work was to develop a molecular
based technique which would detect C.psittaci infection in

biological samples, with faeces being the major target material.

A complex molecular based detection system was not required for
the diagnosis of EAE, since this is established by the gross

pathology of the placental tissues, confirmation of which is

accomplished by direct isolation of the organism in embryonated hens
eggs or tissue culture, or more commonly, by the demonstration of
chlamydial inclusions in stained smears of infected tissue by a

modified Ziehl-Neelsen stain (Stamp et al, 1950) or dark-ground

methylene blue stain (Dagnall and Wilsmore, 1990). The detection
test was designed to be used as a tool in areas of pathological and

epidemiological investigation in the context of broader chlamydial
abortion research.

NON-CULTURAL DETECTION OF CHLAMYDIA

The importance of human chlamydial infections has led to the

development of detection systems for C.trachomatis as primary
diagnostic tests.

Although serology and specific pathology can have a diagnostic
value, a definitive diagnosis can only be made by identification of
the causative agent. Thus the isolation of chlamydia in tissue
culture has been, and still remains, the "gold standard" diagnostic
test for C.trachomatis infections (Schachter, 1985). However, even

in ideal circumstances, detection of chlamydial infection by tissue
culture is not 100% sensitive (Schachter, 1986; Jones et al,

1986). Because of the fastidious nature of the organism there are

several steps in collection, transportation and culture that can

compromise viability (Aarnaes et al, 1984; Mahoney and Chernesky,
1985; Schachter, 1986). Tissue culture is also tedious, time

consuming, expensive and requires trained laboratory personnel.
This has lead to the development of a number of non-cultural systems
which can detect both viable and dead chlamydia.
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The non-cultural methods for detection of chlamydial infection
have been evaluated mainly with C.trachomatis and can be grouped
into those based on immunological detection of chlamydial-specific
antigen and those based on detection of chlamydial specific DNA and
RNA sequences by hybridisation technology.

IMMUNOLOGICAL DETECTION OF Chlamydia trachomatis ANTIGEN
Direct detection tests for chlamydial antigens, using the

techniques of DFA or ELISA/EIA, are currently available

commercially in kit form. The DFA test (MicroTrak, Syva Co., Palo
Alto) uses a fluoroscein isothiocyanate-conjugated C.trachomatis
species-specific mAb directed towards the MOMP. Smears are

incubated with the antibody and visualised by fluorescence
microscopy. The enzyme-linked assays have used a genus-specific mAb
directed against the chlamydial LPS antigen. Bound antibody is
detected in microwells by HRP-conjugated antibody to rabbit IgG.

The DFA and ELISA kit systems (Chlamydiazyme, Abbott Diagnostics,
North Chicago; IDEIA, Boots Celltech, Slough, U.K.; Surecell

Chlamydia Test Kit, Kodak clinical products, Rochester, N.Y.),
because of their commercial availability, have been widely evaluated
in comparison with standard culture systems and other non-cultural
detection systems (Grillner et al, 1986; Kobayashi et al, 1987;
Peterson et al, 1987; Schachter et al, 1988; LeBar et al, 1989;
Peterson et al, 1989; Hammerschlag et al, 1990; LeBar et al,
1990). Barnes, 1989 has recently published an extensive review of
non-cultural tests for the laboratory diagnosis of human chlamydial
infections. The sensitivity and specificity of DFA and ELISA systems
were found to be very similar in individual studies, with ranges of
70-96% and 90-99% respectively being reported. Most authors did not
consider that these tests should replace cell culture entirely, but
considered them a useful adjunct for the diagnosis of human
chlamydial infections. The specificity of these tests still remains
a problem (Hipp et al, 1987) and their use is not recommended for
screening low prevalence populations (Schachter, 1986; Tilton et al,
1988; Smith et al, 1987)
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The use of an immune dot blot technique (IDBT) for the diagnosis
of C.trachomatis infection has been reported (Storey et al, 1987).
This test detected chlamydial genus-specific LPS antigen, bound to

125
nitrocellulose membrane, by mAb labelled with Iodine. In

comparison with the commercially available ELISA test IDEIA, IDBT
had a significantly greater sensitivity of 92%, using culture as

the standard of positivity. The sensitivity and specificity of the
IDBT were both improved by the pre-treatment of specimens with

proteinase-K which digested staphylococcal protein A, and eliminated
false positives caused by the presence of S.aureus. On comparison
with culture for detection of C.trachomatis from 1,394 urogenital
specimens, the improved IDBT had an overall sensitivity and

specificity of 96% and 97% respectively, with a detection

sensitivity of 92% in culture positive specimens yielding less than
10 inclusions (Mearns et al, 1988).

IMMUNOLOGICAL DETECTION OF Chlamydia psittaci ANTIGEN
In the veterinary field, few antibody-based non-cultural tests

for the detection of C.psittaci have been reported. ELISA has been
used in conjunction with cell culture to diagnose C.psittaci related
abortion in sheep and goats (Souriau and Rodolakis, 1986),
conjunctivitis in cats (Wills et al, 1986) and C.psittaci
infections in free-ranging Koalas (Weigler et al, 1988). The ELISA
test for the detection of C.psittaci OA isolates used polyvalent
rabbit antisera against whole organisms. The feline and Koala
studies used a commercially available genus-specific mAb-based
system, developed and evaluated for the diagnosis of human
C.trachomatis infection.

The use of ELISA systems has also been reported for serodiagnosis
of C.psittaci associated with caprine abortion (Pepin et al, 1985)
and C.trachomatis and C.psittaci infection in humans (Lema et al,
1986) .

Serological tests have been reported for the detection of avian
C.psittaci antibody activity in avian sera as an indicator of

chlamydial infection. Grimes, 1986 compared a latex agglutination
assay and the direct CF test, using polyvalent antisera raised
against deproteinised antigen mixture from a cell culture-grown
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turkey strain. Specificity of the test was high at 98.8%, in
comparison to direct CF. However, the sensitivity of antibody
detection was only 39%. This lead the authors to suggest a possible
role of the test as an indicator of current or recent infection.

The detection of C.psittaci from biological samples and in
pathological sections has also been achieved using non-cultural

antibody based systems. Thornley et al, 1985 developed a reverse

passive haemagglutination assay to detect chlamydial antigen by
coupling a genus-specific mAb to enzyme-treated sheep erythroctyes.
Chalmers et al, 1987 described a comparison of this technique with
cell culture for detecting C.psittaci from clinical samples in
several animal species.

Chemical staining procedures combined with darkground
illumination (Stamp et al, 1950; Johnson et al, 1978) are used

successfully for viewing chlamydial organism in smears and tissue
culture monolayers. These chemical stains are however, non-specific
whereas immunological based staining techniques can provide a

measure of specificity.

Indirect immunofluorescence (Richmond and Stirling, 1981) with
antiserum directed to LPS and direct immunoperoxidase staining

(Chasey et al, 1981) have been used to detect inclusions of avian
and OA strains of C.psittaci in cell culture monolayers. In a later
study Finlayson et al, 1985 used the technique of direct
immunoperoxidase staining with HRP-conjugated convalescent ovine
antisera, to detect C.psittaci OA isolate inclusions in cell
culture monolayers and histopathological sections of ovine uterine
tissue.

MOLECULAR DETECTION OF CHLAMYDIAL NUCLEIC ACIDS

The second class of non-cultural detection systems use nucleic
acid based probes to detect the presence of chlamydial-specific DNA
and RNA sequences. In common with immunological based detection
tests, most studies of molecular detection techniques have been

reported for Chlamydia trachomatis.
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Detection of Chlamydia trachomatis
Palva et al, 1984 were the first group to report the use of a DNA

hybridisation test for the detection of C.trachomatis genomic DNA.
This study which described a sandwich spot hybridisation system,
based on cloned genomic DNA probes from serovar L2, was followed

shortly by a report from Hyypia et al, 1984 which described the use

of a cloned C.trachomatis, L2 6.7Kb plasmid as the probe for a

similar spot hybridisation test. Both these authors subsequently
reported the application of these tests for the detection of
C.trachomatis in clinical specimens (Palva, 1985; Hyypia et al,
1985).

The use of isotopically labelled C.trachomatis plasmid clones, in
spot hybridisation tests, for the detection of chlamydia in
clinical specimens has continued to be reported in the literature
(Kahane and Sarov, 1987; Palva et al, 1987; Dean et al, 1989).
Pao et al, 1987 reported the use of both C.trachomatis plasmid and
an LPS biosynthesis gene fragment as probes for the detection of
chlamydia in urogenital specimens in a slot blot test.

The DNA probes used in slot and dot blot tests for the detection
of C.trachomatis, have also been applied to in situ hybridisation
tests for the diagnosis of deep-seated chlamydial infections.
C.trachomatis plasmid clone was used as a probe for in situ

hybridisation detection of chlamydial infection in human cervical
smears and rectal tissue biopsies (Horn et al, 1986 and 1988

respectively).

The susbsequent use of non-isotopically labelled DNA probes for
the detection of chlamydia by in situ hybridisation has been
reported (Dutilh et al, 1988; Meddens et al, 1988; Naher et al,
1988). Dutilh et al, 1988 described the use of sulphonated
C.trachomatis genomic DNA as a probe, which was detected in situ by
an alkaline phosphatase-conjugated mAb staining procedure. Both
Meddens et al, 1988 and Naher et al, 1988 reported the use of a

biotinylated genomic DNA probe for detection of C.trachomatis in
urogenital smears and tissue culture monolayers.
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These studies have indicated that in general, DNA probe

hybridisation tests are not as sensitive as cell culture for the

diagnosis of human chlamydial infections.

The most recent hybridisation assays for the diagnosis of
C.trachomatis detect C.trachomatis plasmid sequences by a

chemiluminescent oligonucleotide capture system (Clyne et al, 1989)
in liquid phase hybridisation. Chlamydial rRNA was also targeted
for detection in liquid phase using an isotopically and
chemiluminescent labelled C.trachomatis specific cDNA probe (Arnold
et al, 1989) commercially available as GenProbe and GenProbe-PACE,
San Diego, California. Studies comparing the GenProbe test with
DFA, ELISA and cell culture have indicated good specificity but
sensitivity remained less than cell culture.

Detection of Chlamydia psittaci
To date only two studies which described the use of DNA

hybridisation probes for the detection of C.psittaci isolates have
been reported. Timms et al, 1988c described the use of a cloned
5.5Kb avian-specific genomic DNA fragment in a spot hybridisation
test, for the detection of avian C.psittaci in tissue culture cells
and clinical samples. Girjes et al, 1989 reported the use of 2
cloned genomic probes, from ocular and urogenital Koala strains of
C.psittaci in a slot blot hybridisation test for the detection of
C.psittaci in clinical samples from free-ranging Koalas.

Both authors found the DNA probe hybridisation tests to be very

specific. DNA hybridisation was less sensitive than culture for the
detection of avian strains (Timms et al, 1988c). However, culture

was found to be less sensitive than DNA probe analysis for the
detection of Koala strains (Girjes et al, 1989).

DETECTION OF BACTERIAL PATHOGENS BY THE POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION

The most recent advances in pathogen detection tests have
utilised the PCR for amplification of specific DNA sequences using a

DNA polymerase. Initially, the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I
was used (Saiki et al, 1985), however, the application of a

DNA polymerase from the thermostable organism Thermus aquaticus
(Saiki et al, 1988) made the automation of PCR by temperature
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cycling relatively easy and economical to perform. The PCR with
its extreme sensitivity and capability for high specificity,
afforded by chemically defined oligonucleotides, is widely
considered to be a technique which will revolutionise pathogen
detection and diagnosis.

The use of the PCR for the detection of C.trachomatis has been

reported using oligonucleotide primers targeted towards
C.trachomatis plasmid (Griffais and Thibon, 1989; Ostergaard et al,
1990), MOMP (Dutilh et al, 1989) and 16S rRNA (Pollard et al,

1989). All the authors found the PCR reaction to be

chlamydia-specific and highly sensitive.

PRINCIPLES OF HYDRA

The test described in this study utilised a single stranded

complementary RNA probe to detect chlamydial 16S rRNA in RNA:RNA
liquid phase hybridisation. The advantage of using rRNA as the
target is that it is the most abundant nucleic acid within the

chlamydial cell. Non-hybridised and non-specifically hybridised RNA
probe was digested with RNaseA. Perfectly matched double stranded
and RNase resistant homologous probe-target hybrids were resolved by
PAGE and visualised by autoradiography. The test became known as

HYbrid Duplex RNA Analysis and is referred to by the acronym HYDRA
in future text.

DEVELOPMENT OF HYDRA

The development of HYDRA required optimisation of the following
technical stages:

1. Template preparation and probe production.
2. Hybridisation reaction.
3. RNase protection of hybrid molecules.
4. PAGE and autoradiographic analysis.

Experimental optimisation was required most extensively with
template preparation and probe production. The results which follow
describe the evolution of the test. The optimisation of the
hybridisation reaction and the RNase protection stage are also
described in the following section.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

IN VITRO TRANSCRIPTION WITH T3 AND T7 RNA POLYMERASE

The BlueScribe plasraid clone C157B, containing the 1.3Kb

C.psittaci S26/3 16S rRNA fragment (chapter 3), was used as the

template for the synthesis of RNA transcripts, utilising the
bacteriophage T3 and T7 promoters. Transcripts were labelled by the

32
incorporation of U-ac P-TP and used as hybridisation probes for
detection of C.psittaci OA isolate 16S rRNA using HYDRA.

Preparation of template DNA
CsCl purified C157B plasmid DNA was linearised with an

appropriate restriction enzyme which cleaved downstream from both
the bacteriophage promoter and the DNA insert. Linearised template
was phenol extracted and redissolved in TE buffer at a concentration
of lp,g/ml. The truncated template DNA was transcribed using T7 or

T3 RNA polymerase, in an in vitro run-off transcription reaction, to

produce RNA transcript of defined length and specificity.

T4 DNA polymerase flushing reaction

Kpnl restricted C157B DNA (10p.g) was incubated in a buffer

containing 67mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 6.7mMMgCl2, 16.7mM (NH4S)2S04,
lOmM |3-mercaptoethanol, 50p,m dATP, lOfxCi dA-cc^^P-TP and 1U of T4
DNA polymerase (IBI) at 37°C for 30 minutes. During this incubation
the polymerase enzymes degraded the single stranded overhang until
the first adenine residue was reached, where an exchange reaction

began between the exonuclease and polymerase activity of the enzyme.
32

This resulted in the incorporation of dA-oc -TP, by which the

progress of the reaction was monitored. The recess was filled by the

polymerase activity of the enzyme, by incubating the DNA with 100p.m
dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP and an additional 1U of enzyme, for a

further 30 minutes at 37°C

Mung bean nuclease flushing reaction
The concentration of enzyme required was determined empirically

by digestion of a standard amount of Kpnl linearised template, with
increasing levels of enzyme, for a fixed incubation time, before
analysis by 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis. Kpnl linearised
template DNA (300ng) was incubated in digestion buffer containing
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lOmM sodium acetate (pH 5.0), 50mM NaCl, O.lmM zinc acetate, ImM

L-cysteine, 5% v/v glycerol, 0.001% v/v Triton X-100 with 10, 20,
50, 70 and 100U of enzyme, at 37°C for 1 hour. The reaction was

terminated by the addition of SDS to 0.01% v/v.

The highest enzyme dilution which resulted in the minimum
degradation of double stranded DNA, as judged by ethidium bromide
fluorescence, was used to produce flush ended Kpnl template for
subsequent transcription experiments. An enzyme concentration of
0.5U/ml was found to be optimal using the above reaction conditions.

Transcription reactions
T7 polymerase reactions were carried out in 50p,l volumes,

containing lp,g of Sail linearised plasmid template, using a

standard 10 X reaction buffer (400mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, lOOmM

MgCl2> lOOmM DTT, 40 mM Spermidine, lOOmM NaCl) containing 50p,g/ml
BSA (RNase/DNase free), 0.5 U/p.1 RNA guard (Human placental), ImM
each ATP, CTP, GTP, 25pun UTP, 20-60 p,Ci U-ac32P-TP and 20U of T7
RNA polymerase at 37°C for 1 hour.

T3 polymerase reactions were carried out in 50p,l reaction volumes
containing lp,g Kpnl or EcoRV linearised template, lOmM DTT, 4mM
Spermidine, 50p,g/ml RNase/DNase free BSA, 0.5 U/p.1 RNA guard, 20p,m
each ATP, CTP, GTP, lOpjn or 25pjn UTP, 60p.Ci U-a32P-TP and 20U of
T3 RNA polymerase at either 37°C or 30°C for 60 or 90 minutes. A

range of 10 X reaction buffers were used to determine the optimum
reaction conditions. These included the following: Trl, 400mM
Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 80mM MgCl2, 500mM NaCl; Tr2, as Trl but NaCl
increased to 1M; Tr3, 400mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 80mM MgCl2; Tr4,
400mM Tris-HCL (pH 8.0), lOOmM MgCl2, 1M NaCl.

CALCULATION OF PROBE SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

The specific activity of transcribed probes was directly
proportional to the specific activity of the incorporating
nucleotide and its relative abundance in the transcription reaction.
The specific activity of transcribed probes described in this
chapter was calculated assuming the following:
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In a standard 50p,l high specific activity probe transcription
reaction, the weight of RNA probe synthesised was calculated from
the input of labelled UTP (60p.Ci - 3. 6nM in 1ml) and unlabelled UTP

(25pH - 602nM in 1ml). Thus, the weight of UTP produced - 605.6ng.
Assuming an average incorporation of 80%, this would result in the

production of 484.5ng of labelled UTP. Accounting for the loss in
weight due to incorporation of the labelled nucleotide as the

mono-phosphate, a corrected weight of labelled UMP produced is

334.3ng. The percentage of the anti-sense probe sequence (1330
residues) which is occupied by uridine, by weight of nucleotide
monophosphate, is 21.28%. Thus, the weight of RNA produced -

334.3/21.28 X 100 - 1571ng. The specific activity is expressed in
cpm/p,g, therefore for high specific activity anti-sense probe this
equals 6.4 X 10^ cpm/p,g.

Medium specific activity (10^ cpm/p,g) and high specific activity
g

probes (10 cpm/p.g) were produced using 20 p.Ci and 60 p,Ci of
32

U-oc P-TP respectively in conjunction with concentration of limiting
9

nucleotide described above. High specific activity probes of 10

cpm/p,g have been reported, however, the high specific activity
g

probe used in this study was restricted to 10 cpm/p,g in order to
ensure full-length transcript generation; essential for HYDRA.

Incorporation of radiolabelled nucleotide was measured as acid

precipitable counts before the DNA template was removed by digestion
with 15U of FPLC pure DNasel, at 37°C for 15 minutes. Incorporation
of 70-80% was routinely obtained using this protocol.

High yields of unlabelled full length transcript, from either
promoter, were obtained by transcription in the presence of all four
nucleotides, at concentrations of 500pH, in the absence of labelled
nucleotide.

The RNA transcript was purified by phenol extraction before being
ethanol precipitated and redissolved in 25p,l of TNE-SDS buffer. The
remaining un-incorporated nucleotide was removed by chromatography
through Sephadex G-50. Eluted RNA probe was ethanol precipitated,
redissolved in a suitable volume of TNE-SDS and counted before being
stored at -20°C ready for hybridisation.
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HYBRIDISATION REACTION

Hybridisations were carried out in 50p,l volumes. Different

hybridisation conditions were tested to define the optimum for
detection sensitivity. De-ionised formamide was used in the

hybridisation reactions at 50-80% v/v which served to modulate the

melting temperature (T^) of the RNA hybrids and also to act as an
RNase inhibitor.

The T^ of probe target RNA hybrids was calculated according to
the following calculation, described by Angerer et al, 1987:

Tm - 79.8+58.4(FGC)+11.8(FGC)2+18.5(log10M)-820/L-0.35(%F)-(%m)
This relates the T^ of RNA:RNA hybrids to monovalent cation

concentration, G+C mole fraction, formamide concentration, duplex

length and percent base mis-match all of which affect hybrid
stability (Billeter, et al, 1966; Wetmur and Davidson, 1968;

Gray et al, 1981; Cox et al, 1984; Angerer et al, 1987). Where F
is the mole fraction guanosine and cytosine content of the duplex, M
is the monovalent cation concentration, L is the length of the
duplex formed, %F is the percentage v/v formamide and %m is the
percentage of non-complementary base pairs in the hybrid (for
homologous sequences %m - 0).

The following values were used for the calculation of anti-sense
probe. T • F_^ - 0.51 and L - 1333bp; F„_ - 0.51 and L - 1296bp fromM GO OO

Kpnl and EcoRV templates respectively.

Because of the large number of variables involved it is difficult
to accurately predict the T^ within more than a few degrees Celcius.
However, hybridisation rates exhibit a broad optimum and are

generally not much lower than 5°C within the T^ (Cox et al, 1984).

Hybridisations, containing a standard 10"* cpm of medium or

high specific activity probe, were tested in formamide solotions
using the following buffers: HI, IX SSC; H2, 5 X SSC; H3,
500mM NaCl, 40mM PIPES and 2mM EDTA. Hybridisation mixes were

heated to 80°C for 5 minutes, to ensure complete denaturation of
RNA, before incubation at 45 - 55°C for 16 hours.
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RNase PROTECTION

Following the hybridisation reaction, unless otherwise stated,
the RNA was ethanol precipitated from the formamide solution, using
tRNA at 5mg/ml as a carrier, and redissolved in 40p,l of a solution

containing RNaseTl and or RNaseA. RNaseA was used at concentrations

ranging from 0.125 - lp,g/ml alone and in conjunction with 5U of
RNaseTl.

A variety of buffering conditions including the following: Rl,
0.5 X Loening E buffer; R2, as Rl supplemented with lOmM MgC^; R3,
16mM sodium citrate (pH 5.0), 0.8mM EDTA; R4, lOmM Tris-HCl (pH

7.5), 400mM NaCl, lOOmM LiCl and ImM EDTA, were tested in order to

determine the optimum digestion conditions for the test. RNase
incubations were tested at ambient temperature, 30°C, 37°C and
55°C for 30 minutes.

PAGE ANALYSIS AND AUTORADIOGRAPHY

Following the RNase digestion, the sample was resolved directly

by 7.5% continuous PAGE. The gel was silver stained, in order to
visualise molecular weight standards, before being dried and
autoradiography performed.

END LABELLING OF SYNTHETIC OLIGONUCLEOTIDES
32

Oligonucleotides were labelled with dA-v P-TP using
bacteriophage T4 polynucleotide kinase according to the method of
Maniatis et al, 1982. Incorporation of radiolabel was assessed by

TLC, using a cellulose strip, impregnated with polyethylenimine and
0.75M sodium di-hydrogen phosphate pH 3.5 as solvent, for 15
minutes. The cellulose filter was air dried and analysed by

autoradiography for 16 hours.

FILTER HYBRIDISATION USING OLIGONUCLEOTIDE PROBES

Filters were hybridised with oligonucleotide probe (10^ cpm) in

hybridisation buffer containing 10 X Denhardt's solution, 6 X SSC,
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0.2% v/v SDS and 50p,g/ml of salmon sperm DNA at room temperature for
3 hours. The hybridised filter was washed in 6 X SSC at room

temperature for 10 minutes, before being mounted wet and analysed by
autoradiography at -70°C.

DEVELOPMENT OF HYDRA

DETERMINATION OF TRANSCRIPT SPECIFICITY

The initial HYDRA experiments were designed to determine the
target specificity of the T3 and T7 transcripts from C157B plasmid
template. Unlabelled transcripts were synthesised from Kpnl and
Sail linearised C157B template using the T3 and T7 systems

respectively, in order to test the efficiency of the transcription
reactions. RNA transcript was analysed directly by
agarose-formaldehyde gel electrophoresis. High levels of transcript
RNA of around 1.6Kb were produced, using both T3 and T7 RNA

polymerases (data not shown).

Following initial transcription reactions, medium specific

activity probes were synthesised from Kpnl and Sail linearised C157B
DNA template, using T3 and T7 polymerases respectively. Each probe
was hybridised with target RNA (lOOng), prepared from uninfected
BHK21 cells, BHK21 cells infected with C.psittaci S26/3, uninfected
mouse liver and mouse liver infected with C.psittaci S26/3, in HI
buffer containing 50% v/v formamide, at 55°C for 3 hours.
Hybridised samples were digested with RNaseA at 0.5p,g/ml in R1
buffer at room temperature for 30 minutes, before being resolved by
PAGE with subsequent autoradiography.

Figure 5.1a shows the autoradiograph of the PAGE analysis. RNase
resistant, homologous hybrid of around 1.3Kb, was produced between
T3 transcribed probe and S26/3 cell culture harvest and infected
mouse liver RNA. No homologous hybrid was produced between the T3

probe and control BHK21 cell, uninfected mouse liver RNA or between
the T7 transcribed probe and any target RNA.

The hybridisation specificity of T3 and T7 transcribed probes,
shown in this figure indicated that the T3 probe was anti-sense, and
the T7 probe was sense, with respect to C.psittaci S26/3 16S rRNA.
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FIGURE 5.1a HYDRA of target RNA from uninfected BHK21 cells (1) ,

C.psittaci S26/3 BHK21 cell culture harvest (2), uninfected mouse

liver (3) and C.psittaci S26/3 infected mouse liver (4). Asymmetric
labelled transcripts synthesised from C157B DNA template, using T3
and T7 promoter sites, were used as the probe in order to determine

transcript specificity. The molecular weight of homologous target

hybrid is indicated at 1.3Kb. Autoradiography was performed for 16
hours.
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A wider range of target RNAs was hybridised with the same T3

probe, in HI buffer containing 75% v/v formamide at 55°C for 6
hours. Samples were RNase digested, using identical conditions to

those described above, before PAGE analysis. The autoradiograph of
the resolved hybrids is shown in figure 5.1b.

Homologous hybrid was produced between the T3 probe and RNA

(lOOng) from Urografin purified and cell culture harvests of
C.psittaci S26/3. The molecular weight of the hybrid was estimated
to be 1.3Kb, by direct comparison with the 1.6Kb homologous hybrid
produced between T3 probe and unlabelled T7 transcript (lOng).
Homologous hybrid formed between T3 probe and native target 16S
rRNA, was resolved at 1.3Kb due to the presence of non-rRNA flanking

sequences contained in the template DNA insert. Homologous hybrid
was not observed between T3 probe and uninfected BHK21 cell,
uninfected and C.psittaci infected mouse liver RNA. RNase-resistant

hybrid, at 1.6Kb, was also evident at a low level in
the self-hybridised T3 probe.

OPTIMISATION OF TRANSCRIPTION REACTION

The initial HYDRA experiments were carried out, applying
conditions for probe transcription, hybridisation and RNase

digestion, pre-determined in a previous Rotavirus study at the MRI
(Dr. A.J. Herring, pers. comm.). The selected parameters were

subsequently found to require optimisation, especially since
non-specific back-transcription and premature termination of

transcription became a problem for HYDRA.

The non-specific initiation of transcription by bacteriophage
encoded RNA polymerase enzymes, from 3' restriction overhang, and to
a lesser extent from a blunt end, has been reported previously
(Shenborn and Mierendorf, 1985). This results in the synthesis of
back-transcripts which are complementary to the intended probe
sequence. During subsequent hybridisation reactions, RNase
resistant artifactual hybrid molecules are generated between the
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FIGURE 5.1b HYDRA of target RNA from urografin purified C,psittaci

S26/3 (3), C.psLttaci S26/3 infected mouse liver (4), uninfected
mouse liver (5), C.psittaci S26/3 BHK21 cell culture harvest (6)
and uninfected BHK21 cells (7) using the T3 anti-sense probe, as

determined in figure 5.1a. Self-hybridised probe control and
anti-sense probe hybridised with the complementary T7 transcript are
shown resolved in lanes 1 and 2 respectively. Molecular weights of
homologous target hybrid at 1.3 and 1.6Kb are indicated.
Autoradiography was performed for 16 hours.

■■■■■■■■■
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homologous probe and back-transcript. Back-transcript hybrids can

interfere with the detection of target hybrids, if they resolve at a

similar molecular weight.

The presence of back-transcript was not fully demonstrated until
later in the study. However, the 1.6Kb hybrid molecule, produced in

self-hybridised probe controls strongly suggested its presence in
the probe transcript.

The following experimental approaches were taken to minimise
back-transcription by modulation of the DNA template terminus and
optimisation of various parameters known to influence the

back-transcription and premature transcription termination.

INFLUENCE OF SALT CONCENTRATION ON BACK TRANSCRIPTION

The influence of salt (NaCl) concentration, on back transcription

by T3 RNA polymerase from the C157B Kpnl generated 3' overhang, was

assessed by self-hybridisation of T3 probe, transcribed in high and
low salt buffers. Identical amounts (10^ cpm) of medium specific

activity probe, synthesised in Trl and Tr2 buffers, were

self-hybridised in HI buffer containing 80% v/v formamide at 55°C
for 16 hours. The hybridised probe was digested in R3 buffer
containing RNaseA at lp-g/ml and RNaseTl (10 U) at 37°C for 5 minutes
followed by 15 minutes at 55°C. Figure 5.2a shows the

autoradiograph of the PAGE.

The 1.6Kb back-transcript hybrid was clearly evident following

self-hybridisation of the T3 probe transcribed in the presence of
50mM NaCl. A marked decrease in the level of the 1.6Kb

back-transcript hybrid, was seen with self-hybridised T3 probe,
transcribed in the presence of lOOmM NaCl. This strongly suggested
that back-transcription by T3 polymerase, was decreased in the
presence of elevated NaCl levels.

The T3 probes, transcribed in the high and low salt buffers,
were hybridised with homologous target RNA, extracted from S26/3
cell culture harvest. High specific activity probe, synthesised in
Trl and Tr2 buffer, was hybridised with target RNA (lOOng) and
RNase digested using identical conditions to those described above.
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FIGURE 5.2a The effect of NaCl concentration on back-transcription

by T3 RNA polymerase was assessed by self-hybridising anti-sense

probe synthesised from Kpnl linearised template in high salt (lane
1) and low salt (lane 2) conditions. Molecular weight of

back-transcript is indicated at 1.6Kb. Autoradiography was

performed for 16 hours.
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FIGURE 5.2b HYDRA of target RNA from C.psittaci S26/3 cell culture
harvest using anti-sense probe synthesised from Kpnl linearised
template in low salt conditions (lane 1) and high salt conditions
(lane 2). Molecular weight of back-transcript hybrid is indicated
at 1.6Kb. Autoradiography was performed for 16 hours.
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Figure 5.2b shows the autoradiograph. Although 1.6Kb
back-transcript hybrid was resolved in the hybrids produced with
both low and high salt T3 probes, the observed level was clearly
lower with the self-hybridised high salt probe. The 1.6Kb

back-transcript hybrid made the detection of target signal at the
1.3Kb level difficult to assess accurately.

High specific activity probe, synthesised from Kpnl template in
Tr2 buffer, was hybridised with a dilution series of RNA extracted
from egg yolk-sac propagated C.psittacL S26/3 harvest of known
titre. The target RNA was quantified by comparative
agarose-formaldehyde gel electrophoresis and U.V. spectrophotometric
absorbance analysis. Hybridisations were carried out in HI buffer
containing 50% and 80% v/v formamide at 55°C for 16 hours.

Hybridised samples were digested in R2 buffer containing 0.125p,g/ml
RNaseA at 37°C for 10 minutes.

The autoradiographs of hybrids produced in 50% and 80% v/v
formamide are shown in figures 5.3a and 5.3b respectively.
Back-transcript hybrid was evident at a high intensity in all
hybridised samples, including the non-infected egg yolk-sac control
and self-hybridised probe control. The limit of detection of the
HYDRA test using this probe was around 10ng of total 16S rRNA. The
influence of back-transcript hybrid on the interpretation of target

hybrid signal became more evident as the available target RNA was

decreased.

The absolute level of detection was difficult to determine

because of the flare from the back-transcript hybrid. The amount of
back-transcript hybrid generated was sufficient to be clearly
visible by silver staining (data not shown).
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FIGURE 5.3a HYDRA of a dilution series of C.psittaci S26/3 egg
yolk-sac harvest RNA. High specific activity anti-sense probe
synthesised from Kpnl linearised template was hybridised in 50% v/v
formamide with target RNA ranging from lOOng to lOOfg of total RNA
as indicated. Self-hybridised probe (pc) and uninfected egg
yolk-sac RNA (nc) were resolved as back-transcript and negative
controls respectively. Molecular weights of back-transcript at
1.6Kb and homologous target hybrid at 1.3Kb are indicated.
Autoradiography was performed for 2 hours.
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FIGURE 5.3b HYDRA of a dilution series of C.psittaci S26/3 egg

yolk-sac harvest RNA. The analysis was performed on an identical
range of target RNA, under identical conditions except that
hybridisations were performed in 80% v/v formamide. Annotations and
abbreviations are as shown in the preceeding figure 5.3a.
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ENZYMATIC MODIFICATION OF Kpnl LINEARISED PLASMID TEMPLATE

Mung bean nuclease and T4 DNA polymerase were both used to remove

the Kpnl 3' overhang in an attempt to minimise initiation of back

transcription of T3 RNA polymerase from this template terminal
structure.

Mung bean nuclease flushed template
Medium specific activity probes were synthesised from mung bean

nuclease flushed Kpnl template and untreated Kpnl template, in Tr2
buffer at 37°C for 1 hour. Probe was both self-hybridised and

hybridised with lOOng of target RNA in HI and H2 buffer, containing
80% v/v formamide at 55°C for 16 hours. Samples were digested in
Rl, R1 buffer supplemented to 200mM NaCl, R1 supplemented to 300mM
NaCl and R2 buffer, all containing RNaseA (lp,g/ml) at 37°C for 15
minutes.

Essentially equivalent levels of back-transcript were produced
from both flushed and standard Kpnl-linearised template (data not

shown). This indicated either that mung bean nuclease treatment was

not efficiently removing the Kpnl 3' overhang, or that the flushed
template also acted as an efficient template for back-transcription

by T3 polymerase.

T4 DNA polymerase flushed template
Medium specific activity T3 probe was synthesised from Kpnl

linearised template flushed by T4 DNA polymerase and untreated Kpnl

template DNA, in Tr2 buffer. Probe was both self-hybridised and

hybridised with target RNA (lOOng) in HI buffer containing 80% v/v
formamide, at 55°C for 16 hours. The hybridised samples were

digested in Rl buffer containing lp-g/ml RNaseA at 37°C for 10
minutes.

The gel and autoradiograph are shown in figures 5.4a and 5.4b
respectively. Homologous target hybrid, resolved at 1.3Kb, was

produced from both probes. However, the T4 flushed template probe
produced markedly lower levels of 1.6Kb back-transcript hybrid than
was seen with T3 probe synthesised from standard Kpnl template. A

laddering effect, thought to consist of hybridised short-length
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FIGURE 5.4a PAGE of anti-sense probe synthesised from Kpnl
linearised template and Kpnl linearised template flushed with T4 DNA
polymerase in order to remove the 3' restriction overhang. Silver
stained 7.5% PAGE showing Kpnl anti-sense probe self hybridised
(lane 1) and hybridised with C.psittaci S26/3 cell culture harvest
RNA (lane 2). Kpnl T4 flushed anti-sense probe is shown
self-hybridised and hybridised with C.psittaci S26/3 target RNA in
lanes 3 and 4 respectively. 1Kb ladder molecular weight standards
are shown. Fragments of 1, 1.6 and 2Kb are indicated.
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FIGURE 5.4b Autoradiograph of PAGE shown in figure 5.4a. Anti-sense

probe synthesised from Kpnl and Kpnl-T4 flushed template is shown
self-hybridised (1) and hybridised with homologous target RNA (2) as

indicated. Molecular weights of back-transcript hybrid and
homologous target hybrid are shown at 1.6 and 1.3Kb respectively.
Autoradiography was performed for 3 hours.
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transcripts, was seen below the target hybrid but did not interfere
with its detection using this probe.

High specific activity probe transcribed from T4 DNA polymerase
flushed Kpnl linearised template, in Tr2 buffer as above, was

hybridised with a dilution series of spectrophotometrically
quantified, C.psittaci S26/3 egg yolk-sac harvest RNA, in HI
buffer containing 80% v/v formamide at 55°C for 16 hours.

Self-hybridised probe control and probe hybridised with RNA
extracted from cell culture harvests of C.psittaci, P787 and 84/604
were included in the analysis. Hybridised samples were digested in
R1 buffer containing 0.125 p,g/ml of RNaseA at 37°C for 10 minutes.

Figure 5.5 shows the autoradiograph. Although reduced in level,
the high specific activity probe transcribed from the T4 flushed
template still produced low levels of back transcript hybrid,
evident in all the hybridised samples. In this experiment however,
back-transcript hybrid did not interfere with the detection of

target hybrid. The level of detection using this probe was

comparable to that seen previously (figure 5.3.). However, different
dilution series of target RNA were produced for figures 5.3 and 5.5.
This resulted in the absence of a target RNA sample of lOng in
figure 5.5. Homologous target hybrid was not produced between T3
probe and the NAR isolate target RNAs. However, a high level of
hybridised signal was evident below the level of full-length
homologous hybrid.

Linearisation of C157B template with EcoRV
A different approach was taken in an attempt to resolve the

problem of back-transcription by T3 RNA polymerase. Computer-aided
RE analysis of the available C.psittaci 16S rRNA gene (Weisburg et

al, 1986) was used to select the linearising enzyme EcoRV. The use

of EcoRV, which left a blunt ended molecule, resulted in a template
terminus more consistent than termini produced previously by

enzymatic flushing. The use of EcoRV resulted in the loss of around
150 bp of the resulting probe transcript, 36bp of which was

truncated from the internal 1.3Kb 16S rRNA gene fragment (shown in
figure 3.4).
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FIGURE 5.5 HYDRA of a dilution series of C.psittaci S26/3 egg

yolk-sac harvest RNA using high specific activity anti-sense probe
synthesised from T4 flushed Kpnl linearised template. Hybridised
homologous target RNA ranging from 700ng to lpg is shown.

Hybridised RNA from C.psittaci non-abortion ruminant strains P787
and 84/604 is shown in lanes 1 and 2 respectively. Uninfected egg

yolk-sac RNA (nc) and self-hybridised antisense probe (pc) are

shown as indicated. Molecular weights of back-transcript hybrid and

homologous target hybrid are shown at 1.6 and 1.3Kb respectively.
Autoradiography was performed for 24 hours.
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Both unlabelled transcript and medium specific activity probe
were synthesised from EcoRV linearised template DNA in Tr2 buffer at

37°C for 1 hour. The probe was initially assessed for

back-transcript by PAGE, shown in figure 5.6a, and subsequent

autoradiography of native unhybridised probe prior to and following
RNase digestion in R1 buffer, supplemented to 20mM MgC^,
containing RNaseA (lp,g/ml) at 37°C for 15 minutes.

Figure 5.6b shows the autoradiograph. Despite the use of a blunt
ended template, initiation of back-transcription by T3 RNA

polymerase was still clearly evident. Back-transcript hybrid was

seen in the native probe prior to, and more clearly, following RNase

digestion. This suggested that the probe and back-transcript were

produced simultaneously and then formed double stranded, RNase
resistant hybrids.

The same probe was self-hybridised and hybridised with target RNA

(lOng) in HI buffer containing 50% and 80% v/v formamide at 55°C for
16 hours. Hybridised samples were RNase digested using the
conditions described above. The autoradiograph is shown in figure
5.6c. Back-transcript hybrid was evident in all samples, resolved
at the molecular weight of 1.45Kb, due to the shorter transcript

length produced from the EcoRV linearised template. Since
back-transcript hybrid, produced from the EcoRV linearised template,
resolved at a molecular weight nearing that of the homologous target

hybrids, the autoradiographic signal from the back-transcript hybrid
made the sensitive detection of low levels of target hybrid

increasingly difficult to assess.

High specific activity T3 probe was synthesised from EcoRV
linearised template in Tr2 buffer at 37°C for 1 hour. Probe was

hybridised with a dilution series of chlamydial RNA in HI buffer
containing 55% v/v formamide at 55°C for 16 hours. Samples were

digested in Rl buffer, supplemented to 20mM MgC^, containing
0.125p.g/ml RNaseA, at 37°C for 15 minutes.
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FIGURE 5.6a PAGE of native unhybridised anti-sense probe and
unlabelled anti-sense transcript, synthesised from EcoRV linearised
template, prior to and following RNase digestion. Silver stained
7.5% PAGE. Unlabelled transcript is shown undigested (lane 1) and
digested with RNaseA (lane 2). Medium specific activity anti-sense
probe is shown undigested (lane 3) and following RNaseA digestion
(lane 4). 1Kb ladder molecular weight standards of 1.0 and 1.6Kb
are indicated.
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FIGURE 5.6b PAGE of native medium specific activity anti-sense probe

synthesised from EcoRV template following RNaseA digestion (lane 1)
and undigested (lane 2), shown in figure 5.6a. The molecular
weight of back-transcript hybrid produced from EcoRV linearised
template is shown at 1.4Kb. Autoradiography was performed for 3
hours.
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FIGURE 5.6c PAGE of anti-sense probe synthesised from EcoRV
linearised template hybridised in varying formamide concentrations.
Anti-sense probe is shown hybridised with homologous target RNA from
C.psittaci S26/3 egg yolk-sac harvest (lane 1) and self-hybridised
(lane 2) in 80% v/v formamide. Analogous hybridisations were
performed in 50% v/v formamide and are shown resolved in lanes 3 and
4, homologous target RNA and self-hybridisation respectively.
Molecular weights of back-transcript hybrid at 1.4Kb and homologous
target hybrid at 1.3Kb are indicated. Autoradiography was performed
for 18 hours.
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FIGURE 5.7 HYDRA of a dilution series of C.psittacL S26/3 egg

yolk-sac harvest RNA using high specific activity anti-sense
probe synthesised from EcoRV linearised template. Hybridised
homologous target RNA ranging from lOOng to lOOfg is shown as

indicated. Self-hybridised anti-sense probe is shown (Pc).
Molecular weights of back-transcript hybrid and homologous
target hybrid are shown at 1.4Kb and 1.3Kb respectively.
Autoradiography was performed for 2 hours.
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Figure 5.7 shows this autoradiograph. High levels of the

back-transcript hybrid at 1.45Kb were produced from both the target
RNA and the self-hybridised probe control. Because of the high
specific activity of the anti-sense probe, the flare from the

back-transcript hybrid made the detection of target hybrid at 1.3Kb
difficult to assess accurately. However, target hybrid appeared to
be evident down to lOng of total RNA.

CONFIRMATION OF BACK-TRANSCRIPT SPECIFICITY

In the preceding experiments the working assumption was that the
artifactual hybrid band seen at 1.6 and 1.45Kb, depending on the
linearised template, was caused by the presence of back-transcript
produced by T3 RNA polymerase from the terminus of the DNA template
molecule. It became clear from previous analyses that the
back-transcript hybrids seriously interfered with target RNA
detection. It was therefore decided to confirm the hypothesis of
back-transcription directly.

The definitive experiment identified back-transcript by northern
blot analysis of T3 transcripts, produced from Kpnl and EcoRV
linearised C157B template, using oligonucleotide probes specific to
sense and anti-sense C.psittaci 16S rRNA. The T3 transcripts were

32
hybridised with P labelled oligonucleotide 611C, used previously
for 5' to 3' directed polymerisation, as part of the PCR primer

pair 611/646C (shown in figure 4.22). Oligonucleotide 611C, is

complementary to sense 16S rRNA and as such enabled the specific
detection of back-transcript from C157B plasmid template.

Unlabelled, full length T3 transcripts were produced from Kpnl
linearised template in Trl buffer at 37°C for 60 minutes and from
EcoRV linearised C157B template, in Tr2 buffer at 30°C for 90
minutes. Transcripts (lp-g) were resolved directly by 1%
agarose-formaldehyde gel electrophoresis and transferred to a nylon
membrane by capillary action. The northern blot filter was

hybridised with 611C probe (10 cpm) and washed at room temperature
for 10 minutes. Figure 5.8 shows the northern blot. The 16S rRNA
sense oligonucleotide probe hybridised strongly with the 1.6Kb T3
transcript produced from Kpnl template but only very weakly with T3
transcript synthesised from EcoRV template.
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FIGURE 5.8 Northern blot of unlabelled anti-sense transcripts

synthesised from EcoRV template (under optimal transcription
conditions) and from Kpnl linearised template hybridised with

oligonucleotide 611C. EcoRV and Kpnl transcript is shown

hybridised in lanes 1 and 2 respectively. E.coli 16S and 23S
rRNA standards are indicated. The molecular weight of the

hybridising Kpnl anti-sense transcript at 1.6Kb is shown.
Autoradiography was performed for 16 hours.
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This experiment demonstrated that the transcript produced from

Kpnl linearised template contained high levels of back-transcript of
sense with respect to C.psittaci 16S rRNA.

FILTER HYBRIDISATION ANALYSES OF THE ANTI-SENSE PROBE

The poor detection sensitivity of the anti-sense probe, used with
HYDRA, shown previously in figures 5.3a and b, 5.5 and 5.7,
prompted a series of experiments, to evaluate the specificity and

sensitivity of the anti-sense probe using standard filter
hybridisation techniques.

SPECIFICITY BY NORTHERN BLOT ANALYSIS

Quantified target RNA was resolved by 1.0% agarose-formaldehyde
gel electrophoresis and transferred to a nylon membrane by capillary
blotting. Filters were hybridised in IX SSC containing 50% v/v
formamide at 42°C for 16 hours with approximately 2 X 10^ cpm of
high specific activity probe, synthesised from EcoRV template in Tr2
buffer. Hybridised filters were washed in 0.1 X SSC, 0.1% SDS at

50°, 65° and 85°C.

Figure 5.9a shows the northern blot of uninfected egg yolk-sack,
S26/3 egg yolk-sac harvest, uninfected mouse liver, uninfected
BHK21 cell and C.psittaci, P787 and 84/604 RNA cell culture
harvests. All the target RNAs were of equal loadings (lp-g) with the
exception of BHK21 RNA (10p.g). Following a medium stringency wash
temperature at 50°C, the probe hybridised strongly with the
chlamydial 16S rRNA and the BHK21 18S rRNA species; and weakly with
uninfected eukaryote 18S rRNA species (data not shown). Following a

higher stringency wash at 65°C, the probe hybridised specifically
only with the chlamydial 16S rRNA species, shown in figure 5.9b.
Minor differences in hybridisation signal detected between the
chlamydial rRNA species were probably caused by slight loading
differences in the gel.

Figure 5.9c shows the northen blot hybridisation of S26/3 egg

yolk-sac harvest and E.colL JM101 total RNA, hybridised with the
same batch of probe described above. The hybridised filter was
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FIGURE 5.9a Northern blot of rRNA species hybridised with high
specific activity anti-sense probe synthesised from EcoRV
linearised template. Target RNA from uninfected egg yolk-sac
(lane 1), C.psittacL S26/3 egg yolk-sac harvest (lane 2),
uninfected mouse liver (lane 3), uninfected BHK21 cell (lane 4),
BHK21 cell culture harvests of C.psittaci P787 (lane 5) and

84/604 (lane 6) are shown hybridised following medium stringency
washing at 50°C. Molecular weights of 18S and 16S rRNA species
are indicated. Autoradiography was performed for 6 hours.
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FIGURE 5.9b Northern blot of target rRNA species hybridised with
anti-sense probe synthesised from EcoRV linearised template.
Annotations are as described in preceeding figure 5.9a. Target
RNA species are shown hybridised following high stringency
washing at 65°C. Autoradiography was performed for 6 hours.
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FIGURE 5.9c Northern blot of E.coli and C.psittaci total RNA

hybridised with high specific activity anti-sense probe

synthesised from EcoRV linearised template. C.psittaci S26/3 egg

yolk-sac harvest RNA (lane 1) and E.coli RNA (lane 2) are shown
hybridised following high stringency washing at 85°C. Bacterial
16S and 23S rRNA standards are indicated. Autoradioagraphy was

performed for 16 hours.
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washed at temperatures of 50°, 65° and 85°C using standard wash
solutions (Chapter 2). The probe hybridised strongly with both
chlamydial and E.coli 16S rRNA species following high stringency
washing. The difference in hybridisation signal intensity seen

between the chlamydial and E.coli RNA was due to unequal sample

loadings

SENSITIVITY BY DOT BLOT HYBRIDISATION

The sensitivity of the anti-sense probe was evaluated by dot blot
hybridisation with a dilution series of C.psittaci S26/3 egg

yolk-sac harvest RNA. Uninfected mouse liver and egg yolk-sac RNA
were included as negative hybridisation controls. RNA samples were

denatured and transferred manually to a nylon filter, before being
hybridised in 1 X SSC containing 50% v/v formamide with 2 x 10^ cpm

of high specific activity probe.

Figure 5.10 shows the dot blot hybridisation following medium

stringency washing at 45°C. A single sample of uninfected egg

yolk-sac RNA was loaded. The 1 ng sample of C.psittaci S26/3 was

not applied to the filter and therefore no hybridisation signal is
evident at this level. The probe hybridised strongly with the egg

yolk-sac negative control RNA (lp-g) and the uninfected mouse liver
RNA; detecting down to lng of total RNA. The probe detected down
to 10pg of chlamydial RNA target, which corresponded to 2.lpg of
actual target, assuming that 16S rRNA constitutes approximately 33%
of total chlamydial rRNA (Gutter et al, 1973) and that the
anti-sense probe represented approximately 84% of total 16S rRNA

sequence.
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FIGURE 5.10 Dot blot hybridisation of target RNA using high
specific activity anti-sense probe synthesised from EcoRV
linearised template. A dilution range of uninfected mouse liver
RNA from lp,g to lOOpg of total RNA, as indicated, is shown in
panel 1. Uninfected egg yolk-sac RNA (lp.g) is shown in panel 2.
A dilution range of C.psittaci S26/3 egg yolk-sac harvest RNA
from lOOng to lpg, as indicated, is shown in panel 3.
Autoradiography was performed for 48 hours following medium
stringency washing at 45°C.
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OPTIMAL TRANSCRIPTION REACTION

The previous analyses, shown in figures 5.1b to 5.7, illustrated
the major problem of back-transcription, which became evident early
in the development of HYDRA, and the approaches taken in an attempt
to resolve this phenomenon. The production of back-transcript
hybrid interfered with the detection of homologous target hybrid
because of the similar molecular weights of the two classes of

hybrids when resolved by the PAGE stage of HYDRA.

The problem of back-transcription was finally overcome by
employing a series of alternative transcription conditions, which
incorporated a high salt buffer, based on previously described
studies in the literature (Berk and Sharp, 1977; Casey and
Davidson, 1977; Zinn et al, 1983; Melton et al, 1984; Myers et

al, 1985a; 1985b; Winter et al, 1985; Johnson and McCrae, 1988).

Reduction of the incubation temperature of the transcription
reaction has also been reported to reduce premature termination of

transcription and non-specific initiation of transcription by

bacteriophage RNA polymerases (Schenborn and Mierendorf, 1985;
Kreig and Melton, 1987). A lower incubation temperature of 30°C was

tested and to compensate for a possible decrease in the level of

transcript synthesised, incubation was extended to 90 minutes.

Increased levels of unlabelled limiting nucleotide have also been
reported to reduce the number of transcripts which terminate

prematurely (Kreig and Melton, 1987). Prematurely terminated
short-length probe molecules were assumed to be responsible for the

laddering effect of lower molecular weight, RNase resistant,

hybrids shown in figures 5.3a, 5.3b, 5.4a, 5.4b, 5.5 and 5.7. The
concentration of unlabelled UTP was increased to 25pM in this

experiment in an attempt to minimise this effect.

Reduction in transcription temperature in conjunction with Tr4
buffer, containing elevated level of limiting nucleotide, resulted
in the production of T3 anti-sense probe from EcoRV linearised
template which was relatively free of back-transcript and short
length transcripts. These optimised stages involved in the
production of anti-sense probe were not tested individually but the
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resulting probe was tested directly using the optimal hybridisation
conditions described below. The HYDRA results of the experimental
tests are shown in figures 5.11a and 5.11b

OPTIMAL LIQUID HYBRIDISATION CONDITIONS

The results of the northern and dot blot hybridisation
experiments described above, clearly indicated that the T3
anti-sense probe hybridised strongly to and detected low levels of
C.psittaci S26/3 RNA. The fact that the same probe failed to detect
similar levels of chlamydial RNA target using HYDRA, shown in

figures 5.3a, 5.3b, 5.5 and 5.7, indicated that the hybridisation
reaction was functioning inefficiently.

Previous RNA:RNA liquid phase hybridisation studies, for
Rotavirus, at the MRI had utilised 1 X SSC successfully as a

hybridisation buffer (Dr. A.J. Herring, pers. comm.), thus these
conditions were initially applied to HYDRA. However, previous
studies did not require the hybridisation reaction to be operating
at an optimal rate for the sensitive detection of target RNA, as in
HYDRA.

Previous studies, reported in the literature, have utilised a

hybridisation buffering system based on 40mM PIPES (pH 6.4), 400mM
NaCl, ImM EDTA in 80% v/v formamide. The use of this buffering

system, containing 50% v/v formamide, at a hybridisation
temperature of 45°C was applied to HYDRA. This hybridisation

temperature in 50% formamide was calculated to be 19°C below the T^
for the target hybrid molecule and as such would allow hybrid
formation to take place at an optimal rate.

OPTIMAL RNase CONDITIONS

It was shown that the RNase digestion reaction performed

efficiently over an approximately 10-fold range in enzyme

concentration and a range of ionic conditions as shown in figures
5.3a, 5.3b, 5.4b, 5.5, 5.6c and 5.7.

However, the figures described above did show the existence of
RNase resistant, shorter length fragments which were assumed to be
caused by aberrant short-length transcripts which hybridised with
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target RNA.

Another possible cause for this artifact may have been RNase

nicking of single stranded regions of target hybrids, exposed by

hybrid duplex "breathing" or strand separation, in lower ionic
concentrations. This hypothesis was never tested directly. However,
R4 buffer high salt buffer, containing 400mM NaCl, was assessed

using the conditions for probe production and hybridisation
described above. Hybridised samples were digested in R4 buffer
containing lp,g/ml of RNaseA at 30°C for 30 minutes. The high salt
concentration of this buffer (400mM NaCl and lOOmM LiCl) and the
lower temperature was thought to stabilise hybrids and thus prevent
RNase nicking by the mechanisms described above.

PAGE AND AUTORADIOGRAPHY

The standard conditions used for 7.5% continuous PAGE and

subsequent autoradiography were found to produce entirely

satisfactory results. Therefore, no attempt was made to modify this
stage of the analyses.

SPECIFICITY OF HYDRA

The anti-sense probe was shown to cross hybridise strongly with
E.coli 16S rRNA and eukaryotic 18S rRNA sequences, using filter
hybridisation. Thus, the use of a probe based on 16S rRNA

sequences was shown to be unsuitable for specific detection of

C.psittaci OA isolates using filter hybridisation techniques.
However, the RNase digestion of non-homologous hybrids, makes the

specificity of HYDRA, using the 16S rRNA anti-sense probe, nearly
absolute. Mis-matched hybrids between the probe and non-identical,
related target RNA sequences, reveal stretches of RNase-sensitive

single stranded RNA. Thus, only perfectly matched homologous
hybrids are resistant to RNase digestion and are subsequently
resolved at the specific molecular weight by PAGE.

Sequence diversity within the 16S rRNA gene of different
sub-species types of C.psittaci has been clearly shown to exist by
Southern blot analysis in chapter 4, figures 4.9, 4.12 and 4.13.
This evidence indicated that HYDRA would be highly specific in
detecting OA isolates. In order to test this theory, RNA isolated
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from C.psittaci P787 and 84/604 and C.trachomatis serovar L2 were

tested by HYDRA, using the T3 anti-sense probe. The analysis of
the NAR isolates is shown in figure 5.5; HYDRA of C.trachomatis,
serovar L2 RNA is not shown. The hybrids formed between the OA

specific probe and the NAR and C.trachomatis chlamydial strain rRNAs
contained areas of non-homology, revealed by RNase digestion. A

degradation profile of lower molecular weight hybridised fragments
was observed in contrast to homologous target hybrid at 1.3Kb.

SENSITIVITY OF HYDRA

The sensitivity of the T3 anti-sense probe, using HYDRA, was

assessed in previous optimisation experiments shown in figures 5.3a,
5.3b, 5.5 and 5.7 and found to be less sensitive than filter

hybridisations. High specific activity probe was re-assessed using
the optimal conditions for probe transcription, hybridisation, and
RNase digestion, described above. Probe was hybridised with a

dilution series of quantified target RNA, extracted from urografin
purified C.psittaci S26/3, in H4 buffer containing 50% v/v
formamide at 45°C for 16 hours. Self-hybridised probe and
uninfected egg yolk-sac control RNA hybridisation were included in
the analyses.

The autoradiograph is shown in figure 5.11a. Homologous target

hybrid was detected down to 10pg of total rRNA target. This
represented 2.1pg of actual target, which correlated with the
sensitivity obtained using filter dot-blot hybridisation, shown in

figure 5.10. There was no homologous target hybrid evident with the
negative control RNA. The 1.45Kb back-transcript hybrid, observed
previously with probe transcribed from EcoRV template, was not

present. The homologous target hybrid was clearly defined with
minimal interference contributed by hybridised short length
transcripts below 1.3Kb. The high intensity signal observed at the
level of the gel wells was caused by hybridisation of probe with
incompletely digested DNA template.

HYDRA OF EXPERIMENTALLY INFECTED OVINE FAECES

In order to validate HYDRA for faecal detection studies, a

reconstruction experiment was designed using specific pathogen free
(SPF) ovine faeces. SPF faeces were mixed with a known number of
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C.psittacL S26/3 (10^ ifu) and target RNA was extracted. A dilution
series of the reconstructed target RNA was tested by HYDRA using

high specific activity probe.

Purified RNA was dissolved in 50p.l of TNE-SDS buffer and five¬
fold serial dilutions performed on 1/50 of the total RNA solution.
High specific activity probe was hybridised with the target RNA
dilution series and positive control target RNA (lOng) extracted
from urografin purified S26/3 and S26/3 egg yolk-sac harvest.
Self-hybridised probe control and hybridised negative control RNA
extracted from uninfected SPF faeces were included in the analysis.

Figure 5.11b shows this autoradiograph. Back-transcript hybrid
and short-length hybrids were minimal. The probe hybridised with
the two positive control RNAs to produce high intensity homologous
target signal following 16 hours autoradiography (data not shown).
Homologous target hybrid was detected in the reconstructed faecal
RNA down to the 5 dilution, corresponding to around 6.4 ifu.
However, the actual target was likely to be more due to the target
RNA contained in non-viable EBs and non-infectious RBs.



FIGURE 5.11a HYDRA of a dilution series of C.psittaci S26/3 egg

yolk-sac harvest RNA using high specific activity anti-sense

probe synthesised from EcoRV linearised template. Hybridised
homologous target RNA ranging from lOng to 500fg, as indicated,
is shown. Self-hybridised anti-sense probe control (pc) and

hybridised uninfected egg yolk-sac RNA (nc) are shown.
Molecular weight of homologous target hybrid is indicated at
1.3Kb. Autoradiography was performed for 60 hours.
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FIGURE 5.11b HYDRA of a dilution range of C.psittaci S26/3 RNA
from experimentally reconstructed ovine faeces using high
specific activity anti-sense probe, synthesised from EcoRV
linearised template. Five-fold serial dilutions representing
target RNA from 4000 (lane 1), 800 (lane 2), 160 (lane 3), 32
(lane 4), 6.4 (lane 5) and 1.28 (lane 6) infectious units are
shown hybridised and resolved as indicated. Uninfected egg
yolk-sac RNA (nc) and self-hybridised probe control (pc)
hybridisations are shown. Molecular weight of homologous target
hybrid is indicated at 1.3Kb. Autoradiography was performed for
48 hours.
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HYDRA OF CLINICAL SAMPLES

Following the application of HYDRA to experimentally
reconstructed ovine faeces, a range of biological samples, obtained
from experimental animals and from field cases, were tested for

C.psittaci OA infection by HYDRA.

Field ovine faeces

Rectal faecal samples were collected by Mr Alistair Greig, BVMS,
FRCVS, Veterinary Investigation Centre, Bush Estate, Penicuik,
Midlothian, from Scottish Black Face ewes (8 to 10 weeks following
lambing) housed at Sutra Mains farm, Sutra, Berwickshire and from
20 confirmed chlamydia-free Suffolk tups housed at The East of
Scotland College of Agriculture, Bush Estate, Penicuik. Faecal

samples were stored at -70°C until required. RNA was extracted from
the faecal samples and quantified by comparative
agarose-formaldehyde gel electrophoresis.

Test RNA (5p.g) samples, from the faeces of 30 Sutra Mains ewes,

were hybridised with high specific activity probe. Self-hybridised
probe and negative control RNA (SPF faeces) were included in the

analyses. Autoradiography was performed on the PAGE resolved samples
for 48 to 72 hours.

Figures 5.12a and 5.12b show the autoradiographs of the analysed
samples found to contain OA isolate 16S rRNA. Homologous target

hybrid was visualised, nearing the limit of autoradiographic
resolution, in 5 of the 30 samples analysed. No artifactual
back-transcript or short-length hybrids were seen. Positive control
hybridisations, containing lng of C.psittaci S26/3 RNA, gave a

strong hybridisation signal after 16 hours autoradiography (data not

shown). These tracks were removed from the gel before prolonged

exposure.
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FIGURE 5.12a HYDRA of target RNA from the faeces of Scottish
Black Face ewes, 8 to 10 weeks following lambing, housed at
Sutra Mains Farm. Hybridised RNA samples from individual faecal

samples are shown resolved in lanes 10 to 20 as indicated.

Self-hybridised probe control is indicated as pc. The molecular
weight of homologous target hybrid is indicated at 1.3 and by an

asterix in faecal RNA samples shown in lanes 14, 16 and 19.

Autoradiography was performed for 72 hours.



FIGURE 5,12b HYDRA of target RNA from the faeces of Scottish
Black face ewes, sample numbers 21 to 30 as indictaed.

Self-hybridised probe control is shown indicated as pc.

Molecular weight of homologous target hybrid is indicated as

1.3Kb and by an aterix in lanes 23 and 25. Autoradiography was

performed for 72 hours.
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RNA from faecal samples collected from the 20 chlamydial free
Suffolk tups and from a further 30 field samples from the Veterinary
Investigation Centre, Caithness, Sutherland, were tested by HYDRA
for C.psittaci OA isolate infection. Homologous target hybrid could
not be detected in any of the above samples following 72 hours
exposure. Homologous target hybrid was detected in the positive
control RNA samples and was absent in the SPF faeces and

self-hybridised probe controls.

Ovine and human placental specimens
HYDRA was also used to detect OA isolate 16S rRNA from other

biological samples including ovine and human placentae, ovine

vaginal swabbings and ovine organ samples. RNA was extracted from
ovine placental tissue, collected from control experimental ewes at
the MRI, which had recently experienced EAE as part of a vaccine
trial and from placental tissue from 6 clinical cases of

spontaneous human abortion. Sample RNA (5p,g) was tested by HYDRA

using high specific activity probe.

Figure 5.13 shows the autoradiograph. Homologous target hybrid
was detected in ovine placental samples E33 and E26 and in human

placental sample V26/873. C.psittaci OA types had been detected

previously in all of the ovine placental samples by tissue culture
(Dr. G. Jones, pers. comm.).

Evidence for target RNA degradation was seen by the distinct high
molecular weight smearing of the RNase digested hybrids of placental
samples E169 and E24. The homologous target hybrid detected in human

placental sample V26/873 appeared similarly degraded.



FIGURE 5.13 HYDRA of target ovine placental RNA from
experimental EAE and of human placental RNA from cases of
suspected zoonotic abortion attributable to C.psittaci, using
high specific activity anti-sense probe synthesised from EcoRV
linearised template. Hybridised RNA from human placental
specimens V26/873 (lane 1), VO/2177/89 (lane 2), V12692/88 (lane
3), 2179/89 (lane 4), 6314/87 (lane 5) and 7343/88 (lane 6) as
indicated. Hybridised RNA from ovine placental specimens E28
(lane 7), E169 (lane 8), E33 (lane 9), E26 (lane 10), E57 (lane
11) and E24 (lane 12) as indicated. Self-hybridised probe
control (pc) is shown. Molecular weight of homologous target
hybrid is indicated at 1.3Kb. Autoradiography was performed for
24 hours.
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Ovine organ specimens and vaginal swabs
RNA was extracted from ovine organ samples and vaginal swabbings

taken from experimentally infected ewes five days following
abortion.

RNA was extracted from three tonsilar and three ileal samples
(less than O.lg) taken from experimental ewes at post-mortem. Organ

sample RNA (lp.g) was tested by HYDRA. RNA was extracted from the

transport medium, in which vaginal swabs had been stored at -20°C.
Half the transport medium (0.25ml) was extracted with 5ml of 4M GIT
solution. Purified RNA was redissolved in a minimum volume of

TNE-SDS buffer and half of the RNA sample tested by HYDRA. Positive
control C.psittaci S26/3 RNA (lng) and self-hybridised probe
control were included in the analyses.

The autoradiograph is shown in figure 5.14. Homologous target

hybrid was detected in vaginal swabs E32 and E23, tonsilar tissue
D710 and ileal tissue D816 RNA. Homologous target hybrid was not
detected from the other tonsilar and ileal RNA samples, which had
been previously found negative by cell culture (Dr. G. Jones, pers.

comm.).

The tonsilar and ileal tissue samples, which were positive for
OA isolate rRNA by HYDRA, had been found positive previously by
cell culture (Dr. G. Jones, pers. comm.). Chlamydial antigen had
also been detected in tonsilar tissue D710 by direct

immuno-peroxidase staining (Dr. D. Buxton, pers. comm.).

The very weak autoradiographic signal produced by the homologous
target hybrids formed in the organ specimen RNA samples was most

probably due to the five-fold decrease in input of target RNA. This
was unavoidable because of the lack of tissue material available for

RNA extraction.
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FIGURE 5.14 HYDRA of RNA from ovine organ specimens and ovine
vaginal swabs from ewes experimentally infected with EAE using
high specific activity anti-sense probe synthesised from EcoRV
linearised template. Hybridised RNA from ovine tonsilar tissue
specimens D698 (lane 1), D816 (lane 2), D806 (lane 3) and ileal
tissue specimens D710 (lane 4), D706 (lane 5)and D840 (lane 6)
are shown. Hybridised RNA from ovine vaginal swab specimens E53
(lane 7), E23 (lane 8), E27 (lane 9), E32 (lane 10) and E31
(lane 11) are also shown. Self-hybridised probe control is
indictated (pc). Molecular weight of homologous target hybrid
is indictaed at 1.3Kb and by an asterix in lanes 3 and 4.
Autoradiography was performed for 24 hours.
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DETECTION OF C.psittaci OA ISOLATES BY IN SITU HYBRIDISATION
The 16S rRNA anti-sense probe, used for HYDRA, was also used as

a probe for the detection of C.psittaci in tissue sections by in
situ hybridisation. C.psittaci S26/3 infected mouse liver and

Toxoplasma gondii infected mouse liver sections were hybridised with
C.psittaci S26/3 16S rRNA anti-sense probe.

Full length, high specific activity probe was transcribed from
EcoRV linearised template and reduced to random probe fragments of
150bp by limited alkali hydrolysis (described below). Formal
saline/modified Bouin fixed mouse liver was sectioned from wax and
alternate sections hybridised with probe and stained by the direct
immuno-peroxidase technique.

The production of the in situ probe and the design of the
hybridisation strategy was performed by the author of this study.
The production of pathological sections, in situ hybridisation and
immuno-peroxidase techniques were carried out by Mrs. K. Thompson,
Department of Pathology, MRI.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

PROBE PRODUCTION

Before the production of isotopically labelled anti-sense probe
suitable for in situ hybridisation, full length unlabelled
transcript, transcribed from EcoRV linearised C157B template, was

reduced to a mass average molecular weight of approximately 150 bp

by limited alkali hydrolysis. RNA (2p,g) was incubated in buffer
containing 40mM NaHCO^ and 60mM Na^CO^, pH 10.2 at 60°C according
to the method described by Cox et al, 1984. Aliquots were

neutralised by the addition of 5M sodium acetate (pH 6.0) and

glacial acetic acid to lOOmM and 0.5% v/v respectively, at 30
second intervals. Neutralised RNA was ethanol precipitated and

analysed by 2.5% agarose-formaldehyde gel electrophoresis.

An incubation time of 150 seconds was found to produce fragments
of around 150 bp, which was subsequently used to hydrolyse the
high specific activity anti-sense probe prior to hybridisation.
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IN SITU HYBRIDISATION

Glass microscope slides were pre-treated in Denhardt's solution,

acetylated and dehydrated before being activated in 10%

gluteraldehyde. Following this, slides were stabilised in 0.1% w/v
Sodium meta-periodate.

Paraffin wax was removed from the tissue sections by sequential

xylene washes followed by ethanol dehydration. Sections were

immersed in 0.2N HC1, washed, deproteinised and acetylated before
being dehydrated by successive ethanol washes.

Tissue sections were pre-hybridised in buffer containing, 50% v/v
de-ionised formamide, 5 X SSC, 0.04% w/v ficoll, 0.04% w/v

polyvinylpyrrolidone, salmon sperm DNA 250p,g/ml, 10mM Tris-HCl
(pH 7.4), dextran sulphate lOOmg/ml and lOmM DTT, at 42°C for 6
hours. Sections were hybridised in 30p,l fresh hybridisation buffer
containing denatured anti-sense probe (10^ cpm) under a siliconised

coverslip, in a humidity chamber, at 42°C for 24 hours.

Hybridised slides were given 3 successive, one hour washes at
42°C in an excess of a solution containing 2 X SSC, ImM EDTA, ImM
DTT and 0.1% v/v Triton X100. Washed slides were incubated in a

solution containing 500mM NaCl, lOmM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and RNaseA

(l|j,g/ml) at 37°C for 30 minutes. Following the RNase digestion of

non-specifically hybridised probe, the slides were washed in a

solution containing 50% v/v formamide, 300mM NaCl, 5mM Tris-HCl (pH
7.5) and 0.5mM EDTA at 42°C for 30 minutes. The slides were given 4
X 30 minute rinses in an excess of 0.1 X SSC at 42°C before being

dehydrated by successive ethanol washes.

In complete darkness, slides were dipped in Ilford K2 emulsion
and left to expose at 4°C for 24 hours and five days. Slides were

developed in Kodak D-19, washed in distilled water and fixed in 30%
Sodium thiosulphate for 5 minutes.

The slides were stained in haematoxylin, cleared in xylene and
mounted in DPX mountant and viewed using a Reichert microscope.
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DIRECT IMMUNO-PEROXIDASE STAINING

Adjacent sections were taken from the same embedded tissues,
which had been analysed by in situ hybridisation, and stained by the
direct immuno-peroxidase method of Finlayson et al, 1985. The

conjugated antisera used was prepared from an ovine convalescent,

Fa^2 fraction (Dr. D. Buxton, pers. comm.).

RESULTS OF IN SITU HYBRIDISATION

No autoradiographic signal was detected in the hybridisations of
T.gondii infected mouse liver sections following 5 days exposure or

in the C.psittaci infected mouse liver section hybridised in the
absense of probe following 5 days exposure. No signal was detected
following the 24 hour exposure of the chlamydial infected mouse

liver. However, following five days exposure, distinct areas of
autoradiographic grains were detected in the C.psittaci infected
mouse liver sections. These areas of signal shown in figure 5.15
could be aligned approximately with foci of chlamydial antigen
detected by the direct immuno-peroxidase staining of sections from
the same tissue block.
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FIGURE 5.15 Sections of C.psittaci S26/3 infected mouse liver
(magnification X 160).
A. Slide 496 of infected mouse liver. A foci of infected cells
stained by direct immunoperoxidase staining is shown in the
centre of the field.
B. Slide 320/89 of infected mouse liver. An intense area of
autoradiographic signal is shown in the centre of the field
following hybridisation with partially hydrolysed, high
specific activity anti-sense probe synthesised from EcoRV
linearised template.
Autoradiography was performed for 5 days.
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Thus, the C.psLttaci 16S rRNA anti-sense probe was shown to

specifically detect OA isolate infection in morphologically intact
tissue sections using the technique of in situ hybridisation.

DETECTION OF C.psittaci OA ISOLATES BY THE PCR
The PCR technique, using the primer pairs 288/289C and 611/646C,

was evaluated for the detection of C.psittaci isolates from

biological samples. DNAs extracted from the human placental samples
and the ovine faecal samples found positive by HYDRA, were

amplified using the above C.psittaci primer pairs. The reaction
products were resolved by agarose gel electrophoresis and confirmed
by Southern blot hybridisation using C.psittaci specific MOMP and
16S rRNA gene probes.

PCR SENSITIVITY EVALUATION

C.psittaci S26/3 genomic DNA was used as the target material for
quantitative PCR amplification. A ten-fold serial dilution of

genomic DNA, ranging from 200ng to 200pg was amplified using the
primer pair 288/289C and the standard 25 cycle programme described
in chapter 2. The amplified products were resolved directly by 0.8%
agarose gel electrophoresis, transferred to a nylon filter by

capillary blotting and hybridised with the internal MOMP probe,
described in chapter 4. The Southern blot filters of amplified

chlamydial sequences were washed using standard conditions.

Figure 5.16 shows the Southern blot. Amplified MOMP gene

fragment was detected by ethidium bromide fluorescence down to lng
of genomic target DNA (data not shown). The MOMP gene fragment of
1Kb was detected in the amplified products from all the genomic DNA

dilutions, when hybridised with the C.psittaci S26/3 internal MOMP

probe. A clear reduction in signal at 1Kb was seen from 200ng total

target DNA down to 200pg of total target DNA, corresponding to a

decrease in level of amplified MOMP gene fragment product.

The lowest level of genomic DNA amplified was 200pg,
corresponding to around 200ag of actual target, assuming that the

-3
MOMP gene target corresponds to approximately 10 chlamydial genome

equivalents.
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FIGURE 5.16 Southern blot of PCR amplified MOMP genes from

C.psittaci S26/3 genomic DNA hybridised with the internal MOMP

probe. A dilution series of chlamydial genomic DNA ranging from
200ng to 200pg, as indicated, was amplified. 1Kb ladder
molecular weight standards are indicated as fragments of 1 to
9Kb. Autoradiography was performed for 1 hour.

pg
500 200
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EVALUATION OF NEGATIVE CONTROL AMPLIFICATIONS

Genomic DNA (lOOng) extracted from E.coli, P.haemolytica,
gnotobiotic ovine white blood cells and C.trachomatis serovar L2
was amplified using primer pairs 288/289C and 611/646C.

The negative control amplifications, using the MOMP primer pair
288/289C, produced very low levels of amplified DNA product.

Amplified fragments from ovine genomic DNA were not detectable by
ethidium bromide fluorescence. Single fragments of 400 and 800bp
were amplified from P.haemolytica and E.coli DNA respectively.
Amplification of C.trachomatis serovar L2 DNA produced a single
fragment of 1Kb. Hybridising fragments were not detected following
Southern blot analysis of the amplified DNAs, using the internal
MOMP probe (data not shown).

Control genomic DNAs were amplified using the C.psittaci 16S rRNA

primer pair 611/646C. The amplified fragments produced from the
control target DNAs are shown resolved by 1% agarose gel
electrophoresis in figure 5.17a. Amplification of ovine genomic DNA

target did not produce distinct DNA fragments but yielded a

non-specific smear. Amplification of C.trachomatis serovar L2 and
E.coli DNA produced fragments of the expected size of around 600bp
and additional fragments of higher and lower molecular weights.
Amplification of P.haemolytica DNA produced two prominent higher
molecular weight fragments but a 600bp fragment was not visible by
ethidium bromide fluorescence.

Southern blot analysis of the amplified DNAs using the

C.psittaci S26/3 16S rRNA probe, revealed hybridising fragments of

600bp with C.trachomatis L2, E.coli and P.haemolytica amplified
samples, shown in figure 5.17b. C.trachomatis L2 fragment
hybridised strongly with the C.psittaci 16S rRNA probe suggesting
that the amplified 600bp fragment was chlamydial rRNA specific.
Both E.coli and P.haemolytica displayed weakly hybridising fragments
of 600bp. Amplified fragments other than 600bp failed to hybridise.
No hybridising fragments were detected with the amplified ovine
genomic products.



FIGURE 5.17a PCR amplification of 16S rRNA genes from control

genomic DNA using the chlamydial primer pair 611/646C. Ethidium
bromide stained 1.0% agarose gel. Amplified DNA from

gnotobiotic ovine genomic DNA (lane 1), Pastuerella haemolytica
(lane 2), C.trachomatis serovar L2 (lane 3) and E.coli (lane 4)
is shown as indicated. 1Kb ladder molecular weight standards
are shown as fragments of 506bp to 4.0Kb.
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FIGURE 5.17b Southern blot of PCR amplified 16S rRNA genes from
control genomic DNAs shown in preceeding figure 5.16a. Amplified
DNA from gnotobiotic ovine genomic (lane 1), P.haemolitica (lane

2), C.trachomatis serovar L2 (lane 3) and E.coli (lane 4) are

shown hybridised with the 16S rRNA probe as indicated. Molecular

weight standards of 0.5 to 3Kb are indicated. Autoradiography
was performed for 1 hour.
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AMPLIFICATION OF C.psittaci DNA FROM BIOLOGICAL SPECIMENS

Human placental specimens
Genomic DNA was extracted from the human placental samples tested

previously by HYDRA. Target DNA (2p,g) was amplified using primer

pairs 288/289C and 611/646C by a standard 25 cycle programme.

Amplified products were analysed by Southern blot hybridisation.

Composite figure 5.18 shows the Southern blot of the placental
specimen DNA, amplified with primer pair 288/289C and hybridised
with the internal MOMP probe. Following 16 hour exposure, a

strongly hybridising fragment of 1Kb was seen in amplified placental
sample V26/873 DNA. A lower molecular weight fragment also
hybridised strongly with the internal MOMP gene probe.. The track
containing amplified V26/873 DNA was excised from the membrane
filter, in order to avoid excessive flare following extended

exposure. Following autoradiographic exposure for 48 hours the lower
molecular weight hybridising fragment was evident in all the

amplified samples. However, amplified placental sample 6314/87 DNA
also showed the lkb hybridising fragment in common with amplified
placental specimen V26/873 DNA.
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FIGURE 5.18 Southern blot of PCR amplified DNA from human

placental specimens, from cases of spontaneous abortion linked
with C.psittaci, using the MOMP gene primer pair 288/289C.
Amplified DNA from placental specimens 7343/88 (lane 1),
VO/2177/89 (lane 2), V26/873 (lane 3), 6314/87 (lane 4),
6314/87 (lane 5) and V12692/89 (lane 6) is shown as indicated.
Molecular weight of specific hybridising MOMP gene fragment is
indicated at 1Kb. Autoradiography was performed for 48 hours.
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The results of the HYDRA and PCR analyses described in this study
and the immunological analyses performed by Dr. I. Smith's group

(Department of Bacteriology, University of Edinburgh) on the
collection of human placental specimens are summarised in table 5.1
below.

Table 5.1 Summary of detection analyses performed on spontaneous
human abortion placental specimens.

Placental specimen HYDRA MOMP gene PCR IF isolation

1. V26/873 +++

2. VO/2177/89
3. V12692/88
4. 2179/89
5. 6314/87
6. 7343/88

Note: +++ denotes a strong positive, + denotes a weak positive,

+/- denotes an inconclusive result, N/D denotes not done
and ++ denotes a C.tracomatis type-specific IF positive

The Southern blot of human placental specimen DNAs amplified

using primer pair 611/646C, was hybridised with the C.psittaci 16S
rRNA probe. Amplified DNA from placental samples V26/873, 6314,

V1269/88 and VO/2177/89 produced a strongly hybridising fragment of
around 600bp (data not shown). Hybridising fragments were not
detected in the PCR products from placental specimens 7343/88 and

2179/88 DNA following autoradiographic analysis for 24 hours. A

hybridising fragment of lower molecular weight was also seen in the
amplified products from the above placental specimen DNAs.

Since the MOMP and 16S rRNA gene probes used to confirm the above
amplification reactions, both contained the respective primer

sequences within the probe sequence, it was postulated that the
lower molecular weight hybridising fragments present (produced by
both primer pairs 288/289C and 611/646C) corresponded to the
resolved primers present in the PCR reaction.

+-H- +++

N/D

N/D +/"
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OVINE FAECES

DNA (lfig) extracted from the ovine faeces which scored positive
for C.psittaci OA infection by HYDRA, was amplified using the
primer pair 288/289C. Amplified samples were confirmed by Southern
blot hybridisation using the internal MOMP probe. Initial PCR
reactions failed to produce any amplified DNA fragments visualised
by ethidium bromide fluorescence or subsequent Southern blot

analysis (data not shown).

The DNA was further purified by column chromatography through the
TM

ion exchange resin NACS-52 (BRL). NACS PREPAC columns were used

according to the manufacturers recommendations for the purification
of 50p,g of DNA from each faecal sample. NACS purified DNA (lp.g) was

subsequently amplified by primer pair 288/289C.

Southern analysis of the amplified products from NACS purified
DNAs, using the C.psittaci internal MOMP probe, is shown in figure
5.19. Hybridising fragments of 1Kb were seen in 3 of the 5 amplified
faecal DNA samples, following 72 hours autoradiography. Weakly
hybridising higher molecular weight fragments were also present in 3
of the amplified samples. Molecular weight standards tracks were

removed from the filter following 16 hour exposure since the probe
cross hybridised strongly with some of the pBR322 DNA fragments.
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FIGURE 5.19 Southern blot of PCR amplified DNA from ovine faeces
infected with C.psittaci OA isolates (shown in figures 5.11a and
5.11b) using the MOMP gene primer pair 288/289C. Amplified DNA
from faecal samples 25 (lane 1), 16 (lane 2), 14 (lane 3), 19

(lane 4) and 23 (lane 5) are shown, as indicated, hybridised
with the internal MOMP gene probe. Molecular weight standards
of 1 to 5Kb are indicated. Autoradiography was performed for 72
hours.
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DISCUSSION

This chapter has described the approaches used to develop the

technique of Hybrid Duplex RNA Analysis and the measures taken to

optimise the experimental stages involved in the test. HYDRA was

shown to be a sensitive and highly specific hybridisation test for
the detection of C.psittaci OA isolates.

DEVELOPMENT OF HYDRA

BACK-TRANSCRIPTION

The most extensive experimental optimisation required during the
development of HYDRA, was in the areas of terminal template
structure and transcription conditions using bacteriophage T3 RNA

polymerase. Both of these broad parameters significantly affected
the in vitro initiation of transcription by T3 RNA polymerase
which, under certain conditions, resulted in back-transcription
from the DNA template.

The presence of back-transcript, homologous to the desired
transcribed probe, resulted in self-annealing of the probe to

produce RNase-resistant self-hybrid signal which because of the
similarity in molecular weight, interfered with the interpretation
of genuine target hybrids. Transcription initiation from 3'
template termini was first demonstrated in bacteriophage T7 and SP6
RNA polymerases by Southern blot analysis and liquid phase
hybridisation-RNase protection studies (Schenborn and Mierendorf,
1985). Modification of the restriction terminus by enzymatic

flushing or restriction using an enzyme producing a blunt end or a

5' overhang terminus, was reported to reduce the level of

back-transcript to less than 1% of total transcript.

Evidence for back-transcription by bacteriophage T3 RNA

polymerase from a number of template terminal structures including
enzymatically trimmed Kpnl 3' restriction overhang and blunt ended
EcoRV cleaved template was shown in this study. Modulation of the
transcription reaction conditions was also tested in an effort to

minimise back-transcription.
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In contrast to the previous report of back-transcription by
bacteriophage RNA polymerases (Schenborn and Mierendorf, 1985), T3
RNA polymerase was found to initiate transcription from a number of

template termini, in both high and low salt, described in this study
and shown in figures 5.2a to 5.7. The level of observed

back-transcript was variable but was most evident from enzymatically
flushed templates. This was most probably due to differences in the
enzymatic efficiency between batches of template DNA.

The level of back-transcript was calculated following PAGE, as

0.4% of total probe input. This was in the same range as levels
reported in previous studies (Schenborn and Mierendorf, 1985;
Melton et al, 1984; Krieg and Melton, 1987). Back-transcript
hybrid only interfered with the detection of homologous target

hybrid because of the similarity in molecular weight of the two

hybrids. This became more noticeable when probes transcribed from
EcoRV linearised template were hybridised because EcoRV cleaved
150bp within the 16S rRNA insert flanking sequence.

The underlying mechanism for initiation of transcription by
bacteriophage RNA polymerases at terminal sites other than the
promoter, has not been defined. However, one or a combination of
the following mechanisms may be involved:

1) In template molecules containing particularly short insert DNA

fragments, the promoter may serve to attract the polymerase but some

molecules may then proceed to initiate transcription at the template
terminus (Schenborn and Mierendorf, 1985).

2) The DNA sequence around the terminus may make this site more

attractive than the promoter for the initiation of transcription
(Schenborn and Mierendorf, 1985).

3) Some polymerase molecules may initiate transcription from the

promoter, but rather than "falling off" the template at the
terminus, may somehow continue transcription back along the

opposite DNA strand (Schenborn and Mierendorf, 1985).
4) Partial strand separation of the template terminus may act as a

strong initiation site for the polymerase enzyme.
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Because of the relatively large insert fragment being transcribed
from plasmid template C157B, the first mechanism is unlikely to

operate.

Promoter specificity of T3 and T7 polymerases is high and
detectable initiation from other prokaryotic and eukaryotic
promoters has not been demonstrated (Krieg and Melton, 1987) . The
initiation of back-transcription from C157B plasmid DNA appeared to

consistently occur from the template terminus, regardless of the
linearising cleavage site. Kpnl and EcoRV linearised template,
which produced template termini 150bp apart, both initiated
back-transcription. Computer-aided sequence analysis of the
available sequence for C157B insert DNA failed to reveal any

promoter-like sequences, within either end of the insert DNA. Thus,
the occurrence of a promoter-like sequence near the terminus of the

template seems unlikely.

The experimental evidence, resulting from the varying
transcription conditions tested, described in this chapter, supports
the theories which link the physical activity of the enzyme with
back-transcription.

Back-transcription by T3 RNA polymerase was minimised by lowering
the incubation temperature to 30°C, in the presence of 400mM NaCl.
This lower incubation temperature would have the effect of

decreasing the rate of polymerisation, which may slow the enzyme

sufficiently to allow complete termination.

Initiation of transcription by RNA polymerase requires a promoter

region for polymerase binding and a region of initial DNA strand

separation extending within the promoter to just past the
transcription startpoint. This localises the polymerase enzyme and
allows transcription of the template strand to begin. Local strand

separation of C157B blunt-ended ' and flushed template termini or

single stranded restriction overhangs, generated by Kpnl and Sail,
favoured under conditions of low ionic concentration, may act as

transcription initiation sites for the T3 RNA polymerase enzyme. The
high ionic concentration and lower transcription temperature, which
was shown to contribute to the decrease in back-transcription, also
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increases duplex stability and thus, may prevent strand separation
at the template terminus.

It is possible that mechanisms involving both template terminus
strand separation and the high rate of transcription by the
polymerase enzyme are involved in the phenomenon of

back-transcription by bacteriophage T3 RNA polymerases.

ABERRANT TRANSCRIPTION TERMINATION

Bacteriophage T3 and T7 RNA polymerases will cease transcription
if they are required to incorporate limiting nucleotide, at low
concentration, within the first 15-20 bases, following initiation
of transcription (Little and Jackson, 1987). The enzyme may detach
from the template or detach and re-initiate, to produce abortive
short length transcripts before the template terminus. The short
length transcripts are produced in conjunction with probe transcript
and are therefore available to hybridise with the homologous target
RNA. This results in RNase protected fragments of the shorter
lengths, resolved below homologous target hybrid following PAGE.

The BlueScribe vector, which was used for the construction of the

C.psittaci S26/3 16S rRNA clone C157B, contains several thymine
residues directly downstream of the T3 promoter. Transcription

using this promoter, may therefore be inefficient at the low
concentration of UTP (l-10pM) originally used for the synthesis of
high-specific activity probe. Thus, the laddering effect, observed
below homologous target hybrid in figures 5.3a, 5.3b, 5.4b, 5.5,
5.6c and 5.7 may have been caused by RNase-resistant, short length
anti-sense transcripts formed by the above mechanism.

By increasing the concentration of the limiting nucleotide to

25pli, the majority of T3 transcribed probe produced was full
length, as judged by the dramatic decrease in the laddering effect
observed below target hybrids, shown in figures 5.11a to 5.12b. The

g
specific activity of the probe remained at around 10 cpm/p,g,
depending on the level of incorporation in the transcription
reaction.
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HYBRIDISATION REACTION

The initial hybridisation conditions assessed for HYDRA, were

based on a formamide solution buffered by standard saline-citrate.
These conditions had been successfully employed, at the MRI,

previously for an RNase protection assay, in which Rotavirus target
RNA was not limiting. Formamide was used at varying concentrations
to depress hybrid-duplex melting temperatures, by around 10°C over

the range 50% to 80% v/v, using 1 X SSC (150mM NaCl). The

corresponding shift in T^ had little qualitative or quantitative
effect on the hybridisation reaction, as shown in figures 5.3a,
5.3b, 5.5, 5.6c, 5.7.

However, following the series of experiments to assess the
sensitivity of the anti-sense probe using HYDRA, it became clear
that the hybridisation conditions used, limited the detection

sensitivity to relatively high levels of target rRNA sequence, shown
in figures 5.3a, 5.3b, 5.5 and 5.7.

Hybridisation buffer H4, used in previous RNArRNA liquid

hybridisation studies, was used for HYDRA latterly. The
hybridisation reactions were carried out using the above buffer

containing 50% v/v formamide at 45°C, T^ - 42°C according to the
calculation described by Angerer et al, 1987. An optimal

hybridisation temperature of T^ - 25°C has been described for
RNA:RNA solution phase hybridisation by Cox et al, 1984.

The hybridisation temperature, selected using these salt and
formamide conditions, also permitted the formation of non-homologous

hybrids, with up to 25% base mismatch (Angerer et al, 1987). Any
such non-homologous hybrid molecules were however, degraded during
the RNase digestion stage of HYDRA.

The contrast in detection sensitivities of HYDRA observed when

hybridisation reactions were performed in IX SSC and H4, PIPES
buffered, formamide containing solutions may be explained by RNA
degradation. Incubation of full length E.colL 23S rRNA in a 2 X SSC
solution containing 80% v/v formamide at 50°C for 50 hours has been
reported to introduce 1 chain break per 1000 nucleotides (Casey and

Davidson, 1977). No detectable RNA degradation was evident
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following incubation in 400mM NaCl, lOmM PIPES (pH 6.4) containing
80% formamide, as judged by methyl mercuric gel electrophoresis.
Although HYDRA did not involve such extended hybridisation periods,
even a limited level of target or probe RNA degradation would

significantly affect the sensitivity.

RNase DIGESTION

Variation in the ionic concentration of the digestion buffer did
not influence the activity of the enzyme, as shown in figures 5.3a,
5.3b, 5.5 and 5.7. Homologous target hybrid remained protected,
whereas non-homologous hybrid and unhybridised probe molecules were

degraded.

In common with other studies (Melton et al, 1984; Krieg and
Melton, 1987), the RNase digestion stage of HYDRA was relatively
insensitive to variations in RNase concentrations over a 10-fold

range. The optimal concentration of RNaseA was tested, empirically,
over a range from 0.125 p.g/ml to 1 p.g/ml, using the conditions
described above. Similar results were obtained in this study over

the above 10-fold range in enzyme concentration.

The RNase digestion conditions ultimately used with HYDRA for the
detection of OA isolates from clinical samples, employed R4 buffer
containing 1 p,g/ml of RNaseA, at 30°C, shown In figures 5.11a to

5.14. The lower incubation temperature in conjunction with the high
ionic concentration, was finally selected in order to prevent
limited duplex strand separation or "breathing", thus preventing

any RNase nicking of homologous target hybrids.

PAGE AND AUTORADIOGRAPHY

Other RNase protection studies have generally employed denaturing
PAGE-urea gels for hybrid resolution. This gel system is used for
the fine resolution of smaller fragments and as such was unsuitable
for the larger hybrids produced by HYDRA in this study.

The use of continuously buffered PAGE for the resolution of
double stranded RNA for Rotavirus diagnosis (Herring et al, 1982) is
well documented. As such, this technique was used for HYDRA.
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HYDRA SENSITIVITY

The anti-sense probe was able to detect 2.4 pg of actual rRNA

target HYDRA. Detection of 0.1 pg of target RNA has been reported
for other RNase-protection assays, using high specific activity

g
probes of 7 X 10 cpm/p,g (Krieg and Melton, 1984, Zinn et al,
1983).

Because of the level of unlabelled limiting nucleotide required
for the synthesis of full length anti-sense probe the resulting

g
maximum specific activity was limited to 10 cpm/p,g. A balance was

struck between maximising specific activity of the probe and
minimising the production of short transcripts.

HYDRA SPECIFICITY

The high degree of sequence homology between the 16S rRNA genes

of C.psittaci and other eubacteria (Weisburg et al, 1986), makes the
use of probes based on extended regions of this sequence, unsuitable
for the specific detection of C.psittaci by filter hybridisation.
This was demonstrated by the northern blot analyses, using the
C.psittaci anti-sense probe, shown in figures 5.9c and 5.10. The
use of this probe for the specific detection of C.psittaci OA types

by HYDRA, was only possible because of the inherent high degree of

specificity afforded by the RNase protection stage. The specificity
of the C.psittaci 16S rRNA anti-sense probe in conjunction with
HYDRA was demonstrated by analyses of C.trachomatis and C.psittaci
NAR type rRNA shown in figures 5.5.

DETECTION OF CHLAMYDIAL rRNA SEQUENCES

The high degree of sensitivity and specificty afforded by nucleic
acid hybridisation has prompted a great deal of research into the
use of DNA and RNA probes for the detection of chlamydial nucleic
acid sequences in clinical specimens. However, only a limited
number of studies utilising probes directed toward chlamydial rRNA

sequences or C.psittaci gene sequences have been reported in the
literature.

Isotopic and non-isotopic labelled single stranded DNA probes,
complementary to C.trachomatis rRNA sequence, have been used to
detect C.trachomatis in urogenital specimens (LeBar et al, 1989;
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Naher et al, 1989; Peterson et al, 1989; Woods et al, 1990;
Gratton et al, 1990). The test is available commercially
(Gen-Probe, San Diego, California) and can be used incorporating an
125
I labelled probe or acridinium-ester labelled probe, available
as the Gen-Probe PACE (Probe Assay-Chemiluminescence Enhanced)
system.

Arnold et al, 1989 described the development of several

hybridisation assay formats, which used acridinium-ester labelled
DNA probes for the detection of C.trachomatis rRNA. The authors
were able to detect target sequences in 50pg of target RNA, which
they estimated was equivilent to 3 X 10 ^ mol of rRNA, or

approximately 1000 organisms, assuming 20,000 rRNA molecules per

organism (Arnold et al, 1989). Decreasing background hybridisation
levels by combining homologous hybrid discrimination (achieved by
selective degradation of unhybridised probe) with solid phase
separation (achieved by selective binding of hybridised probe to

magnetic polycationic microspheres), enhanced the assay sensitivity
10 fold.

The preliminary data obtained from the field tests of this
diagnostic kit, using cell culture as a standard, have shown the

specificity and sensitivity of detection to be 80-84% and 95-98%
respectively. Peterson et al, 1989 evaluated the sensitivity of the
probe using stock isolates of C.trachomatis serovars. With the
exception of serovar C, the probe had a lower limit of detection of
1-3 X 103 ifu.

The Gen-Probe assay described by Arnold et al, 1989 has both
similarities and differences with HYDRA. Both tests rely on liquid
phase hybridisation for the capture of 16S rRNA target sequence,

thereafter the specificity of the test, protection and
discrimination of target hybrid molecules differ.

The specificity of the Gen-Probe tests is accomplished by the use

of a C.trachomatis specific single stranded DNA probe. The
description of this probe, in the available literature on the
GenProbe tests is obscure. However, the high specificity afforded
by such a single stranded DNA probe could be achieved by the use of
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a C.trachomatis specific oligonucleotide probe such as that
described by Palmer et al, 1986. The GenProbe tests were therefore
unsuitable for the detection of C.psittaci infection. In contrast,

the specificity of HYDRA was accomplished by the RNase protection of

homologous probe-target hybrids.

Homologous hybrid discrimination was accomplished by the RNase

protection and subsequent PAGE resolution of HYDRA. Gen-Probe and
Gen-Probe PACE systems accomplish this by magnetic separation using

polycationic microspheres, which specifically bind only hybridised
probe (Arnold et al, 1989). The GenProbe PACE system utilises
magnetic separation in conjunction with differential hydrolysis of
the unprotected acridinium-ester in unhybridised probe.

With HYDRA, assessment of hybridised probe was accomplished

qualitatively by PAGE and subsequent autoradiography, whereas the
Gen-Probe systems measure hybridised probe quantitatively by gamma

counting or luminometry.

Both HYDRA and Gen-Probe PACE have similar detection sensitivity
of 2pg and 5-50pg respectively. However, the interpretation of
this figure in terms of individual chlamydial organisms or EBs
differs markedly. Arnold et al, 1989 extrapolated the figure of

3
50pg to 10 organisms, assuming 1 organism, presumably an EB,

4
contained 2 X 10 rRNA molecules. However, the authors did not

indicate the source of their rRNA content analysis.

Using the available data from analyses on RNA content of EB and
RBs described in the literature, the detection sensitivity of HYDRA
was evaluated in terms of infectious EBs according to the following:

That one EB contains lOfg (10 ^~*g) of total RNA (Tamura, 1964),
that 23S and 16S rRNA constitute 75% of total RNA (Sarov and Becker,

1968) of which 16S rRNA constitutes approximately 33% (Gutter et al,
1973) and that the anti-sense probe is specific for 86% of total 16S
rRNA sequence. Thus, the available actual target contained in 1 EB
was calculated to be 2.12fg. The detection of 2.12pg achieved by

3
HYDRA thus corresponded to 10 EBs.
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The number of corresponding RBs was difficult to estimate since
accurate quantitation of the RNA content has not been reported in
the literature. The RNA:DNA has been estimated to be 6:1 (Tamura and

Manire, 1967), in contrast to 1:1 for the EB (Tamura, 1964). Thus,
the amount of available target is likely to be substantially higher
in RBs which are actively engaged in protein synthesis and RNA
turnover. The determination of an absolute level of sensitivty, in
terms of target RNA sequence, is not simple to achieve because of
the difficulty associated with strict measurement of the RNA content
of chlamydial particles.

DETECTION OF C.psittaci DNA SEQUENCES
Unlike the human pathogen C.trachomatis, the use of nucleic acid

probe hybridisation for the detection of C.psittaci has attracted
limited research application.

Timms et al, 1988c described the use of a 5.5Kb genomic DNA

clone, specific to C.psittaci avian strains, in a DNA slot blot

hybridisation detection test. The DNA probe could detect 400pg of
total chlamydial genomic DNA (approximately 2pg of actual target)

3
and was capable of detecting 16 infected cells or 6.4 X 10 EBs/ml.

Girjes et al, 1989 compared the use of cloned genomic DNA probes,
from an ocular and genito-urinary Koala isolate of C.psittaci, with
cell culture. Although the DNA probe hybridisation test was found
to be more sensitive than cell culture, the authors stressed the

possibility of poor specimen quality being responsible for loss of
viability

The sensitivity of the DNA probes described in the above reports

compare similarly with previous DNA-hybridisation detection tests

for C.trachomatis (Kahane and Sarov, 1987; Pao et al, 1987).

APPLICATION OF HYDRA

HYDRA was developed as a detection technique for both

epidemiological and pathological studies of EAE. Ovine faeces were

the primary target material, in order to establish the test as a

means of monitoring intestinal infection and faecal shedding of OA
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types of C.psittaci. Organ specimens were subsequently targeted

following the successful application of HYDRA to faecal samples.

FAECAL SHEDDING OF Chlamydia psittaci

Reports of the isolation of chlamydia from the faeces of

apparently healthy sheep and goats first appeared in early studies
in Japan (Kawakami et al, 1958; Omori et al, 1957 respectively) and
latterly in the USA (Dungworth and Cordy, 1962; Storz, 1963).
These early studies suggested that C.psittaci could be isolated by
culture from around one third of all healthy sheep tested (Kawakami
et al, 1958; Storz, 1963).

It is thought that intestinal infection with subsequent faecal

shedding may have an important role in the transmission of enzootic
abortion. A report by Johnson, F.W.A., 1984 indicated that up to

76% of all lambs born in a single flock can acquire intestinal
infections (manifesting as mild scour or asymptomatic infection),

4 6
shedding between 10 to 10 organisms per gram of faeces throughout
the year. The author stated that sero-negative known chlamydia-free
ewes can develop intestinal infection when housed with ewes actively
shedding C.psittaci in their faeces and proceed to abort the

following year.

In contrast, Wilsmore et al, 1984b, indicated that infection
occurred at the time when chlamydial infected products of

parturition contaminated the lambing area. Using the CF test,

sero-conversion was demonstrated in orally inoculated ewes and
isolated lambs penned within the near vicinity of actively aborting
ewes. Only the animals exposed to aborting animals subsequently
acquired a placental infection and proceeded to abort in the

following lambing season.

Initial attempts to distinguish faecal isolates from an OA and
ovine pneumonia isolate by the pathological criteria of pulmonary
lesion development following intratracheal inoculation was

unsuccessful (Dungworth and Cordy, 1962). Independent
pathogenicity studies also failed to demonstrate differences between
faecal and OA strains of C.psittaci. The criteria of placental
infection and CF antibody titres following intramuscular
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superinfection of ewes was used for this comparison (Storz, 1963).
The above study also revealed that ewes latently infected and

actively shedding C.psittaci in their faeces did not show an

increased resistance to subsequent superinfection with faecal
strains. However, a single faecal isolate was distinguished from
an OA isolate by serum neutralisation and placentotrophy in pregnant
ewes following parenteral inoculation (Wilson and Dungworth, 1963).

Johnson, F.W.A., 1984 reported the incidence of EAE in flocks was

correlated with enteric infection and associated faecal shedding of
enteric and OA types. A comparison between faecal and OA isolates
based on the criteria of inclusion morphology, amino acid growth
requirements, mouse cerebral challenge cross protection and
placentotrophy in pregnant mice demonstrated the presence of both

types in ovine faeces. This lead the author to suggest that faecal
acquisition and transmission of EAE may be possible, depending on

the weight of faecal infection with OA strains.

Subsequent studies have also differentiated ovine faecal and OA
isolates by the biological properties of inclusion morphology and
virulence for pregnant mice (Buzoni-Gatel and Rodolakis, 1983;
Anderson and Baxter, 1986). Using the mouse virulence test, a

larger panel of faecal isolates was compared. Faecal isolates were

identified which displayed invasive properties characteristic of OA

types (Rodolakis et al, 1989a).

C.psittaci INFECTION OF OVINE FAECES
This thesis describes the first use of a liquid phase RNA:RNA

hybridisation-RNase protection assay for the detection of chlamydial
rRNA sequences in biological samples. HYDRA was shown to be highly
effective for the analysis of target RNA from faecal samples,

following only limited purification. The use of HYDRA in this study
revealed that 16% of all ewes tested, from a lowland flock

persistently affected by EAE, were actively shedding C.psittaci
ovine abortion isolates in their faeces. Faecal shedding could not
be detected in 20 known chlamydial-free animals or in a group of
animals from Highland hill farms.
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It is difficult to draw any firm conclusions regarding the
prevalence or frequency of faecal shedding from this single
observation of a limited number of animals. It is of interest

however, that in contrast to the sampled animals from the

intensively managed lowland flock, C.psittaci OA isolates could not

be detected In the faeces of the animals from the upland,
extensively managed hill farms, supplied by Caithness VI centre.

This observation has a similar parallel In the incidence of EAE.
Therefore there may be a possible epidemiological link between
faecal shedding of OA isolates and the transmission and perpetuation
of EAE.

POSSIBLE ROLE OF FAECAL SHEDDING IN EAE

It is clear from the literature that intestinal infection and

faecal shedding of C.psittaci is common. However, previous studies
of faecal isolates have lacked the molecular techniques for
efficient strain typing. Thus, the true incidence of faecal

shedding of C.psittaci OA strains and the significance to the
aetiology of EAE remains unclear. HYDRA was developed as a simple
test suitable for multiple sample screening. This will allow a more

extensive investigation of the role of faecal shedding in the
context of the spread and perpetuation of EAE between and among

flocks.

The enormous number of infectious organisms shed at and following
abortion, which heavily contaminate the environment, favours the
infected placental material as the main source of infection for
naive animals, whether by ingestion of contaminated pasture or by
inhalation of aerosols in intensively managed areas. Estimates of
the viability of chlamydia isolates outwith the host, in abortuses,

range from 2 to 10 weeks, with temperatures at or below freezing

favouring viability (McClenaghan, 1986; Aitken, 1988). It is
therefore feasible to assume that elementary bodies shed in the
faeces also remain viable for an extended period of time.

This study has demonstrated that faecal shedding of C.psittaci
OA isolates occurs in a significant number of sampled eves from a

single flock affected by EAE. Animals with enteric infection can
4 6

shed between 10 to 10 organisms/gram of faeces for many months
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(Johnson, F.W.A., 1984; McClenaghan, 1986) but not all infected
animals develop CF antibodies.

A more extensive study is required before firmer conclusions can

be drawn about the relationship between faecal shedding and
transmission. However, at this time it may be postulated that
acute or chronic intestinal infection with OA isolates being shed
into the environment, must also be considered to contribute to the

available reservoir of infectious organism for the spread of EAE.

The frequency with which other species, such as scavenging
mammals and birds and other farm animals, become infected by aborted
placentae and fetuses is uncertain. The potential for the spread of
EAE into previously unaffected flocks by faecal shedding from such
wildlife hosts or from other farm animals is unclear.

A study on the prevalence of C.psittaci infection, and faecal

shedding in cats on 22 sheep farms in South-West England, indicated
that 45% of 51 cats tested had serum antibody to C.psittaci and 6%
of animals were actively shedding C.psittaci in faeces (Gethings et

al, 1987). C.psittaci, was also cultured from conjunctival and
rectal swabs from a small number of cats. Although there is no

evidence that feline isolates can infect sheep or that cats can

become infected by ingestion of infected abortuses and proceed to

shed OA isolates in faeces, this study indicates another possible
route for inter-species transmission.

PATHOGENESIS OF EAE

The success of HYDRA for the detection of C.psittaci OA strain
infection in faeces indicated the possible potential of the test for

pathogenesis studies. Ovine organ specimens were tested by HYDRA in
order to investigate the possible sites of primary infection and
latency of EAE.

The usual route for experimental infection of sheep is
sub-cutaneous inoculation (Aitken et al, 1981). However, the natural

portal of entry of C.psittaci in EAE is uncertain. Although it has
been suggested that any mucous surface may act as a route for
primary infection (McMartin et al, 1980), attempts to induce EAE
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by Infection of the genital tract have been unsuccessful (Wilsmore
et al, 1984b; Appleyard et al, 1985).

Oral dosing with OA isolates has had varying degrees of success

in producing placental infection in pregnant ewes (McEwen et al,
1951a and 1951b; Parker et al, 1966; Wilsmore et al, 1984b;
Dawson et al, 1986a). Jones and Anderson, 1988, reported that oral

dosing and intra-ruminal dosing by means of a stomach tube failed to
elicit an antibody response and placental infection. However, the
successful production of placental infection in 4 out of 6 pregnant
ewes was accomplished by inoculation into the tonsilar crypts.

Despite the well described characteristic histo-pathology of the
placental infection, the underlying molecular and cellular
mechanisms of latency and pathogenesis remain poorly understood.
Evidence for a role for lymphatic tissues as a possible site of

latency has been reported in a recent study of the histopathological
response of ovine popliteal lymph node to C.psittacL OA strain
infection (Huang et al 1990b). The organism could be isolated from

lymph node 12 days after inoculation. A previous study showed that

infecting organism appeared to remain in ovine lymph nodes for 2 to
3 months (McEwen et al, 1951a).

Huang et al, 1990a described the immune response of the ovine

popliteal lymph node to C.psittaci OA infection in a post-infection
serial kill study. Infectious organisms were recovered from a small
number of experimental animals, in blood samples and tissue

necropsy, by cell culture at 6 and 12 days post-infection but

immuno-peroxidase staining of lymph node sections failed to

demonstrate the presence of C.psittaci at any stage. Despite the
apparent lack of chlamydial antigen, the pathological effect of
infection on the cellular structure of the lymph node was detected
up to 18 days post infection. This lead the authors to suggest that
similar to the cryptic form of C.psittaci described in cell culture
(Moulder et al, 1980; Perez-Matinez and Storz, 1985b), C.psittaci OA
isolates appear to have the ability to become "latent" in ovine
lymphoid tissues while still evoking an immunological response.
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The placenta is the terminal site of infection in enzootic

abortion. However, the prevalence of innocuous intestinal
infections with associated faecal shedding has been reported. The

inter-relationship between enteric and systemic infections remains
to be resolved. It is unclear whether gut infection with OA strains
stimulates protection against subsequent placental infection. The
mechanisms which promote or limit migration of the infecting
organism, or the factors influencing these mechanisms, are

currently poorly understood. Physiological stress such as pregnancy

and hormone treatment has been shown to evoke chlamydial
recrudescence (McEwen et al, 1951b; Rank et al, 1982; Brown et al,

1988). Similar factors to those involved in these processes may

well stimulate recrudescence of the organism from a latent or

clinically inapparent infectious state, producing systemic clinical
disease.

It appears that in general C.psittaci is a well adapted parasite
and only when it gains access to an unusual tissue or host does it
cause frank disease.

INFECTION OF OVINE ORGANS BY C.psittaci

C.psittaci OA infection was detected by HYDRA in ovine

placentae, human placentae, ovine tonsil and ileum, and ovine

vaginal swabs. In all cases where the ovine specimens tested

positive by HYDRA, previous confirmation of infection had been
established by cell culture and or direct immunoperoxidase staining

(Dr. G. Jones and Dr. D. Buxton, pers. comm.).

The failure to detect infection by OA isolates by HYDRA was shown
in a number of EAE placental specimens and vaginal swabs, previously

positive by cell culture, in figures 5.13 and 5.14. Because of the

normally high number of organisms normally present in placental
membranes and vaginal secretions following abortion, the lack of
detectable homologous target hybrid in the above RNA samples was not

expected. However, this may have been due to degradation or nicking
of target RNA prior to hybridisation. This may have ocurred by
autolysis prior to extraction or by nuclease digestion following RNA
extraction.
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HYDRA was also used successfully for the detection of C.psittaci
OA infection in human placental tissue from cases where bacterial
abortion was suspected. OA infection was detected in placental

specimen V26/873 which was supported by previous RE fingerprint
analysis of the cultured chlamydial organism (Herring et al, 1987).

DETECTION OF C.psittaci INFECTION BY PCR
The PCR technique can detect extremely low levels of target DNA

sequences and has been widely acclaimed as the technique which will
revolutionise pathogen detection and diagnosis. Initial development
of the PCR technique as a tool for the detection of chlamydial
infection in biological samples was accomplished in this study.
However, due to restrictions on both time and resources the extent

of the required experimental optimisation accomplished was limited.
This presented a number of problems.

The chlamydial specificity of C.psittaci 16S rRNA primer pair

611/646C is high as judged by computer-aided sequence comparison
with other eubacterial gene sequences. However, amplification of
other bacterial genomic DNA, using this primer pair, resulted in
both "ghost-band" and specific rRNA gene fragment amplification, as

shown in figures 5.17a and 5.17b. This may be attributed to the low

annealing temperature of 37°C used for PCR amplification in this
study. Low annealing temperature allows binding of primers to

degenerate gene sequences and the future development of the 16S rRNA

gene primers for detection studies would benefit from a review of

cycling parameters. Specific detection of C.psittaci in biological
samples was thus limited to use of the MOMP gene primer pair

288/289C. Although the sensitivity of detection of the PCR reaction
was demonstrated to be greater than HYDRA, shown in figure 5.16,
detection of lower levels of amplified target required confirmation

by Southern blot hybridisation analysis using a specific MOMP gene

PCR ANALYSIS OF BIOLOGICAL SPECIMENS

Although the PCR test had not been fully optimised for detection
of chlamydial infection and only a limited number of specimens were

analysed, infection by C.psittaci strains was demonstrated in ovine
faeces and human placental tissue.
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OVINE FAECES

Initial attempts to amplify target DNA from the OA infected
faecal samples, demonstrated by HYDRA, resulted in the absence of
amplified fragments. Successful amplification of a number of the

target DNAs was accomplished only following further purification of
the DNA by ionic exchange chromatography, shown in figure 5.19.

A potent inhibitor of the Taq polymerase extracted from whole,
unfractionated blood has been reported by de Franchis et al, 1988.
The authors described the uncharacterised inhibitor, which could not

be destroyed by phenol extraction, ethanol precipitation, boiling,
or CsCl centrifugation. The inhibitor was removed by boiling
followed by chromatography through Sephadex G50. A similar
inhibitory effect has been described in DNA extracted from
unfractionated blood (Higuchi, 1989) and was attributed to porphyrin
compounds derived from erythrocyte heme groups.

Protoporphyrin is a major degradation product of heme which is
expelled into the small intestine, via the gall bladder, during the
normal physiological turnover of red blood cells. A proportion of
the protoporphyrin is converted to biliverdins and bilirubins.
However, large quantities of protoporphyrin are generally excreted
in the faeces. Protoporphyrin is resistant to boiling or extraction
with organic solvents because of the molecule's charged carboxylic
acid groups. By virtue of the same charged groups, porphyrin
molecules can be extracted by ionic exchange chromatography.

Thus, the poor amplification of target DNA extracted from known

C.psittaci infected faeces, even following ionic exchange

chromatography, shown in figure 5.19, may be due to porphyrin
inhibition of the Taq polymerase.

This study has shown that the PCR was unsuitable for analysis of
DNA extracted from faecal samples by standard techniques. Extensive

purification of the test nucleic acid was required which, in
contrast to HYDRA, limited the analysis to purified preparations of
target material. This subsequently decreased the efficiency by
which multiple faeces samples could be tested.
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ORGAN SPECIMENS

The use of the PCR technique, with primers based on both the
MOMP, 16S rRNA and chlamydial plasmid target sequences, has been
reported for the detection of C.trachomatis serovars from tissue

culture cells and clinical specimens (Dutilh et al, 1989; Griffais
and Thibon, 1989; Pollard et al, 1989; Ostergaard et al, 1990).

The most extensive study was reported by Ostergaard et al, 1990.
This involved detailed optimisation of the PCR, which resulted in
the detection of 10 ag or 1 copy of the chlamydial plasmid scored by
agarose gel electrophoresis and slot blot analysis. The authors
found the PCR to be 100% sensitive and 99% specific for the
detection of C.trachomatis from clinical specimens when compared
with cell culture and ELISA. Southern blot hybridisation and RE

cleavage were used as confirmatory tests following amplification of
DNA from both clinical specimens and purified chlamydial DNA.

In this thesis, PCR amplification of MOMP gene sequence was used
to detect C.psLttacL in the human placental specimens, previously

analysed by HYDRA. Following Southern blot analysis of the
amplified DNA, using the MOMP gene probe, placental specimen

V26/873 DNA yielded a strongly hybridising MOMP gene fragment, shown
in figure 5.18. This was supported by HYDRA of the specimen, shown
in figure 5.5.13, and previous RE fingerprint analysis of the
isolated chlamydial strain (Herring et al, 1987).

Placental specimen 6314/87 also yielded a weakly hybridising 1Kb
MOMP gene fragment following extended exposure, shown in the figure
5.17. Previous analysis of this specimen, by ELISA and

immunofluorescence, had indicated the possible presence of

chlamydial antigen but confirmation of diagnosis had not been

possible (Dr. I. Smith, pers. comm.). Thus, PCR analysis of

placental specimen 6314/87 DNA confirmed the presence of C.psittaci
in this case of spontaneous human abortion.

IN SITU HYBRIDISATION

The use of both isotopic and non-isotopic DNA probes for the
detection of C.trachomatis by in situ hybridisation has been
reported (Horn et al, 1986; Dutilh et al, 1988; Horn et al, 1988;
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Meddens et al, 1988; Naher et al, 1988). The probes, based on

plasmid and genomic DNA sequences, have been used with varying
degrees of success. However, the majority of the studies found cell
culture to be more sensitive.

The successful application of the HYDRA anti-sense probe for the
detection of C.psittaci using in situ hybridisation was demonstrated
in this study. The protocol which was used for the tissue section
fixation and preparation was designed for detection of DNA sequences

using a DNA probe. The in situ hybridisation of these sections with
the C.psittaci rRNA probe was a trial experiment which resulted in
the specific detection of chlamydial 16S rRNA sequences in infected
mouse liver, shown in figure 3.14.

Further experiments are required, using fixation techniques and
section treatments designed for RNA:RNA hybridisations (Cox et al,
1984; Angerer et al, 1987), in order to evaluate the full potential
of RNA probes based on the rRNA and MOMP gene sequences for
detection of C.psittaci by in situ hybridisation.

In situ hybridisation seems unlikely to find an application for
clinical diagnosis of chlamydial infection but has great potential
for pathogenesis studies of EAE and other chlamydial infections.

CONCLUSIONS

Both cell culture and immunological based techniques have been
used previously and remain the current method of choice for the
detection of C.psittaci in biological specimens (Johnson et al,
1983; Finlayson et al, 1985). However, fundamental drawbacks of
both these techniques limit their usefulness for more extensive
studies.

In particular, cell culture, although still regarded as the
detection "gold standard", is essentially unsuitable for the
isolation of chlamydia from faeces. Unlike the isolation of virus
from faeces by blanket application of broad spectrum antibiotics,
selective growth of chlamydia tends to be unreliable and time
consuming. Isolation of chlamydia from organ specimens, such as

intestinal tissue, can present similar selection problems in
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culture. In addition, application of tissue suspensions to cell
culture monolayers represents a toxicity problem. This can

compromise isolation of low numbers of organisms from tissue

specimens.

Immunological based detection tests, which rely on specific
binding of antibody with chlamydial antigen, are difficult to apply
to highly particulate specimens such as faeces. In addition the

specificity of these tests depends on the specificty of the

recognised antigen. Direct immunoperoxidase staining, using

polyvalent antisera, will also recognise genus-specific epitopes.
Therefore, this test cannot specifically detect OA isolates. The
development of strain-specific monoclonal antibodies would be an

alternative to a polyvalent convalescent antisera for such tests.

HYDRA, which is not affected by the above limitations, has been
shown to provide a highly specific hybridisation detection test for
C.psittaci OA isolates. The sensitivity is of the same order as the
current commercial hybridisation detection tests available for
C.trachomatis. The advantages afforded by liquid phase

hybridisation, in conjunction with homologous hybrid discrimination

by RNase protection, makes HYDRA particularly useful for the
analysis of difficult specimens such as faeces and organ samples.

Despite the great potential of the PCR technique for sensitive
detection of chlamydial infection, this study has shown that
specific purification of target DNA is required for certain

biological samples such as faeces. Although the MOMP gene primer
pair 288/289C is C.psittaci specific, confirmatory tests such as

PCR-RE profiling are still required. This, therefore, limits the
use of a PCR test based on the MOMP gene for multiple sample
studies. As such, HYDRA remains the test of choice for such samples
in the context of this study. However, both in situ hybridisation
and the PCR, described in this thesis, are currently being
extended by our group at the MRI for use as detection tests in
pathological studies of EAE (Dr. A.J. Herring, pers. comm.).
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CHAPTER 6

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The aims of this project were to develop nucleic acid based
techniques to enable both the detection of C.psittaci infection in

sheep and the typing of C.psittaci strains. A summary of the
experimental findings, derived from the application of these
techniques, is presented below. The conclusions drawn from the
results are discussed with respect to the problems of chlamydial
abortion and chlamydial research generally.

SUMMARY

DETECTION OF C.psittaci INFECTION
The technique of Hybrid duplex RNA analysis, developed in this

study, was shown to be a highly specific and sensitive detection
test. HYDRA was as sensitive as the most recently commercially
available hybridisation tests for the detection of C.trachomatis
(Arnold et al, 1989).

HYDRA was developed primarily to detect intestinal infection and

subsequent shedding of C.psittaci OA isolates but was also
successful with organ samples. Infection with C.psittaci, OA types
was detected in ovine faeces from field cases, tonsilar, ileal,

placental tissues and vaginal swabs from cases of experimental EAE
and In human placental tissues from cases of zoonotic abortion.

The 16S rRNA gene anti-sense probe, developed for HYDRA, was

also used to detect C.psittaci OA infection in mouse liver sections

by in situ hybridisation.

Equipment for the polymerase chain reaction became available
within the MRI during the later stages of this study and this
project was the first to use the technology. The development of the
PCR as a means of amplifying both chlamydial 16S rRNA and MOMP gene

fragments has been described. PCR amplification of these target

gene sequences was used to both detect C.psittaci infection and to

type chlamydial strains.
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CLASSIFICATION OF CHLAMYDIAL STRAINS

OA STRAIN INVESTIGATION

The techniques of Southern blot hybridisation, PCR-RE profiling
and direct DNA sequence comparison analyses of the MOMP gene were

used to compare a wide range of C.psittaci OA isolates. The MOMP

gene was chosen for fine sequence analysis in an effort to reveal

diversity which may be responsible for surface exposed antigenic
variation in C.psittaci OA isolates comparable to that seen in the
C.trachomatis MOMP gene (Stephens, 1988). However, despite the
sequence analysis of the MOMP gene at three levels, this subspecies
group of C.psittaci was found to display a remarkable lack of
variation.

C.psittaci SUBSPECIES TYPING

Southern blot analyses
Southern blot analysis of both the MOMP and 16S rRNA genes was

used to compare a variety of C.psittaci subspecies types. The
results demonstrated that sufficient sequence variation was present

within these genes to enable the classification of broad genetic

groups within all the C.psittaci strains tested. This typing system
was applied to type a coded panel of OA and NAR strains (chapter 4
results) and to confirm the classification of the putative OA strain
A22M (Pickett et al, 1988) as an avian strain (Herring et al, 1989).

PCR-RE profiling analyses
PCR-RE profiling of MOMP gene sequences from a wider collection

of C.psittaci strains revealed three levels of strain variation,
within the broad genetic groups identified by Southern blot
analysis. A high degree of strain variation was identified within
the NAR groups followed by limited variation within the avian group.

This was in direct contrast to the OA isolates which displayed a

high level of identity. The levels of strain variation identified in
this study were similarly described in previous nucleic acid based
comparisons of C.psittaci subspecies types (Andersen and Tappe,
1989; Campbell et al, 1987; Cox et al, 1988; Fukushi and Hirai, 1988
and 1989; McClenaghan et al, 1984; Peterson and de la Maza, 1983).
PCR-RE profiling and direct MOMP gene sequence determination
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supported the lack of strain variation within the MOMP genes of
C.psittaci OA isolates, revealed by Southern blot analyses.

PCR-RE profiling of 16S rRNA gene fragments revealed a useful
level of sequence variation which allowed the characterisation of

the three chlamydial species C.psittaci, C.trachomatis and

C.pneumoniae. Sequence variation within this gene also supported the
division of the strains of C.psittaci which commonly infect sheep.
OA and avian strains were shown to be related by common profiles but
were distinguishable from the NAR group by slight differences. This
variation was further supported by the failure to detect homologous
target RNA from the NAR strains of C.psittaci by HYDRA.

ENZOOTIC ABORTION OF EWES

The discussion which follows seeks to relate the findings of this

study to the outstanding problems of EAE and to indicate possible

ways of advancing research into these areas where relevant.

Infection cycle
The characteristics of EAE differ from those of other chlamydial

infections such as human C. trachomatis infections. There is a

specific sequence of events during pregnancy which results in a

localised pathology and lasting immunity to subsequent placental
infection. Ewes are often symptomless, are not adversely affected

by the episode of abortion and generally proceed to breed
productively in subsequent lambing seasons. This contrasts with the
human zoonotic abortion which has serious sequelae (Buxton, 1986).
Once recovered, ewes may continue to shed C.psittaci from vaginal
secretions for several weeks (Aitken, 1983). This study has shown
that such organisms shed in the vaginal secretions of post-abortion
ewes can be detected and identified as C.psittaci OA types by HYDRA

(chapter 5 of this thesis). The inter-relation of enteric infection
with OA types and placental infection before and following abortion
is still unclear. However, HYDRA has been shown to be effective for
the screening of multiple faecal samples and has established a

simple technology which will enable more extensive studies of faecal
shedding and its role in the infection cycle of EAE.
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A series of possible events in the infection cycle of EAE was

recently suggested by Buxton et al, 1990 and described in the
introduction of this thesis. Susceptible ewes first become infected

by ingestion or inhalation of infectious organism during the
previous lambing season. Evidence exists that initial infection
becomes established in the tonsilar tissue (Jones and Anderson,

1988; chapter 5 of this thesis). Thereafter, the organism

migrates to an unknown site where it remains latent. Immunological
and molecular evidence has indicated that C.psittaci OA strains
also infect both lymph node and intestinal tissue (Huang et al,
1990a; Chapter 5 of this thesis).

Mechanisms of pathogenesis
The mechanisms which restrict the localised infection in the

placenta to the later stages of pregnancy are likely to be complex.
Infection becomes established in the placenta at around 90 days

gestation, even when susceptible ewes become infected earlier

(Buxton et al, 1990). This is despite the earlier formation of
normal placental haematomas which are thought to play an important
role in the access of chlamydia to the placenta (Buxton et al,
1990). This timing of the placental infection probably explains the
consistent clinical pattern seen in EAE.

It is speculated that chlamydia are not present in significant
numbers, or are not released into the circulation until 90 days

gestation. This may be due to a fine balance between latent or
persistent infection which exists under normal physiological
conditions. It is postulated that during pregnancy natural changes
in hormone levels and immunosuppression (Tomasi, 1983), may allow
the recrudescence of infection. This results in a chlamydaemia with

subsequent migration to and establishment of the infection in the

placenta. An alternative hypothesis may simply be the modulation of
host cell surfaces by expression of cell surface receptors which is

closely linked with the normal physiological control of pregnancy.
The identification of putative C.psittaci OA strain adhesins has

possibly provided the basis for identification of such host cell
receptors (Tan, 1989).
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The development of HYDRA, PCR amplification and in situ

hybridisation, for the detection of C.psittaci OA isolates, has now

provided a series of tests which will enable the spread of

re-emerged "latent" organisms, previously difficult to detect by
culture (Huang et al, 1990a), to be followed during the infection
cycle.

Mechanism of abortion

The underlying mechanism of induction of chlamydial abortion is
unclear. However, recent evidence has emerged, indicating that
primary lesions caused by the colonisation and multiplication of EBs
in the placenta may influence placental hormone secretion (Leaver et
al, 1989). Infected ewes experience a premature decline in

progesterone, which maintains pregnancy, and an earlier appearance

of oestradiol 17 [3 and prostaglandin E2, both of which are known to

stimulate uterine response during parturition. It was shown

previously that oestradiol 17[3 and prostaglandin E2 stimulated the

growth of C.trachomatis in cell culture (Bose and Goswami, 1986;

Sugarman and Epps, 1982; Ward and Salari, 1980). Investigation of
the relationship between placental hormone production and the
establishment of the placental infection, utilising the nucleic
acid based detection tests developed in this thesis, should provide
an insight into the possible interactions of such events in
the pathogenesis of the disease.

Endotoxin-induced abortion in laboratory animals has been
achieved using both smooth and rough forms of bacterial LPS (Rieder
and Thomas, 1960). On the basis of serum neutralisation tests the
abortifacient property has been attributed to Lipid A

(Rioux-Darrieulat et al, 1978). LPS induced abortion has been
linked with the disruption of pregnancy by potentiating the release
of serotonin. Antagonists of serotonin have been used to prevent
abortion with partial success, suggesting an LPS induced release of
serotonin as a possible mechanism for endotoxic abortion (Parant and

Chedid, 1964). Whether chlamydial LPS has the ability to cause

ovine abortion is not known. However, the placental Infection in
EAE is chronic and does not resemble the more acute endotoxic

abortion in rabbits or mice (Rieder and Thomas, 1960). Infected
ewes do not display any signs of endotoxic shock such as

disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), renal cortical
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necrosis or vasoraoter shock. In human chlamydial abortion such

symptoms are common and are probably due to the differences in human
and ovine placental anatomy (introduction of this thesis). Thus it
seems likely that LPS can induce DIC but its full role in EAE is

probably involved in a complex pathway of events which remain to be
determined.

Immune mechanisms

Persistence of infection

Persistent, often clinically inapparent infection is commonly
seen in chlamydial disease, including those caused by ovine
C.psittaci. This contributes to the difficulties associated with
the control of these diseases. Persistence has been recorded both in

vivo (McEwen et al, 1951a; Brown et al, 1988) and in vitro (Moulder
et al, 1980; Rodolakis et al, 1989b), where virulence influences
the rate of persistence.

Persistence is not fully understood. However, evidence exists
which indicates possible mechanisms. C.psittaci has the ability to
infect the macrophage (Kuo, 1988), which is one of the principal

antigen presenting cells of the immune system. Survival within the

phagosome is achieved by inhibition of phagosome-lysosome fusion by
a mechanism as yet undefined. The ability to evade killing and hence
prevent the presentation of antigenic peptides to T-cells by the
macrophage may have a dramatic effect on the host immune response to
the chlamydial infection.

Studies of the amino acid requirements for chlamydial growth in
vitro has shown that depletion of certain amino acids in growth
medium inhibits chlamydial growth (Allan and Pearce, 1983; Coles
and Pearce, 1987). Evidence that growth requirements may be linked
to persistence induced by the host immune response has been
reported. Reversal of i- interferon-induced inhibition of C.psittaci
intracellular replication has been accomplished by addition of

tryptophan to cell cultures (Byrne et al, 1986). It is thought
that -/-interferon, which is produced during chlamydial infection,
mediates the induction of the tryptophan-decyclizing enzyme

indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase. This causes the depletion of tryptophan
by stimulating host cell tryptophan breakdown and so leads to the
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inhibition of intracellular chlamydial growth. A subsequent study
has indicated that the initial i- interferon mediated microbiostasis

proceeds to a microbicidal event if reversal by tryptophan
administration to growth medium is not accomplished within three

days (Byrne et al, 1989).

Immunity
Both humoral and cell mediated immune mechanisms are known to

operate in the response to C.psittaci infection (Buxton et al, 1990;

Buzoni-Gatel, 1986; Buzoni-Gatel et al, 1987; Dawson et al, 1986a
and 1986b; Huang et al, 1990a and 1990b; Wilsmore et al, 1984a and
1986). However, the precise interaction between these two arms of
the immune system in protection is unclear. What is known is that
protection against C.psittaci infection in the mouse model is

demonstrably greater in the presence of both humoral.and cellular
immune responses and that the T cell response is of critical

importance (Buzoni-Gatel et al, 1987).

Humoral immune response

Following infection, CF antibody against LPS rises to a maximum
titre around 14 days following abortion and remains high for several
weeks (Stamp et al, 1952). Antibody subsequently develops to a high
titre (McEwen and Foggie, 1954) but neither type of antibody is
associated with protection (McEwen and Foggie, 1954; Dawson et al,

1986b; Buzoni-Gatel et al, 1987).

Antibody specificities to C.psittaci antigens determined by
immunoblotting (Huang et al, 1990b; Tan, 1989) have demonstrated
that post-abortion ewes display a wider range of antibody

specificities than vaccinated ewes. However, Western blotting, in
common with the CF test, gives only an indication of previous

exposure. Immunoblotting analysis, using anti-sera from ewes

vaccinated with a purified EB vaccine, has shown that development of
anti-MOMP antibody may correlate with protection under this
vaccine-challenge procedure (Tan, 1989). Further investigation of
the immunogenic and protective properties of the MOMP should define
the protective role of anti-MOMP antibodies in EAE. Both IgG and IgM
antibodies are induced by chlamydial antigens (Page et al, 1967).
More recent studies, using ELISA, have shown that IgG2 was

dominant in bovine infections (Schmeer et al, 1987), whereas IgGl
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was found to be dominant in sheep (Krauss et al, 1986). The

significance of these observations are unknown.

Passive transfer of antibody has resulted in contrasting results.
Despite the production of high titres of serum antibody, passive
transfer did not prevent or reduce the severity of C.psittaci GPIC
infection in immune-negative guinea pigs (Watson et al 1973) . In
similar experiments passive transfer of immune sera did aid the
clearance of systemic C.psittaci infection in outbred mice

(Buzoni-Gatel, 1986; Buzoni-Gatel et al, 1987). However, transfer
of both immune cells with immune sera greatly increased the
efficiency of chlamydial clearance in mice. The effectiveness of
passive transfer of antibody in the resolution and resistance to

chlamydial infections in animal models appears to depend on the
disease process in a particular organ system (Rank, 1988) . The
relevance of such studies to specific chlamydial disease states has
been difficult to assess. However, a preliminary study at the MRI
has not indicated that passive transfer of immune sera alcne confers

protection in ewes (Dr. G. Jones, pers. comm.).

Cell-mediated immunity
In vitro techniques have demonstrated that cellular immune

mechanisms are activated in chlamydial infection. These have
included specific antigen-induced migration inhibition assays using

peritoneal cells from C.psittaci infected guineapigs (Senyk et al,
1981), lymphocyte proliferation assays from ovine lymph node (Russo
and Giauffret, 1978) and from guinea pigs (Senyk et al, 1981) using

C.psittaci antigens. These immune effects show that the chlamydial
antigens are recognised but do not indicate which responses are

involved in protection. Current lymphocyte proliferation studies at
the MRI using fractionated C.psittaci antigens may provide an

indication of the importance of individual antigens in EAE

(C.McCafferty, pers. comm).

A variety of cellular responses to chlamydial infection have been
studied including delayed-type hypersensitivity (DTH) and
phagocytosis by activated macrophages. Natural cytotoxic and T cell
mediated killing have been studied in small animal models. The
results have been conflicting, with cytotoxic activity demonstrated
against C.psittaci CallO strain in infected mouse spleen (Lammert,
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1982) but undetected against C.trachomatis LGV strain in mouse

lymphocytes from spleen, lymph node and peritoneum (Pavia and

Schachter, 1983) or human lymphocytes (Qvigstad and Hirschberg,
1984). Whether the observed differences in responses reported were

dependent on the chlamydial species or strain or if such mechanisms
are involved in ovine infections remains to be defined.

The immune response to C.psittaci infection appears to involve

cooperation between both cell-mediated and humoral responses.

Evidence for the involvement of opsonisation has been reported

(Wyrick et al, 1978). However, the exact interaction between the
cellular and humoral immune systems and how this leads to immunity
in EAE remains obscure

The delayed-type hypersensitivity test has demonstrated that T
cell mediated immune mechanisms recognise C.psittaci infection in
sheep (Wilsmore et al, 1984a and 1986; Dawson et al, 1986b). Post
abortion ewes are immune to further infection (Stamp et al, 1950),

possibly due to the development of CMI following the placental
infection and subsequent challenge with antigen at parturition. CMI

may then cooperate with the humoral arm of the immune system to
control the development of further chlamydaemia in subsequent
pregnancies. Lack of a cell-mediated reaction in animals which have
not experienced abortion is probably a direct consequence of the
lack of placental infection. Levels of infecting organism at the

primary site or subsequent sites may be too low to stimulate a

cellular response. High antibody titres, detected by the CF test

probably reflect the extent of the chlamydaemia and placental
infection and do not correlate with protective immunity (Dawson et

al, 1986b). Fetopathy may then occur in infected ewes which fail to
mount or mount only weak DTH responses.

The use of recombinant antigens such as MOMP (Tan, 1989) in DTH
tests should avoid the problem of cross-reactivity towards LPS when
whole organisms are used. This may enable such tests to be used
more effectively in vaccine challenge studies and possibly as a tool
to assess the immunological status of animals or flocks.
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Other phagocytic cells also involved in the cellular response to

chlamydial infection are neutrophils which migrate to sites of
inflammation under the stimulus of arachidonic acid metabolites

released from activated macrophages. Lysozyme and lower molecular

weight fractions containing cationic proteins are thought to be
involved in the restriction of chlamydial infectivity but the
individual proteins have not been identified (McCafferty, 1990 in

press).

The cellular immunological mechanisms involved in the DTH

responses may not all be beneficial. This has been described in a

proposed immunological based mechanism for the pathogenesis of

guinea pig inclusion conjunctivitis and trachoma (Morrison et al,
1989b). In this report, the DTH-evoking component was identified as

a 57-kD genus-specific chlamydial protein, subsequently
characterised as a stress response protein related to the heat shock
or stress proteins GroEl, HtpB, 65K and Hsp60 of E.coli,
C.burnetii, M.tuberculosis and S.cerevisiae respectively (Morrison
et al, 1989a). The authors suggest that intracellular growth
conditions of chlamydiae represent a "hostile" environment where
both physiological and immunological conditions exist which could
induce a stress response. Competition for host cell metabolites and
the microbiostatic effects of "/-interferon may serve to influence
the expression of the 57-kD protein by intracellular chlamydiae.
This may consequently provide a prolonged immunological response

resulting in chronic inflammation and auto-immune disease rather
than protection.

Complementary to the above studies, the C.psittaci, strain GPIC
57-kDa protein has been shown to share conserved antigenic epitopes
with a 60-kDa stress protein among many Gram-negative bacteria
(Menozzi et al, 1989). The possibility that hosts may become
exposed to other such stress proteins prior to a chlamydial
infection may prime the immune system and increase the DTH response

to the chlamydial 57-kDa antigen. The involvement of such
deleterious cellular immune mechanisms incorporating the 57-kDa
stress protein or the possible effect of priming of this response by
other analogous bacterial proteins has not been investigated in
ovine chlamydial infections. However, an understanding of the role
of such a mechanism may give an insight into the pathogenesis of EAE
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and other ovine chlamydial infections such as polyarthritis and

conjunctivitis.

Potential sites of immunity

Immunity may prevent subsequent placental infection by C .psittaci
at a number of possible sites. Mucosal immunity may prevent initial
infection at the tonsil or other sites and restrict chlamydial
replication in gut infections with OA types. Migration to sites of
latency may be restricted and recrudescence from such sites may be
suppressed. Migration of recrudescent EBs via the bloodstream and

spread of infection at the placenta may be minimised, thus
preventing the pathology.

The restrictive effects of i- interferon on chlamydial replication
were discussed above. However, i-interferon is also an important

immunomodulator, in particular in the stimulation of class II major

histocompatibility antigen expression in a number of cell types.
Such stimulation of the immune system may be important in

establishing immunity at such sites of infection.

Investigation of these possible sites of immunity in EAE has been
initiated at the MRI and further studies are planned. The sensitive
tests for the detection of C.psittaci. such as HYDRA, PCR and in situ

hybridisation have a role in such studies. The PCR, which is capable
of detecting single gene sequences has the increased sensitivity
required to study latent and low level infections, previously
difficult to demonstrate by culture in spite of considerable
chlamydial-induced changes in lymph node morphology (Huang et al,
1990a). Studies to monitor the progress of infection,

histopathologically, using the anti-sense probe to detect chlamydial
16S rRNA by in situ hybridisation are currently proceeding at the
MRI.

The application of HYDRA described in this thesis has established
the technology to enable extensive investigation into the relevance
of OA type intestinal infections prior to abortion. Increased
research in this area should provide important information

concerning the involvement of such intestinal infections in the
pathogenesis and spread of EAE. This may in turn aid the design of
effective oral vaccines which may prevent the establishment of
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infection in sheep.

Limitations of the current vaccine

Control of EAE presents a considerable challenge. Mass
antibiotic therapy is of limited use in controlling the spread of
the infectious organism and is not considered as a viable long term

option control (McClenaghan, 1986). The reintroduction of infection
into the flock from external stock, and possibly wildlife hosts,
makes the achievement of a chlamydia-free environment in open flocks
impossible. The desirability of effective vaccines for the long
term control of EAE is thus evident.

Latterly, EAE has proven difficult to control successfully using
the commercially available killed cell vaccine. The efficacy of the
original vaccine was good and although infection was not eradicated
within the flock (Aitken, 1986a), EAE was controlled for many years.

The current vaccine may be operating at the limit of acceptable
antigen mass due to the commercial restraints imposed by egg

yolk-sac culture. This may lead to variation in the efficacy of
batches and because quality control is difficult to achieve this may

result in incomplete protection. Thus changes in virulence of
circulating organism or flock husbandry may result in vaccine
breakdown.

A number of processes involved in chlamydial virulence such as

the specific attachment to host cells, chlamydia induced and
enhanced uptake of EBs by the host cell and inhibition of

phagosome-lysosome fusion once internalised have been described
(Friis, 1972; Eissenberg et al, 1983). The virulence factors
themselves are likely to be protein components of the chlamydial
cell. The structures or antigens responsible for these
characteristics remain to be completely identified and
characterised. This is due primarily to the difficulty associated
with identifying virulence genes. Genetic crossing has classically
been used to identify genetic traits but because of the lack of
suitable techniques for the transfer of genetic material between
chlamydial cells this has been impossible to achieve. Concerted
research towards this objective is essential because surface exposed
virulence factors are obvious candidates for subunit vaccines.
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C.psittaci ovine abortion type MOMP has been characterised at a

biochemical, immunologic and genetic level (Herring et al, 1989;
Tan, 1989). Novel vaccines are being developed (Anderson et al,
1990 in press; Tan. 1989) and MOMP has been revealed as a critical

immunoprotective antigen (Tan, 1989). Expression of recombinant MOMP
has been achieved (Dr. A. J. Herring, pers comm) and its use as

a subunit vaccine in ewes has produced encouraging levels of
protection (Dr. G. Jones and Dr. A. J. Herring, pers comm).
However, since vaccine trials are limited to sheep, and practical
animal models to monitor efficacy remain to be established,
development of subunit vaccines is hindered. The pregnant mouse

model for evaluating the virulence of C.psittaci ruminant strains

(Rodolakis et al, 1989a) may prove more useful than the mouse

footpad model (Buzoni-Gatel and Rodolakis, 1983; Rodolakis,

1986b) for the assessment of vaccine efficacy.

An important consideration for vaccine development is that EAE
involves a cycle of infection, with the enteric tract being
implicated, and that several sites of immunity may be involved.
Different methods of presenting vaccines may be required to prevent
transmission by the respiratory or enteric routes, from that
required to prevent the placental infection. A more promising
method for delivery of vaccine may then be the oral route, where

subsequent development of mucosal immunity will be more effectively
accomplished. Expression of recombinant MOMP using a Salmonella
typhimurium aroA mutant host strain has been achieved at the MRI

(Dr. A. J. Herring and Dr. J. Oliver, pers comm). The use of
such avirulent strains of salmonella which can express C.psittaci OA
MOMP may provide the basis for the development of an oral subunit
vaccine delivered by a live vector.

An alternative approach to the egg yolk-sac grown, inactivated
EAE vaccine has been temperature-sensitive live vaccines (Rodolakis,
1983; Rodolakis, 1986a; Rodolakis and Bernard, 1984). However,
there are distribution problems associated with live vaccines. More

importantly the pathogenic potential for pregnant women, since the
vaccine strain is only attenuated above 39°C, may limit the use of
such a vaccine. It is possible that truly effective vaccines will
be developed only after the immune mechanisms involved in EAE are

more fully defined.
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DETECTION AND TAXONOMY

Detection of C.psittaci OA infection
The development of HYDRA, PCR and in situ hybridisation

techniques for the detection of C.psittaci OA isolate infection in

biological samples should make a significant technical contribution
to the study of EAE. The establishment of these detection

techniques should allow specific investigation into a range of
important areas of EAE such as sites of initial infection, sites of

latency, routes of spread of infection, sites of persistent
infection and possible mechanisms of pathogenesis. The PCR

technique, which has the potential for very high sensitivity, has
been further developed and optimised since the completion of this
work (Dr. A. J. Herring and I. Anderson, pers comm). This should
enable the presence of chlamydia in a specimen to be established and

permit further more extensive pathogenesis studies, utilising
detection tests on single specimens without culture or extensive

purification of the organism. The in situ hybridisation technique

using the 16S rRNA antisense probe, developed during this study,
should complement the PCR test and allow the histopathological
detection of the organism. Work utilising these techniques is

currently progressing at the MRI.

In particular, the development of HYDRA for the study of

persistent intestinal infections with OA isolates has provided the

facility to screen multiple samples and specifically identify OA
infection within affected flocks. Prior to this study no suitable

technique was available to test multiple faecal samples with the

efficiency or specificity afforded by HYDRA. Cell culture can be
used but is time consuming, impractical for multiple sample faecal
screening and requires training for subjective discrimination
between OA and NAR type growth inclusions. A mouse model,
incorporating footpad inoculation and subsequent pathological
assessment of systemic invasiveness, has been used to differentiate
between OA and enteric isolates (Buzoni-Gatel and Rodolakis, 1983;

Anderson, 1986b; Johnson, F.W.A. 1984; Rodolakis, 1986b; Rodolakis
et al, 1989a). The capacity to establish persistent infection in
cell culture, and SDS-PAGE protein patterns have also been applied
to discriminate between these types of ovine C.psittaci
(Buzoni-Gatel et al, 1989; Rodolakis et al, 1989b). The
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difficulties associated with application of such tests to multiple

sample studies has limited the epidemiological study of intestinal
infection with C .psittaci OA types.

HYDRA has thus provided the opportunity to define the relation of
such persistent infection with the transmission and perpetuation of
EAE within and between flocks. The application of HYDRA may also be
used to investigate the possibility of OA infection and shedding in
other non-ruminant farm animals and wildlife hosts, such as corvids

or foxes, which may acquire intestinal infection through ingestion
of infected abortuses.

Taxonomy

Possibly the most significant factor which has hampered the

understanding of C.psittaci infections has been the lack of suitable
taxonomic tools to determine the identity of specific subspecies

types. This has been more evident in the study of EAE since more

than one type of antigenically-related but biologically distinct
types of C.psittaci can infect sheep. Thus, it is clear that the

development of precise, universally applicable tests for

characterising C.psittaci types and distinguishing OA types from
other ovine C.psittaci, will greatly increase the understanding of
the epidemiology of EAE as well as other C.psittaci infections.

The technique of Southern blot analysis of both the 16S rRNA and
MOMP genes was shown to be an effective test for the differentiation
of C.psittaci subspecies genetic groups on the basis of simple

hybridising RFLP patterns. Ribosomal RNA sequence comparisons, using
direct sequence analysis and oligonucleotide cataloguing of 5S and
16S gene sequences, have provided a useful approach to bacterial
phylogenetics (Fox and Stackebrandt, 1987; Giovannoni et al, 1988;
Weisburg et al, 1989) and of chlamydiae (Weisburg et al, 1986).
Because of their larger size (1,500 to 2,000 nucleotides), the 16S
rRNA genes are particularly useful for sequence comparisons.
Conserved regions within these gene sequences allow related groups

of organisms to be identified and regions of sequence variation
allows the subdivision of these groups. This was demonstrated by
the Southern blot analysis of C.psittaci subspecies types (Chapter
4, figure 4.9) and the Mael PCR-RE profiles of C.psittaci OA and
NAR strains (Chapter 4, figure 4.20).
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The subspecies groups defined in this study by Southern analysis
of the above genes were broadly reflected in previous studies of

genetic relatedness within C.psitCaci (Cox et al, 1988; Fukushi and

Hirai, 1989; Girjes et al, 1989; McClenaghan et al, 1984; Timms et

al, 1988a). The applicability of this test for the classification
of C.psittaci isolates was demonstrated by the typing of coded ovine

C.psittaci isolates into either OA or enteric strains and of a

putative OA isolate as an avian strain (Herring et al, 1989; chapter
4 of this thesis). Moreover, because the patterns of hybridising

fragments are simple, strain comparisons using these gene probes
should be readily comparable between collaborating laboratories.

The PCR, using C.psittaci primers directed to conserved sequence

domains, which flank the variable sequence domains of the MOMP

gene, and within chlamydial specific regions of the 16S rRNA gene,

have enabled the amplification of variable gene sequences using the
limited set of oligonucleotide primers (figures 4.21 and 4.22). RE

profiling of PCR amplified chlamydial 16S rRNA gene fragments
revealed sufficient sequence variation to allow the differentiation
of the three chlamydial species C.trachomatis, C.psittaci and

C.pneumoniae. Sequence variation within the MOMP gene fragments was

shown within the C.psittaci genetic groups, identified by Southern
blot analysis, by simple RE profiling. Thus the technique of PCR-RE

profiling has provided the facility to both confirm the chlamydial

origin and identify the chlamydial species of an amplified DNA

specimen and possibly more significantly, to allow strain
differentiation within C.psittaci subspecies types.

Since the primers used for the amplification of MOMP genes can be

targeted against conserved sequence domains, it would be possible
to design universal primers or further primer sets to allow the

profiling of MOMP gene fragments from all chlamydial types. Thus if
standard oligonucleotide primers and protocols can be produced, a

universally accepted test, based on the technique of PCR-RE
profiling developed in this study, may rationalise chlamydial
systematic classification in the near future.
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C .psittaci OA type strain variation
Before the commencement of this study the only evidence

indicating possible strain variation within C.psittaci OA isolates
came from cross-protection studies utilising sub-cutaneous challenge
in sheep (Aitken et al, 1981) and intracerebral challenge in mice
(Johnson and Clarkson, 1986). The molecular analysis of C.psittaci
OA HOHP gene sequences described in this study, in common with
previous studies which have compared OA types based on biological,
immunological and molecular criteria, contrasts markedly with the
cross-protection studies. This indicates that if any variation does
exist it is likely to be very minor. The differing biological
responses to heterologous strain challenge in both sheep and the
mouse model may have been due to secondary effects associated with
the chlamydial preparations used. The high passage A22 strain was

used to vaccinate animals prior to challenge with virulent field
strains (Aitken et al, 1981 ; Johnson and Clarkson, 1986). The
virulence changes known to occur following multiple growth passages

in cell culture could result in a differing biological response to

highly virulent low passage field OA strains. Thus, the basis of any

variation still remains to be identified and characterised.

The high level of identity exhibited within the UK C.psittaci OA
isolates is in direct contrast to the high degree of variation seen

within the other class of ovine C.psittaci, the non-abortion
ruminant strains. This contrast in MOMP gene variation may be a

consequence of a number of mechanisms.

Firstly, the NAR strains infect the host predominantly at mucosal
surfaces such as the intestine, synovial membrane and cornea where
the host immune system is capable of responding to the infecting
organism. In EAE, infecting OA isolates are thought to persist
within host cells, including macrophages, in a latent form thus
avoiding immune surveillance. OA isolates may then be exposed to
host immune response only when the infecting organism re-emerges to
establish the placental infection. Thus it may be that NAR strains
are under a much greater selective pressure than OA isolates to

modulate their antigenic repertoire, in order to evade the host
immune response. It is of interest to determine whether the
C.psittaci OA types which infect the ovine enteric tract display
surface antigenic variation. PCR-RE profiling or direct gene
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sequencing from PCR amplified MOMP genes should enable a number of
such isolates to be rapidly compared.

The variation present in the C.psittaci NAR strains may be
similar to that seen within the C.trachomatis trachoma serovars.

These chlamydial strains also cause infections predominantly at
mucosal surfaces and the serovar variation, which has been mapped
to variable domains in the MOMP, may be a direct result of antigenic
shift driven by the host immune response.

An alternative explanation for the lack of variation exhibited by
C.psittaci OA strains may be that they are of a more recent

evolutionary origin than the NAR strains. Evidence from DNArDNA

homology and RE profiling studies (Fukushi and Hirai, 1989) and from
the Southern blot and PCR-RE profiling analyses described in this
thesis (chapter 4) shows that OA isolates are related to avian
strains of C.psittaci. This suggests that the OA type may have
evolved from an avian strain which has been transmitted to sheep and
remained fixed within this new host species. Thus, based on their
lack of variation, it would appear that C.psittaci OA types are a

recently evolved group. Subsequent comparisons of more extensive
collections of C.psittaci, using MOMP gene PCR-RE profiling analysis
developed during this study, have been carried out by the research

group at the MRI. This has revealed that very slight sequence

variation exists within the MOMP genes of caprine abortion isolates
from outwith the UK (figure 4.23). It is planned to determine the
DNA sequence of these caprine abortion isolate MOMP genes in order
to locate this variation and define whether parallel antigenic
variation may be expressed (Dr. A. J. Herring, pers comm). This

may represent the initial expansion of OA type genetic variation.

Further examples of the expression of disease in a new host, such
as that discussed above for C.psittaci OA isolates are zoonotic
abortion caused by C.psittaci OA types in pregnant women

(Introduction of this thesis; Herring et al, 1987) and possibly
the Chlamydial epizootic in Koalas (Cockram and Jackson, 1974;
Girjes et al, 1988; McColl et al, 1984).
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Thus it would appear from the genetic relatedness evident between
certain C.psLttaci isolates with widely differing host
specificities, that a possible consequence of interspecies transfer
of C.psittaci types is the establishment of serious disease states

in secondary host species. This is of increased interest since the
OA isolates were closely related to avian strains by Southern blot
and PCR-RE analyses of the 16S rRNA genes. A direct comparison of
the OA and avian 16S rRNA genes may give a more precise indication
of the evolutionary relatedness of these types of C.psLttaci and

give an insight into the origins of EAE. The sequencing of the OA

gene has been initiated during this study and the PCR should allow
the simple isolation of this gene from other avian strains, using
primers designed from the existing avian 16S rRNA gene sequence

(Weisburg et al, 1986).

FUTURE WORK

EAE is an important disease of sheep, however, much remains to be
understood concerning the epidemiology, pathogenesis and immune
mechanisms. Major progress has been made in the study of C.psittaci
as a pathogen but methods for the detection and monitoring of the
organism have been difficult to establish. This has presented
difficulties in the study of the C.psittaci strains which infect
sheep. The work reported in this thesis has described the

development of nucleic acid based techniques which have provided the
basis to accomplish these requirements. HYDRA and PCR will allow
the sensitive and specific detection of infection with C.psittaci OA

types. The typing tests developed in this study should provide a

useful basis to clarify the classification of ovine C.psittaci
infections. Southern blot analyses of the 16S rRNA and MOMP genes

will enable larger collections of C.psittaci strains to be
classified and provide more comprehensive evidence on which to base
the need for further species designation (Fukushi and Hirai, . 1989).
Moreover, PCR-RE profiling should allow both the detection and

typing of isolates spanning the three chlamydial species.
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The work presented in this thesis has provided technological
developments which can now be applied to advance the understanding
of EAE. When these techniques are employed, important aspects of
the pathogenesis, immunity and epidemiology of EAE will be defined.
It is hoped that sustained research, incorporating such powerful
molecular techniques, will translate into practical methods for the
limitation of the infection in sheep and the hazard which currently
threatens women associated with the sheep farming industry.
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1. SUMMARY

The major outer membrane protein (MOMP)
gene from an ovine abortion strain of Chlamydia
psittaci (S26/3) has been cloned and sequenced.
The gene shows the features of other chlamydial
MOMPs but comparison with the previously re¬
ported sequence for the ovine abortion isolate
A22/M has revealed substantial sequence diver¬
gence which is clustered into the same four in¬
tramolecular regions as the sequence variation
found between C. trachomatis serovars. Subse¬

quent restriction enzyme analysis of A22/M DNA
has shown that it has an avian-type genomic pro¬
file and thus the comparison is between types
rather than between strains.

2. INTRODUCTION

Enzootic abortion of ewes (EAE) is the most
prevalent infection causing lamb loss in the UK
and is due to infection with Chlamydia psittaci [1],
The disease was controlled for many years by an

Correspondence to: A.J. Herring, Moredun Research Institute,
408 Gilmerton Road, Edinburgh EH17 7JH, U.K.

inactivated vaccine but recently has re-emerged as
a problem thereby focusing attention on the im¬
mune mechanisms and possible strain variants
involved in the infection [2,3]. It is also now
established that the EAE strain can cause abortion
in women [4] which lends further importance to
the study of this pathogen.

The species C. psittaci is a diverse grouping
within which, until recently, types have been de¬
fined only by their origin of isolation and biologi¬
cal properties. A recent DNA/DNA reassociation
study has shown substantial differences within the
group suggesting that separate species status for
some types may be applicable [5]. Restriction en-
donuclease (RE) analysis [6,7], micro-im-
munofluorescence (MIF) [8], and monoclonal an¬
tibody studies [9,10] have also been used to dem¬
onstrate variation.

Studies on the human pathogen C. trachomatis
have shown that variable epitopes which de¬
termine the serovars defined by the MIF test
reside in the major outer membrane protein
(MOMP) [11] and that antibodies to this protein
can neutralise chlamydial infectivitiy both 'in vitro'
and 'in vivo' [12,13]. This dual involvement of
MOMP in both immunity and strain variation has
prompted us to clone and sequence the MOMP
gene from an EAE strain.

0378-1097/89/$03.50 © 1989 Federation of European Microbiological Societies
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1. Sources of chlamydial DNA
Several of the strains used in this work, includ¬

ing C. psittaci S26/3 used as the source of DNA
for cloning, have been described previously as has
the method for DNA extraction [6]. S57/3 is a
more recent abortion isolate from the same farm
as S26/3. A22/M DNA was the kind gift of Ian
Clarke, Southampton University.

Two overlapping plasmid clones (pUC-18)
which separately contain the 5' and 3' ends of the
MOMP gene from C. trachomatis serovar L2, to¬
gether with flanking sequences covering a total of
2.35 kb, were the kind gift of Richard Stephens,
University of California, San Francisco.

3.2. Nucleic acid manipulations and cloning
Restriction endonucleases, T4 DNA ligase and

calf intestinal phosphatase (CAP) were obtained
from Boehringer Corporation (London) Ltd. or
Gibco BRL Ltd. (Paisley, Scotland) and used as
recommended by the manufacturer. DNA frag¬
ments from agarose gels were recovered using
'Geneclean' (BiolOl, Calfornia) and labelled with
32 P by the random priming procedure [14]. 'South¬
ern' transfers and hybridisations were carried out
as described by Meinkoth and Wahl [15] using
'Hybond N' membranes (Amersham Int., U.K.).

Genomic library construction in the bacterio¬
phage X vector EMBL-3 was carried out by the
methods described by Kaiser and Murray [16]. A
partial Mbo-1 digest of S26/3 DNA was treated
with CAP and ligated into BamHi-digested vec¬
tor. After packaging and initial growth in E. coli
strain C600, recombinants were selected by growth
on E. coli strain Q359 r~ su]^ 80RP2, a P2
lsyogen. The library was then screened with the L2
MOMP DNA probes using standard methods [17].

Sub-cloning into bacteriophage Ml3 vectors
mpl8 and mpl9 using E. coli strain JM101 as a
host was performed as described by Messing [18]
using DNA fragments recovered from agarose gels.
Subsequent sequencing was performed using the
dideoxynucleotide chain termination method [19]
using [35S]dATP (Amersham Int. Ltd., U.K.) as a
label.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The C. psittaci MOMP gene was identified by
first constructing a genomic library with S26/3
DNA in EMBL-3 and screening with two DNA
probes spanning the whole C. trachomatis L2
MOMP gene. It had been previously demon¬
strated that, while there is less than 10% related-
ness between the two chlamydial species, there are
conserved regions in the MOMP gene [2UJ. A
single clone was identified which reacted with
both probes. Subsequent blotting studies showed
that this hybiidisaiion could be localised to a 2.6
kb Sst-1 fragment. This fragment was then sub-
cloned into M13 mpl9 to avoid problems of
plasmid instability encountered previously with
this gene [21]. The resulting clone was mapped
using several restriction enzymes compatible with
the polylinker cloning sites and further sub-cloned
into M13, mpl8 and mpl9 for sequencing.

The deduced nucleotide sequence for strain
S26/3 and its translation are shown in Fig. 1. The
sequence shows the features previously demon¬
strated for the MOMP gene [22], These include
typical promoter elements (although with a longer
spacing between the cognate elements than is
found in E. coli), an open reading frame of the
expected length, containing 7 cysteine residues,
and an inverted repeated with a structure similar
to that of typical rho-independent transcription
terminators (inverted repeat followed by 8 T re¬

sidues) [23]. Provisional analysis upstream of the
first promoter region has confirmed the presence
of a double promoter as reported for C. trachoma¬
tis [24] (data not shown).

The first C. psittaci MOMP sequence was re¬
ported by Pickett et al. for strain A22/M, also
designated as an ovine abortion isolate [25]. Thus
the S26/3 sequence is shown in Fig. 1 aligned
with that of A22/M. The variation between S26/3
and A22/M at the amino acid level is shown in
Fig. 2 which also includes data for the L2 C.
trachomatis MOMP [22], There is substantial con¬
servation evident in the three sequences especially
at the amino and carboxyl termini of the C. psit¬
taci genes. However, in the central part of the
molecule there are 4 regions in which S26/3 and
A22/M display considerable variation. The in-
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S26/3

A22/M

-35 REGION -10 REGION SO

ACTTGGACGTG GTGCCG CCAGAAGAGCAAATTAGAATAGCGAG CACAAA AAGAAAAGATACTAAGCATAATCTTTA GAGG TGAGT

•22 Met Lys Lys Leu Leu Lys Ser Ala Leu Leu Phe Ala Ala Thr Gly Ser Ala Leu Ser Leu Gin Ala Leu Pro

S26/3 1 ATG AAA AAA CTC TTG AAA TCG GCA TTA TTG TTT GCC GCT ACG GGT TCC GCT CTC TCC TTA CAA GCC TTG CCT

A22/M 1

3 Vel Gly Asn Pro Ala Glu Pro Ser Leu Leu He Asp Gly Thr Met Trp Glu Gly Ala Ser Gly Asp Pro Cys
S26/3 73 GTA GGG AAC CCA GCT GAA CCA ACT TTA TTA ATC GAT GGC ACT ATG TGG GAA GGT GCT TCA GGT GAT CCT TGC
A22/M 73 A

27 Asp Pro Cys Ser Thr Trp Cys Asp Ala He Ser He Arg Ala Gly Tyr Tyr Gly Asp Tyr Val Phe Asp Arg
S26/3 145 GAT CCT TGC TCT ACT TGG TGT GAT GCT ATC AGC ATC CGC GCA GGA TAC TAC GGA GAT1 TAT GTT TTC GAT CGT

A22/M 145 G C C T

51 Val Leu Lys Val Asp Val Asn Lys Thr He Thr Gly Met Gly Ala Val Pro . , Thr Gly Thr Ala

S26/3 217 GTA TTA AAA GTT GAT GTG AAT AAA ACT ATC ACC GGC ATG GGT GCA GTT CCT ACA GGA ACC GCA

A22/H 217 T T G C AC ACG CAG GCT T A

72 Ala Ala Asn Tyr Lys Thr Pro Thr Asp Arg Pro Asn He Ala Tyr Gly Lys His Leu Gin Asp Ala Glu

S26/3 280 GCA GCT AAT TAC AAA ACT CCT ACG GAT AGA CCC AAC ATC GCT TAC GGC AAA CAC TTA CAA GAC GCC GAA

A22/H 289 ACT AAT A C G CC GAA G A AT GC G A GG T A G T A G

95 Trp Phe Thr Asn Ala Ala Phe Leu Ala Leu Asn He Trp Asp Arg Phe Asp I le Phe Cys Thr Leu Gly Ala
S26/3 349 TGG TTC ACC AAT GCA GCT TTC CTC GCA TTG AAT ATC TGG GAT CGC TTT GAT ATT TTC TGC ACA TTA GGC GCT

A22/H 361 T T A C A C A C T C C C G A

119 Ser Asn Gly Tyr Phe Lys Ala Ser Ser Ala Ala Phe Asn Leu Val Gly Leu He Gly Val Lys Gly ... Ser

S26/3 421 TCT AAT GGG TAC TTC AAA GCT AGT TCT GCG GCA TTC AAC CTC GTT GGT TTG ATT GGT GTT AAA GGA ... TCC

A22/H 433 C A T A G T T G A A G T TC CT ACC AG

142 Ser He Ala Ala Asp Gin Leu Pro Asn Val Gly He Thr Gin Gly He Val Glu Phe Tyr Thr
S26/3 490 TCC ATA GCA GCT GAT CAG CTT CCC AAT GTA GGC ATC ACT CAA GGA ATC GTT GAA TTT TAT ACA

A22/M 505 A CC T T A C GAG CTT CCA ATG A T C T C T G T G

163 Asp Thr Thr Phe Ser Trp Ser Val Gly Ala Arg Gly Ala Leu Trp Glu Cys Gly Cys Ala Thr Leu Gly Ala
S26/3 553 GAT ACA ACA TTC TCT TGG ACT GTA GGT GCA CGC GGA GCT TTA TGG GAG TGT GGT TGT GCG ACT TTA GGA GCA

A22/H 577 C T T C T A A T

187 Glu Phe Gin Tyr Ala Gin Ser Asn Pro Lys He Glu Met Leu Asn Val Val Ser Ser Pro Ala Gin Phe Val

S26/3 625 GAG TTC CAA TAC GCT CAG TCT AAT CCT AAA ATT GAA ATG TTG AAT GTA GTC TCC AGC CCA GCA CAA TTT GTG

A22/M 649 A G G C C C C ACT A

211 Val His Lys Pro Arg Gly Tyr Lys Gly Thr Ala Phe Pro Leu Pro Leu Thr Ala Gly Thr Asp Gin
S26/3 697 GTT CAC AAG CCT AGA GGA TAC AAG GGA ACA GCA TTT CCT TTA CCT CTA ACA GCT GGT ACT GAT CAG

A22/M 721 A A A C T A GCT AGC T G AAT A G A A ACA G A

233 Ala Thr Asp Thr Lys Ser Ala Thr He Lys Tyr His Glu Trp Gin Val Gly Leu Ala Leu Ser Tyr Arg Leu
S26/3 763 GCA ACT GAC ACT AAG TCG GCT ACA ATT AAA TAC CAC GAA TGG CAA GTT GGT TTA GCG CTC TCT TAT CGA TTG

A22/M 793 T A C A A T A CCC C G C A

257 Asn Met Leu Val Pro Tyr He Ser Val Asn Trp Ser Arg Ala Thr Phe Asp Ala Asp Ala He Arg He Ala

S26/3 835 AAC ATG CTT GTT CCT TAC ATT AGC GTA AAC TGG TCA AGA GCA ACT TTT GAT GCT GAC GCT ATC CGC ATC GCT

A22/H 865 T A T G T A T

281 Gin Pro Lys Leu Ala Ala Ala Val Leu Asn Leu Thr Thr Trp Asn Pro Thr Leu Leu Gly Glu Ala Thr Ala

S26/3 907 CAA CCT AAA TTA GCT GCT GCT GTG TTA AAC TTG ACC ACA TGG AAC CCA ACC CTT TTA GGA GAA GCT ACA GCT

A22/M 937 AAA T G AG A T C T A T T G C TC A C T A

305 Leu Asp Thr Ser Asn Lys Phe Ala Asp Phe Leu Gin Ile Ala Ser lie Gin He Asn Lys Met
S26/3 979 TTA GAT ACT AGC AAC AAA TTC GCT GAC TTC TTG CAA ATT GCT TCG ATT CAG ATC AAC AAA ATG

A22/M 1009 G CCC AAT AAT G GG AG G T GTT C A T T G

326 Lys Ser Arg Lys Ala Cys Gly Val Ala Val Gly Ala Thr Leu Ile Asp Ala Asp lys Trp Ser He Thr Gly
S26/3 1042 AAG TCT AGA AAA GCT TGT GGT GTA GCT GTT GGT GCA ACG TTA ATC GAC GCT GAC AAA TGG TCA ATC ACT GGT

A22/H 1081

350 Glu Ala Arg Leu lie Asn Glu Arg Ala Ala His Met Asn Ala Gin Phe Arg Phe End

S26/3 1114 GAA GCA CGC TTA ATC AAT GAA AGA GCC GCT CAC ATG AAT GCT CAA TTC AGA TTC TAA

S26/3

A22/M

1171

1210

GGA TTT ACT TTA TAC TAT CCT AAC TTT TTG TCC CGC TA TCAGAACCTAGGAATCTCTGGCTTCTGA TTTTTTTT GCTCTCAT

Fig. 1. Nucleotide sequence and translation of the major outer membrane protein from C. psittaci S26/3 ovine abortion strain
compared to that of the A22/M strain [22]. Only differences are shown. Dots in the sequences indicate gaps inserted for optimal
alignment. Numbering of the nucleotide sequence begins at the start codon while that of the deduced amino acid sequence begins at

the putative N-terminal of the processed MOMP.
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S -22

A -22

L2 -22

L2

S

A

95

96

leader sequence
MKKLLKSALL
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

FAATGSALSL
i i i i i i i i i i

QA
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

MKKLLKSALL
■ i i i i i i i

t i i t i t i i i i

FAATGSALSL
III it II

QA

MKKLLKSVLV FAALSSASSL QA

.PVGNPAE PSLLIDGTMW EGASGDPCDP CSTWCDAISI 38
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I I I I

.PVGNPAE PSLLIDGTMW EGASGDPCDP CATWCDAISI 38

.PVGNPAE PSLMIDGILW EGFGGDPCDP CTTWCDAISM

.YUL

WFTNAAFLAL NIWDRFDIFC TLGASNGYFK ASSAAFNLVG LIGVKG.SSIA AD QLPN 150
II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I III
> • ■■■•III I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I III

WFSNAAFLAL NIWDRFDIFC TLGASNGYFK SSSAAFNLVG L|I
I III II I I I I I I I II I I I I II I II III

MFTNAAYMAL NIWDRFDVFC TLGATSGYLK GNSASFNLVG L|F

VD2

VD2
151 VGITQGIVEF YTDTTFSWSV GARGALWECG CATLGAEFQY AQSNPKIEML NWSSPAQFV

159 VGITQi

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

'GfV'
i i i

i i i t tit iii iii i

VD3
211 VHKPRGY KGT A.. FPLPLTA GTDQATD

i i i i ii ii

219 IHKPRGYKGA SSNFPLPITA GTTEATD

L2 215 INKPKGVVGQ E..FPLDLKA GTDGVTG

VD4
S

A

L2

269

279

273

KL.RATFDADAIR IAQP
I I I I I I I II I I I I I

RATFDADTIR IAQPK

AAAV LNLTTWNPTL LGEATALDTS N.K..FADFL
llllllllll.il I I

LKSEI LNITTWNPSL LGSTTTLPNN GGKDVLSDVL
I I

38

S 39 RAGYYGDYVF DRVLKVDVNK TITGMG^
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1

VPT
1 1

GTAAANYKT.
1

...PTDRPNI
i i i i

AYGKHLQDAE
III i i i i >

94

<1 39
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1

RAGYYGDYVF DRVLKVDVNK TFSGMAA
1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1

TPT
1 1

QATGNASNTN
i i i i i

QPEANGRPNI
■ i i

III i i i i i

AYGRHMQDAE
i i i i i i i i i i

98

L2 39 RMGYYGDFVF DRVLQTDVNK EFQ.MGA KPT TATGNAAAPS TCTA..RENP
i i i i i i i i i i

AYGRHMQDAE 95

IGFSATSST ST ELPHQLPN 168

FGDNENHAT VSDSKLV.PN 154

I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I

VEF YTDTSFSWSV GARGALWECG CATLGAEFQY AQSNPKIEVL NVTSSPAQFV
ii ii iii

L2 155 MSLDQSVVEL YTDTTFAWSA GARAALWECG CATLGASFQY AQSKPKVEEL NVLCNAAEFT

210

218

214
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the deduced amino acid sequence of the major outer membrane proteins from C. psittaci strains S26/3 (S) and
A22/M (A) [22] and C. trachomatis serovar L2 [25], Dots in the sequence indicate the gaps introduced for alignment. The conserved

cysteine residues are marked with asterisks and the four variable domains [26] are shown.

tramolecular location of this variation is very simi¬
lar to that which has already been described by
Stephens et al. [26] who determined the sequence
differences between the serovars of C. trachomatis
and described 4 variable domains (VD1-4). Epi¬
tope mapping using recombinant proteins and
synthetic peptides has shown that important
serovar specific and subgroup specific epitopes lie
within VD1, VD2 and VD4 [27-29]. This com¬

parison of C. psittaci MOMP sequences shows

that sequence variation is largely confined to these
same VDs. A similar finding has been reported
recently by Zhang et al. [30] who compared the
MOMP sequence of the guinea pig inclusion con¬
junctivitis strain with that of the avian isolate Cal
10.

The degree of variation between C. psittaci
S26/3 and A22/M was unexpected. Comparison
of a number of isolates from cases of ovine abor¬
tion using RE profiling of total genomic DNA has
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revealed only very minor differences [4,6]. More¬
over, no interstrain differences were revealed when
the DNAs from 12 independent abortion strains
were digested with REs (which cut within the
MOMP coding sequence) and analysed by South¬
ern blotting using the Sst-1 MOMP fragment as
probe. However, when A22/M was compared with
two abortion strains, including the original A22
isolate, in a similar Southern blotting experiment,
clear differences were seen, as shown in Fig. 3.
The hybridising bands seen in the A22/M strain
were similar to those of the Cal 10 strain. Com¬

parison of the A22/M strain with abortion strains,
Cal 10 and an avian isolate by RE profiling of
total genomic DNA [6] confirmed that A22/M
was very similar, but not identical, to Cal 10 (data
not shown). Comparison of the A22/M sequence

with that published by Zhang et al. for Cal 10
shows only a 3% difference at the amino acid
level.

Since the Cal 10 strain is avian in type as

judged by its origin from a case of presumptive
ornithosis [31], RE profile [6] and DNA reassocia-
tion properties [5], the A22/M strain appears to
be avian also. The comparison of MOMP se¬
quences in Fig. 1 above is thus an inter-type rather
than an inter-strain comparison. A full history of
the A22/M strain is not available but we have
established that it should have been identical to

A22 which is the original type strain isolated at
the Moredun Institute [1], The isolate has passed
through several laboratories and has been grown
for many passes in embryonated hen's eggs. It is
thus quite possible that it has become con-

SCAMSCAMSC A M
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Fig. 3. Southern blot analysis of genomic DNA from strains S57/3 (S) Cal 10 (C) A22 (A) and A22/M (M) digested with Cla-1,
Msp-1 and Pvu-11 as indicated and hybridised with a 2.6 kb Sst-1 fragment containing the complete S26/3 MOMP gene. The

position of molecular weight markers is indicated (kilobase pairs).
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taminated with an avian strain which has subse¬

quently overgrown.
The above findings only serve to emphasise the

urgent requirement for a simple and widely acces¬
sible method to classify C. psittaci strains. The
sequence conservation at the termini of the MOMP
gene clearly make it an ideal target for amplifica¬
tion by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [32].
Preliminary results using PCR on purified DNA
samples have shown that it is possible to amplify
the MOMP sequences from a wide range of C.
psittaci types. Thus our present efforts are directed
towards the development of a generally applicable
PCR based test for use with clinical samples which
can both detect and type C. psittaci infections. We
are also attempting to express the MOMP gene in
E. coli.
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Chlamydial Abortion In Sheep: Molecular
Approaches To Vaccination, Pathogen Detection And
Strain Typing.

AJ.HERRING, T.W.TAN AND S.BAXTER.

Moredun Research Institute, 408 Gilmerton Road, Edinburgh EH17 7JH, Scotland, U.K.

1 INTRODUCTION.

Chlamydia psittaci infection leading to abortion in sheep was the first example of a

chlamydial disease to be controlled by vaccination. Unfortunately, the considerable success
of the early, empirically derived vaccine inhibited the follow-on investigation of both the
protective antigens present in the vaccine and of the pathogenic mechanisms operating in the
disease. The increasing occurrence of chlamydial abortions in U.K. sheep during the past
decade coupled with a revived awareness that ovine enzootic abortion (OEA) strain can also
cause abortion and life-threatening illness in women (Herring etal., 1987) has led to renewed
efforts to understand this disease. We have taken a molecular approach to several aspects of
OEA research and the current status of our work is summarised below.

2 THE ROLE OF MAJOR OUTER MEMBRANE PROTEIN IN PROTECTION

The role of major outer membrane protein (MOMP) has been a dominant theme in the study
of immunity to chlamydia for the past decade. The importance of MOMP in protection
against OEA was originally suggested by an experiment in which purified inactivated
elementary bodies (EBs) were used as an experimental vaccine. Complete protection was
obtained togetherwith a humoral immune response which appeared by immunoblot analysis
to be directed almost exclusively against MOMP. This contrasted with the normal
observation of reaction against 12-14 antigenic proteins (Anderson et al. 1990). This finding
was extended by preparing a sub-unit vaccine from purified EBs by extraction with sarcosyl
and dithiothreitol. The protein content of this preparation comprised about 95% MOMP and
a single dose of about 15-20 micrograms protected sheep against abortion (T.W.Tan, paper
in preparation).



The natural progression in this series of experiments was to use purified native MOMP as a
vaccine but we have been unable to obtain pure protein in sufficient amounts. As an
alternative, the OEA MOMP gene has been cloned and sequenced (Herring et al. 1989) and
expressed at high level in bacteria. The sequence of the gene showed all the features found
in other MOMP genes but was distinct from other published C. psittaci MOMP sequences
(Pickett et al. 1988, Zhang et al. 1989). The variation between OEA and other MOMP
sequences was clustered into the four variable domains first described by Stephens et al.
(1987).

Two pUC-8 based, MOMP-expressing constructs have been produced, both have the
authentic -COOH terminus but have added amino acids (AAs) at the -NH4 terminus which
are derived from the lac-z polylinker regions used in construction. One contains all 367 AAs
found in native MOMP after leader peptide removal with an 11 AA NH4 terminal addition
while the other is truncated, containing the last 228 AAs with an 8 residue addition. Both
recombinant MOMPs (rMOMP) have been expressed at high level and the proteins shown
to be authentic by immunoblotting and peptide mapping. Milligram quantities of these
rMOMPs have been prepared in the form of partially purified, insoluble inclusion bodies.
These crude preparations are immunogenic in sheep and are currently being assessed in a
vaccine trial. Our present efforts are directed towards purifying and renaturing the rMOMPs
and assessing their suitability as an antigen for the serodiagnosis of OEA infection in sheep
and women. The two plasmids have also been found to express in attentuated, ovine
Salmonella strains and will be used to investigate the use of live bacterial vectors for the
protection of sheep (J. Oliver and D. Baird, pers. comm.).

3 THE USE OF THE POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION FOR DETECTION

AND TYPING

Several areas of OEA research require sensitive detection of pathogen but are unsuited to cell
culture techniques and this has prompted the development of nucleic acid based tests. One
test has been designed specifically for faecal screening and utilises the 16S ribosomal RNA
as a target. However, the availability of sequence data from both the MOMP and 16S rRNA
genes (S.Baxter, unpulb. results) of OEA strain has allowed the use of the polymerase chain
reaction (PCR, Saiki et al. 1988) for detection. Primers which amplify a 1008 bp fragment
of the MOMP gene were selected and used to probe nucleic acid from human placental tissue
from suspected and confirmed OEA abortions. Amplified product was detected by
'Southern' blot analysis. This test confirmed the culture positive and detected chlamydial
DNA in one other suspected case. Current efforts are directed at optimising tissue extraction
methods and amplification protocols before using PCR to search for the site of chlamydial
'latency' in infected sheep.



Table 1. Amplification of C. psittaci MOMP sequences by PCR.

Chlamydial
type or origin

OEA Ruminant

non-OEA

Avian Lab.

Cal 10

A22/M

Feline Guinea

P'g

TWAR C. track

No. of

isolates tested

13 7 7 2 1 1 2 5

Amplification + + + + + + - -

When testing the specificity of the MOMP primers in the PCR reaction it was found that all
C. psittaci DNAs tested gave positive amplification of a lKbp fragment but that no product
was observed with TWAR types or C. trachomatis strains. Results to date are summarised in
Table 1. When tested with primers which amplify a 650 bp fragment of the 16S rRNAgene

1 2 3 4, 5 6 7
--J k •i '< -1

MuU

UU

Li ^

r 'U
fed fcj

Fig. 1. Polyacrylamide gels analysis
of PCR amplified MOMP sequences
from different types of C. psittaci
digested with Alu-1.

Track 1- Guinea Pig inclusion
conjuctivitis, track 2- Feline
pneumonitis, track 3- avian isolate 741,
track 4- avian isolate 725, track 5- Cal 10,
track 6- Ovine arthritis isolate P787,
Track 7- OEA strain S57/3.

Arrow a. denotes 500 bps, b.-300 bps
C.-75 bps.



all chlamydial DNAs gave positive amplification but these primers were not completely
chlamydia-specific. Further analysis of these amplified products by restriction endonuclease
profiling using polyacryamide gels and silver staining is illustrated in Figure 1. A series of
patterns was obtained which was entirely consistent with both the computer predictions for
known MOMP sequences and with the typing system proposed by Fukushi and Hirai (1989).
Profiling the 16S product gave less variation than found in the MOMP sequences but the
TWAR strains showed a very distinct profile.

4 COMMENT

It is our hope that analysis of the protective elements of the established OEA vaccine will
have broader relevance for the design of vaccines for human and other animal chlamydial
infections. In addition to protection studies the sheep offers unique opportunities for the
study of local, cellular immune responses and we are currently planning to apply molecular
techniques to study the response of a single lymph-node to infection.

Our preliminary results suggest that PCR will enable the detection and typing c f C. psittaci
infections with a single, highly sensitive test. The use of cheap, generally available,
chemically defined oligonucleotide primers will allow accurate comparisons to be made
between laboratories and should lead to a universally accepted typing system being
established. This will greatly increase our ability to trace chlamydial infections and
especially to recognise the origins of zoonotic infections.
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DEVELOPMENT OF HYBRIDISATION PROBES FOR THE DETECTION AND TYPING
OF OVINE STRAINS OF CHLAMYDIA PSITTACI
S. Baxter, A.J. Herring
Moredun Research Institute, Edinburgh U.K.

Chlamydia psittaci has been
associated with a range of infections
in sheep including inocuous gut
infection, pneumonia, conjunctivitis,
keratitis, polyarthritis, encephalitis
and abortion. The most important
economically is abortion. Infection
with abortion strains can result in a

progressive necrotising placentitis
with subsequent abortion 2-3 weeks prior
to term. Some 15% of all stillbirths
and 20% of investigated fetopathies in
Britain can be attributed to chlamydial
infection.

The aim of this work is: (i) To
develop hybridisation probes for
detecting chlamydial infection in bio¬
logical samples; e.g. faeces, foetal
membranes and organs, vaginal
secretions, blood cells and organs,
(ii) To use Southern blot analysis to
type C. psittaci strains detected
since restriction endonuclease analysis
has clearly identified at ieast two

types of C. psit'.aci which infect
sheep(l). As a first step a genomic
library of C. psittaci, ovine abortion
strain S26/3, was constructed using
the Lambda replacement vector EMBL3.

Single stranded RNA probes of
opposite sense to ribosomal RNA species
are being developed and for use in both
liquid and blot hybridisations. Clones
harbouring the ribosomal cistrons have
been identified from the library by
plaque hybridisation using a 32-P
labelled cDNA prepared by random
priming from chlamydial rRNA. Mbol
fragments of a positive EMBL3 insert
were subcloned into the transcription
vector "Blue Scribe", a 3.2Kb plasmid
containing bacteriophage T7 and T3 RNA
polymerase promotors in opposing
orientations. Two positively hybrid¬
ising plasmid clones have been identi¬
fied, and preliminary experimental
results indicate that transcription
occurs from both sequences using the T7
promotor system.

Two kinds of probes are being
sought from the library for typing by
southern blot analysis. First, those
containing sequences that will
hybridise with all C. psittaci strains
such as the ribosomal cistrons and

major outer membrane gene, both of which

we have now located in the library.
Second, more specific sequences which
are present only in certain chlamydial
types as have been reported for the
TWAR strains and C. psittaci plasmid
sequences. Development of those
probes for use in typing system is
proceeding and will be reported.
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